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"Elementary" particles, such as nucléons, are no longer 
considered to be fundamental. The discovery of hundreds of 
these particles has made the assumption of elementarity quite 
untenable. To simplify this picture, it has been suggested 
that hadrons are made up of quark constituents. Together with 
the leptons and their associated neutrinos, quarks form the 
fundamental building blocks of matter. (In fact, since quarks 
and leptons in the last few years have also started to 
multiply, theoretical schemes are being devised in which quarks 
and leptons themselves are no longer fundamental but are made 
up of a small number of even more elementary objects. These 
schemes, however, are still highly speculative and certainly 
beyond the scope of this thesis.) 
A quick review of the quark picture is in order. Quarks 
are spin 1/2 fermions of fractional charges (2/3 or -1/3) 
and fractional baryon number (1/3). They come in six differ­
ent 'flavors' - u(up), d(down), s(strange), c(charm), t(top), and 
b(bottom). The flavors u and d are of direct interest in low-
energy nuclear physics because they form the isospin SU(2) 
group which is responsible for the isospin degree of freedom 
in nuclei. In the usual quark model, each baryon contains 
three quarks, while a meson is a quark-antiquark pair. 
Each quark of a given flavor comes in three colors, which 
form a color SU(3) group. Quarks are assumed to interact 
2 
through the exchange of colored gluons. They do so by emitting 
or absorbing color-anticolor combinations. There are only 
eight color-changing combinations, which are described by the 
eight generators of SU(3). Thus, quark-quark interactions 
due to one-gluon exchange are proportional to The 
dynamics of color, or quantum chromodynamics (QCD), gives rise 
to a new fundamental interaction of great strength. Shielded 
remnants of this interaction among nucléons appear in the 
familiar form of nuclear forces. Thus, hadrons are believed 
to be made up of quark constituents interacting via the 
exchange of color quanta, massless particles called gluons, 
just as atoms and molecules are constructed out of electrons 
and nuclei interacting via photon exchange. Similarly, just 
as the spectroscopy of atoms led to the development of quantum 
electrodynamics (QED) so hadron spectroscopy is instrumental 
in establishing the validity of QCD. 
The concept of color was initially introduced as a device 
to explain an apparent contradiction between spin and 
statistics for quarks in ground state baryons. However, being 
a new degree of freedom, color should greatly increase the 
complexity of the hadron spectrum, just as the introduction of 
the electron spin made the atomic spectrum much richer. This 
is not observed in the spectroscopy of the mesons and baryons. 
To avoid contradiction with experiment, it was then postulated 
that color is confined, meaning that only color singlets 
3 
can exist in isolation. That is, there are no free quarks. 
Theoretical understanding of how this comes about is just 
beginning to be developed. 
There have been several attempts to understand the nature 
of the nucleon-nucleon interaction on the basis of the quark 
structure of the nucléon. In this work, we will pursue the 
potential model approach. This approach is a familiar one for 
nuclear physicists and it easily lends itself to practical 
calculations. The motivating philosophy is to calculate 
nuclear structure at the quark-quark interaction level, which 
corresponds to assuming that multi-quark interactions can be 
neglected. Such an approach is similar to traditional nuclear 
physics which essentially uses a nucleon-nucleon interaction 
as the basis for describing a many-nucléon system. 
In particular, this thesis project expands upon work 
done by Williams and co-workers [1]. They started with 
a basic interaction between quarks which was the sum of a 
phenomenological confining potential for quark confinement 
and a one-gluon-exchange potential determined from the study 
of hadron spectroscopy. Next they constructed a 6-quark 
trial wavefunction in which the quarks were arranged in two 
3-quark clusters. The wavefunction was constructed with the 
correct space, spin, isotopic spin, and color properties and 
had all the symmetries appropriate for three quarks per nucléon 
and for a nucléon pair. Then, the trial wavefunction was made 
4 
totally antisymmetric under the exchange of any quark pairs. 
Finally, they used a variational approach—to produce a nucleon-
/ 
nucléon interaction as a residue of the basic quark inter­
action. In contrast with most earlier work, their approach 
led naturally to a nonlocal nucleon-nucleon interaction. 
They numerically solved the nonlocal Schroedinger equation 
for the deuteron. When the model parameters were taken to be 
consistent with those fitted to baryon spectroscopy, they found 
that their nonlocal nucleon-nucleon interaction gave binding 
3 1 to the neutron-proton state and left the Sq neutron-
proton state unbound. Furthermore, the magnetic dipole and 
electric quadrupole moments and the rms radius were in good 
accord with experiment. 
In this thesis, we present a consistent local approximation 
to this highly successful nonlocal potential. This local 
approximation is of interest for the purpose of comparison 
with phenomenological nucleon-nucleon potentials. However, 
since such potentials are highly nonunique such comparison is 
largely of heuristic interest. The primary purpose of having 
a good local approximation is to increase the speed of calcu­
lations involving the potential. In the deuteron application 
of the nonlocal potential, the authors were somewhat limited 
to a simple basis space because of the time involved in com­
puting matrix elements. For use in more complex nuclear 
systems where an initial run must be made to optimize basis 
parameters, a faster means of making good approximate matrix 
5 
elements is needed. This is the prime function of the local 
approximation. As a bonus, one will be able to easily compute 
phase shifts using standard programs to test this potential 
at higher energies than are tested in the deuteron calculation. 
In the following pages, we will briefly review the development 
of the nonlocal potential and then derive in detail the local 
approximation. 
6 
II. THE NONLOCAL POTENTIAL 
Individual models differ in their assumptions about (1) 
quark and gluon confinements, (2) quark-quark interactions, 
and (3) treatment of kinematics. The model in this work 
assumes the following: 
(1) The mechanism of confinement is usually associated 
with gluons rather than quarks. The confinement model displays 
infrared slavery which means that the force between quarks 
becomes strong at small momenta or large distances. The 
particular confinement potential chosen was: 
conf 
V.. = -X.'X• k r.. (2.1) 
Ij ± J 1J 
where r.. = Ir.-r.l and r.,r. are quark position coordinates. 
The critical point here is that 
- 2/3 i,j belong to the same color 
singlet 
( 2 . 2 )  
0 i,j belong to different color 
singlets 
^ X . • X • ^  — 1 ] 
conf 
so that lim <V. . >—>• as it must to confine the quarks 
r-)-oo 
belonging to the same singlet. 
(2) We have already noted the similarity between photon 
exhange in electron pairs and gluon exchange in quark pairs. 
The Breit-Permi relativistic correction to the Coulomb poten­
tial, which is familiar from atomic physics, yields the following 
one-gluon-exchange (OGE) potential due to De Rujula, Georgi, 





- 5^(r..) (1 + 8/3 s. *3.) 
+ 2 5 *Pj)'(s. + 2s.) 
2m rT. 
1] 
- (r. . xp ). (s . + 2s.)] 




where is the spin of the ith quark. The up-down quarks 
which occur in nuclei are assumed to have the same effective 
mass and units are chosen so that c=l. The first term is 
the Coulomb-like term, the second is the Darwin-like term 
or the momentum correction through second order, the third 
is a contact term, the fourth is a spin-orbit term, and the 
last is the tensor interaction; is the strong coupling 
constant. 
(3) The quarks in nucléons are sufficiently light that 
nonrelativistic kinetic and potential energies may not be 
realistic. The Breit potential is relativistically correct 
2 to order (v/c) . For consistency, relativistic corrections 
2 to the kinetic energy up to order (v/c) are also kept. The 
use of the complete Breit one-gluon-exchange potential and 
the relativistically consistent kinetic energy distinguishes 
8 
this work from almost all previous work. 
We call the two nucléons A and B and assign quarks 1,2,3 
to A and 4,5,6 to B. The Hamiltonian is 
6 6 
H = y T. + y V.. (2.4) 
i=l ^ i<j 
where 
= P^/2m - pf/8m^ (2.5a) 
and V. . = (2.5b) 
1] 1] 
We next make a change of variables to the Jacobi coordi­
nates for nucléons A and B. That is, 
Ea ' J 'Ï1-Ï2' = J 'Ï4-Ï5' (2-Ga' 
ïa = y= ~E = <Ï4+Ï5-^H6' (2.6b) 
?A = I 'Ei + îz + Es' 5B ° I (E4 + Ss + Es' 
and describe the relative quark motion within nucléon 
A. is the center of mass coordinate for nucléon A. We 
also use the two-nucleon center-of-mass coordinate R „ and 
~cm 
the relative separation R: 
? cm - V2 (R^ + Rb> 
? ° ?a " ?B (2.6e) 
In these new variables the Hamiltonian separates as 
follows: 
H = + TR + HA + HG + VAS (2.7) 
Now the spatial dependence of is entirely in terms of the 
internal coordinates and Xg. Similarly, Hg depends only 
upon Pg and Xg- involves' both sets of internal coordinates 
and the relative separation R. 
If we look at the terms in H corresponding to the 
center-of-mass motion and the relative nucleon-nucleon motion, 
we observe that they involve 3m, where m is the quark mass. We 
need to replace this by M, the nucléon mass. We want to 
separate out the center-of-mass motion, but we first add and 
2 
subtract from (2.7) 2M + P /M, where P is the conjugate 
momentum for relative coordinate R. The nucléon mass arises 
from the three-quark Hamiltonian, which is just (2.5a) trun-
2 
cated at 3. The subtracted term, -2M - P /M, is written in 
terms of expectation values from this three-quark problem. 
This correction properly ascribes the reduced two-nucleon 
mass to the relative motion. 
The trial wavefunction depends upon the space, spin, 
isospin, and color coordinates of the six quarks. As the 
nucléon separation R —*• «>, we expect to have just the nucléons 
A and B. This assumption and the form of H given by (2.7) 
suggest that we partition the space function into the quark 
motion within the colorless clusters - otherwise known as 
10 
nucléons - and the relative motion of the colorless clusters 
themselves. Thus, we start with a trial wavefunction of the 
form 
|STC> is the spin-isospin, color singlet state for the six-
quark system, and (|)g describe the internal motion of the 
quarks within nucléons A and B. They are to be chosen 
the relative motion of the nucléons. It is the unknown func­
tion in the variation. 
This trial wavefunction is constructed to be explicitly 
antisymmetric under 
[83(123) X 83(456)] X 82(A,B) 
a 
where x denotes a semidirect product. That is, it is anti­
symmetric under quark exchange within nucléons A and B and under 
the exchange of nucléon A and B. This last exchange is accom­
plished by the permutation (14)(25)(36). If we operate on the 
spin-isospin, color singlet state, we have 
<5' •A <eA'^A' 'SB'^B' (2.8) 
functions. ^^(R), where tt is the two-nucleon parity, describes 
a 
(14) (25) (36) 1 STO = -
+ I STO for S=T=0 
S=T=1 (2.9) 
- I STO for S=l, T=0 
8=0, T=1 
Hence to insure the antisymmetry under Sg, we must have 
8+T+l (2.10) 
11 
To make the trial wavefunction completely antisymmetric 
under the exchange of any pair of quarks, we use the anti-
symmetrizing operator for the six-quark system [3], 




^j,STCtt ^ p ^^(2) |STC> (2.12) 
STCtt Now ^ completely satisfies the Pauli Principle. 
We set as the action A, 
A = /(TSTCn^* ^STCTT + ySTCn^ (2.13) 
where the integration is over the internal quark coordinates 
and the relative coordinate. The Lagrange multiplier X is 
written as E+2M, where E is the two-nucleon relative energy. 
The internal functions (J)^ and <|)g are fixed as follows; 
3 -1/2 g2(p2+x2) 
*A (PA'ÏA) = ;l72 * 
and 0 2 2 
.3 -1/2 (/(p +X ) 
•B = T72 ® 
IT 
These are equivalent to three quarks moving in the lowest 
oscillator state. ^^(R) is the varied function. 




S X  
These lead to the nonlocal Schroedinger equation 
/d^R' H(R,R') ilJ^(R') = E /d^R' K(R,R') $^(R') 
«S» «V «V A/ (2.16) 
and the normalization condition 
/d^R d^R' ^^*(R) K(R,R') ^^(R') = 1 (2.17) 
The kernel K(R,R') and its useful properties are dis­
cussed in Appendix B. The form of the nonlocal Hamiltonian 
is 
The exact form of the nonlocal potential U(R,R') is given in 
Appendix D. For further details on the derivation of K(R,R') 
and U(R,R'), the reader is referred to the article [4] by 
Morley, Pursey, and Williams. 
Four model parameters are involved: the strong coupling 
constant a^, the quark mass m, the linear confinement constant 
k, and the oscillator length parameter 3 of the internal 
functions, 0. Their values are based on the work of 
Kiefer [5], modified to allow for the fact that the 
internal functions here are considerably simpler than those 
used in reference 5. Basically, the quark mass is set by the 
nuclear magnetic moments, and 3 is determined by the charge 
H(R,R') = ^  6^(R-R') + U(R,R') (2.18) 
13 
radius of the proton. The value of k was taken from the 
reference 5 simple-basis work and was adjusted to fit the 
deuteron problem. Thus, m was fixed at 325 MeV, 3 at 243 MeV 
2 
and k at 40,000 MeV . Then, was determined to be 1.785. 
When a phenomenological one pion exchange was included, 
was readjusted to 1.49. 
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III. THE LOCAL APPROXIMATION 
A. Preliminaries 
Thus far, we have displayed the nonlocal two-nucleon 
Schroedinger equation: 
fd^R'H(R,P,R',P')i|^(R') =Ejd3R'K(R,R')^(R'), (3.1) 
p2 3 
where H(R,P,R',P') = 6^(R'-R) +U(R,R',P') (3.2) 
«W «W as* JXl fKl Aw» ryj «V 
and U(R,R',P') is the nonlocal potential energy arising as 
discussed earlier. 
The normalization condition is; 
/d^R'd^R"iij*(R')K(R',R") ifCR") = 1 (3.3) 
We can write equations (3.1) and (3.3) symbolically as; 
Hif, = EKijJ (3.4a) 
and 
= 1 (3.4b) 
K(R,R') is positive definite, so K~^ and K ^ are well-
defined. In Appendix B, we show that these operators have the 
following properties: 
K°'k^ = (3.5a) 
where 
K°(R,R') = ô^(R-R') (3.5b) 
15 
The usual normalization for the two-nucleon wavefunction 
is ijj = 1. If we define ^ = K then from equations (3.5) 
we may write the nonlocal equations as: 
H ijj = EiJj, where H = K~^ H K~^ (3.6a) 
and 
= 1 • (3.6b) 
In Appendix B, we show that the specific form of K~^ is: 
n£in 
where the eigenvalues of K ^ are written as 1 + e and 
7=1= -1 • (3.7b) 
' n& 
The eigenvalues of K itself are 1 + one should not 
confuse the symbol with the inverse square root of 
"hich is Ent"*. 
E = /^ , S+T+&= even integer 
n^i, \-<STC I (36) |STC> (1/3) S+T+&= odd integer 
(3.7c) 
Z  =  / 2 Z + 1  ,  (3.7d) 
the harmonic oscillator wavefunction as defined 
in equation (B.2). 
We can also conveniently use 
K^R.R.) = «)<R-R') = (3.7e) 
One can then write H = K~^HK~^ in detail as follows: 
16 
/d^R" d^R'" K~ ^ ( R , R " )  H ( R "  ,P" ,R"', P'" ) K" ^ ( R " ' , R ' )  
= /a^R" d^R"' + I 
n&m 
H(R",P",R"',P"') {5^(R"'-R') + I e"^n.o. <i>n.o.n,. (R"') 
« S - - W  i n i i  n X / I l X / I l l ' v  
= H(R",P",R'",P-) + Ï 
n&m 
n'&'m' 
<n«,m|H|n'J,'in'> •t„u„(R) <5') • 
(3.8) 
From equation (3.7b) , 
^ ^ ^ ^nSL^  /(1+E^%) (1+E^,%,) " ^  • 
(3.9) 
Thus, the renormalized nonlocal Hamiltonian is 
H = K~^ H K~^ = H(R,P,R',P') + H°(R,R') , (3.10a) 
where 
„L - " 
n'&'m' 
(3.10b) 
In this thesis, we wish to develop a local approximation 
to H. This actually entails making two approximations. 
First, we must truncate the infinite sum of to form 8, the 
finite version of H. Second, we make a local approximation 
17 
P m 
to order P of H. This latter calculation is discussed in 
Section B. 
We begin the search for H by looking at the matrix element 
_ -i 
of H in the eigenbasis of K ; 
<NLM1H|N'L'M'> = <NLM1H1N'L'M'> + <NLM1H° 1N'L'M'> . (3.11) 
By the orthogonality of the harmonic oscillator functions, 
H*^ only contributes the term corresponding to the eigenvalues 
of the matrix element. The result is 
<NLM H N'L'M'>= <NLM H N'L'M'> 
y (l+Ejjj^) (l+ e ^ , j ^ ,  )  
- 1 <NLM1 H IN•L'M•> 
<NLM1H|N'L'M'> . (3.12) 
H = H + H 




The matrix element of H is 
1 
= [l + £ ( - 1) (3.13) 
<NLM|H1N'L'M'> 
where f = 0 or 1 depending on whether (NLM) and (N'L'M') 
were kept. 




1 if (NLM), (N'L'M') were kept 
./(1+GN&)(L+E^'A') IF (NLM), (N'L'M') 
were cut off (3.14) 
Thus, H is exactly equivalent to H for the kept states. For 
the unkept states, the error is measured by the factor 
From equation (3.7c), 
0 S+T+&=even integer 






Clearly, as n and H increase, the factor /(1+e^^)(l+c^,^,) 
goes to 1. We use the size of this factor to set the H? . , truncated 
cutoff. We consider the positive and negative parity cases 
separately. 
Note that the parity tt = S+T+1. Hence, for even parity 
cases, = (1/3)^^^, N = 2n+&. We look at the diagonal 
values of the factor in the following table. 
19 




Thus, if we keep terms N, N' <. 2 ,  our error is of the order 
of 1%. 
The worst odd parity case is = -7(1/3)^^^, N = 2n+& 
The diagonal values of the factor are 





Thus, if we keep terms N,N'£5, our error is of the order of 1%, 
We now have the finite nonlocal Hamiltonian 
H(R,P,R',P') = H(R,P,R',P') + H^(R,R') (3.15a) 
where N',N<5, IT odd 
N,N'^2, IT even 
H°(R,R') = I 
^ ^  " n&m 
n'&'m' 
- 1) 
<n&m|H|n'&'m'> <t>^^^^(R) • (3.15b) 
20a 
We approximate the original nonlocal equation (3.6a) by 
/d^R' H(R,P,R',P') ^ (R') = E ^\R) . (3.16) 
Using equation (3.2), we can rewrite this as 
p2 _ , ~ 
^ V(R) + /d^R' U(R,R',P) V(R') = E ^(R), (3.17a) jvj «S» «s, «V «s, «"W 
where 
U(R,R',P') = U(R,R',P') + H?(R,R') . (3.17b) 
It is this nonlocal potential - formed from the nonlocal 
potential U(R,R',P*) discussed in Chapter II and listed in 
Appendix D and the truncated "correction potential" H^(R,R') 
described in equation (3.15b) - that we wish to "localize". 
In Section B, we look at the local potential approximation 
L(R,P) ?(R) = Jd^R' U(R,R',P') ÎÏ7(R') . (3.18) 
B. Formation of the Local Potential Approximation 
1. Introduction 
We begin by writing exactly 
^(R') = W(R), (3.19a) 
where = 1+i(R'-R)•P-1/2 (R'-R)(R'-R)"PP+..., 
P = -i (3.19b) 
and the open vector product means (R'-R)(R'-R)"PP=(R'-R) 
'((R'-R)'P)'P. Note that P operates only on W(R), not on the 
« V  
R in (R'-R). 
20b 
We may then write: 
/d^R' U(R,R',P') ipCR') = /d^R' U(R,R',P') 
eX(R'-R) 'P (3.20) 
Thus, the local potential is : 
L(R,P) = /d^R' U(R,R',P') (3.21) 
If we look at the collection of nonlocal terms in 
Appendix D, we see that we can write: 
U(R,R',P') = U-{R,R') from the central, tensor, spin-
" " spin, linear confinement, and 
kinetic terms, part of the 
spin-orbit and momentum terms, and 
the correction potential, 
+ U2(R,R')*P' from the remaining spin-orbit 
terms and part of the momentum 
terms, 
2 
+ U2(R,R') P' from the momentum terms, 
+ U (R,R')"P'P' from the momentum terms. 
(3.22) 
Functionally, P' p , (3.23a) 
p.2 , (3.23b) 
and P'P' PP . (3.23c) 
Using equations (3.22) and (3.23), we can rewrite the 
local potential (3.21) as: 
21 
L(R,P) = /d^R' UL(R,R') 
«s»  ^ <N» »S» 
+ /d^R' U-(R,R') 
"N* «V  ^ «V »W «V 
(3.24) 
+ /D^R' UGFRFR') 
+ /d^R* U (R,R') '~"PP . 
Since the quark-quark interaction was relativistically 
2 
correct to order (v/c) and led naturally to terms of order 
2 P , our approximation to the local potential will be con-
2 
sistent if we carry it only to order P . Thus, we use 
equation (3.13b) only as far as shown in detail and write: 
L(R,P) = /d^R' U- (R,R')[1 +i(R'-R) 'P- 1/2 (R'-R)(R'-R)"PP] 
+ /d^R' U,(R,R') . [1 + i(R'-R)"P] P 
+ /d^R' UgfRfR') P^ (3.25) 
+ /d^R' U (R,R')"PP . 
2. The Hermiticity of the local approximation 
We must now stop and consider an important question. The 
full nonlocal potential U(R,R',P') = U, (R,R') + U«(R,R*)*P' 
+ U,(R,R') P'^ + U(R,R')"P'P' is Hermitian but not manifestly 
so since all the P' are to the right. We can write the general 
type of nonlocal term as [U„(R,R') V-fP')].. Due to its Ja «*•# A* U 
Hermitian character, it satisfies: 
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[Uj^(R,R') Vjç(P')]Q = [Vjç(P) U*(R',R)]Q . (3.26) 
Now, we ask if our local potential L^(R,P) = /d^R' 
[U^(R,R') V^(P')]ft e^^B ~ is Hermitian. Furthermore, we J\ «V 'V J \  U 
must investigate the term-by-term Hermiticity of the result 
i (R'—R)«P 
as we expand out e ~ ~ We will spoil the suspense by 
answering that while L^(R,P) is overall Hermitian, it is not 
piecewise Hermitian. In the following discussion, we will 
show how we can process our "right-handed" local potential 
approximation into a fully Hermitian one. 
The local operator L(R,P) is defined by = 
/d^R d^R' ^*(R) [U_(R,R') V (P')]_ ^_(R') for arbitrary ijj, 
and ^2' As we have seen by setting R' = R + Z, 
L,(R,P) = /d^E [U_(R,R+Z) V^(P„)]e^ 5*? 
wM «N» «W ' "w JX'V'V'V J\ "W 
Pg e^ = P e^ 5*? 
= /d^S [Ujç(R,R+E) Vk(P)1q e^ 5*? , (3.27a) 
which is our "right-handed" potential (3.21). By setting 
R = R' - Z, we may also write <I|J, LL^_> = /d^R' d^Z T|J, (R'-E) 
A» éC 'Sf X'V'V 
[Uj^(R'-E,R') Vj^(P')]q = /d^R' d^E **(R') e^ 
[U*(R'-E,R') V (P')]_ ^-(R'). 
i\ «N* ~ ~ X\ «V U M «V 
Thus, we also have a "left-handed" equivalent local potential 
Lg(R,P) = /d^E eiZ'P [Ujç(R-E,R) Vjç(P)]q . (3.27b) 
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As we shall see, and Lg are piecewise Hermitian con­
jugates. First, we show that and Lg are overall Hermitian. 
For arbitrary functions ipj^ and we have 
([U^CRFR+Z) VJÇ(P)]O > *^2 
= /d^R d^E ([U^(R,R+Z) V^(P)]. 4u(R+Z))*^ (R) 
= /d^R d^E ([ (V^(P) Vi(R+Z)), UjçCR^R+HIQ)* *2(5) 
= /d^R d^S ([(Vjç(P) i|)^(R+E))*, Ujç*(R,R+Z)]q *2(5) • 
Now, by the Hermiticity of V^fP), 
IP]*(R+Z) [VYXP) U^*(R,R+Z)]q 
and by equation (3.26) 
<LA^ll^2> = /d^R d^Z (R+Z) [UjçCR+^.R) VJÇ(P)]Q 
Now, changing variables to R = R' - Z and Z' = - Z, we have 
^Vll^2^ = /d^R d^Z (R) [UgXR^R^Z) Vj^(P)]Q e^ ^^fR) 
= <^I|LA42> 
By an exactly parallel argument, Lg is also Hermitian. 
Next, if we look at the nth-order term in the expansions 
of and Lg, i.e., 
,3, 
LJ  =  Ja ' î  [%K(R.5+ f )  Vk (P) ] o  i r  ' ? • ? > "  
LG = FAS; ^  (S-P)" tu^ <R-r,R) V^(P,]G, 
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we can show using the same technique that = L^. Thus, 
and Lg are term-by-term (i.e., order of P) Hermitian 
conjugates. 
Hence, our truncated "right-handed" potential will not 
give us an Hermitian approximation. But if we define 
L(R,P) = 1/2 L,(R,P) + 1/2 L„(R,P), (3.28) 
«W -V «V «V «V 
then L(R,P) is piecewise (i.e., order of P) Hermitian. 
We wish to keep terms only to second order in P. In 
order of P: 
L^°^(R,P) = 1/2 /D^R' [UJÇ(R,R') VJ^(P)]Q 
, * (3.29a) 
+ 1/2 /d-^R' [V^(P) (R/R')]q 
l/l)(R,P) = 1/2 /d^ R' [i U„(R,R')(R'-R)-P V*(P)]_ 
'Ki r\t fv «w "w "w ^  ~  ( 3 2  )  
+ 1/2 /d^ R' [V (^P) P'(R'-R)(i U„(R,R'))*]n 
•N/ J\ ~ »N« j\ «W m, U 
L^^^(R,P) =-1/4 /d^R' [U„(R,R') (R'-R) (R'-R)"PP V^(P) ]. 
(3.29c) 
+ -1/4 /d^ R' [Vy(P) PP"(R'-R) (R'-R) U*(R,R')]n 
J\ «s» •V'V »N/ »v «S» «S* m, «V U 
In each case, the first term is just half of our "right-handed" 
integral. In Table 3.1, we see specifically how we can apply 
this to the four types of nonlocal terms and process the full 
local approximation from our "right-handed" calculation. 
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Table 3.1. Procedure for calculating the full local approximation 
from the "right-handed" calculation 
Type of nonlocal The Local Approximation - in order of P 
Potential 
Ut(R,R') L^O); L(0)(R,p) = G(R) = /d\' U. (R,R') 
J. -V. ~ A ^ ~ X ~ — 
^ L^°^(R,P) = G(R) 
,(1); Lp^(R,P) = F(R)'P 
where F(R) = i /d R' U, (R,R')(R'-R) 
-> L^^\r,P) = iF(R)'P + iP«F*(R) 
1,(2) (R,P) = Q(R) 
A ~ ~  ^
where Q(R) = - i/d R'U, (R,R')(R'-R)(R'-R) 
1/2) (R,p) = iQ(R)"PP + iPP"Q*(R) 
U,(R,R')'P' L^l); L(1)(R,P) = F(R)'P 
where F(R) = /d\' U,(R,R') 
L(^)(R,P) = iF(R)*P + iP'F*(R) 
l(2); L(2)(r^P) = Q(R)"PP 
where Q(R) = i /d\' U,(R,R') (R'-R) 
»- L(2)(R,p) = iQ(R)"PP + iPP"Q*(R) 
UG(R,R') P'2 L^Z); L^2)(R,P) = G(R) P^ 
3R, where G(R) = /d^R' Ug(R,R') 
-»• L(2)(R,p) = iG(R) p2 + G*(R) 
U,(R,R')..P'P' L^Z); Lp)(R,P) = Q(R)"PP 
jvf »W  ^  ^ «V «N/ «W «W «"W 
where Q(R) = /d\' U,(R,R') 
»- L(2)(R P) , iQ(R)..pp + iPP"Q*(R) 
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C. Details of the Calculation 
As we noted earlier, U(R,R',P') is the sum of the two 
potentials U(R,R',P') and (R,R*). We consider each 
potential separately since they require different techniques 
to calculate the local potential. Thus, in part 1, we derive 
L,(y,P) from U(R,R',P') and, in part 2, we find L°(y,P) from 
H^(R,R'). In part 3, we find the full Hermitian local potential 
from these two right-handed results. 
1. Calculation of L^(y,P) 
In forming the local terms of equations (3.25) and Table 
(3.1), we must integrate the nonlocal potential terms over 
the variable R'. The confluent hypergeometric functions 
2 
which occur have, however, argument x where x has the form 
X 
^ = a R + Y R' . 
We let B R = y and then find the constants e and f such that 
ex + fy = 3(R'-R) . 
The transformations are summarized in Table 3.2. Further, 
we define P = P/3 so that all variables are now dimensionless. 
Then, we may rewrite equation (3.25) as 
. F2 
L,(y/P) = J /d X U, (y,x) [1+if (yP) + - «-(yy "PP) ] 
+ i e J /d^x UL(y,x)(x'P) [ (1-f ) + if(yP)] 
+ J fd^x U-(y,x) XX"PP 
•V «W *S« «V «W  ^
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Table 3.2. Transformation of the nonlocal potential 
coordinates (see Appendix D) 
e f J 
?36 ?12 = 3(R-R') -1 0 3"^ 
?23 
II 3(3R'-R) 4/5 9 
2 
3 







?14 = I 8 3 -2 
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+ J /d^x Ug.p [1-f+if (yP) ] 
+ i.e J fd^x U«(y,x) x-PP 
»V> /"w  ^ ""W A/ «S/ *W 
+ J /D^X 
+ J /d^x U(y,x)"*PP . (3.30) 
In equation (3.30), J is the Jacobian of the transformation 
and we have used 
xyPP = (x*P) (yP) + ix'P . (3.31) 
Next, we recast everything into tensorial form. (A 
discussion of the tensorial notation and some important results 
is contained in Appendix A.) We use 
x'P = - /3 [y^fx) P]q , (3.32a) 
XX"PP = /Ç [V^ F X )  T2(P)]o + 1/3 x2p2 , (3.32b) 
where 
/2J+1 ^ ' (3.32c) 
Then, we may rewrite equation (3.30) as: 
, F2 
La(y,P) = J /d X U-(y,x) [1+if(yP) + - ^5— yyPP] 
+ -i e /3 J fd^x U, (y,x) [i', (x)P]. [ (1-f)+if (y P) ] 
J, «V» "V J, «s* U 
/&M T TT ri/ m * -4 M ^ TZ'F): 
+ -IT J /«FX "I<Y'Ï> 
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+ J /d^x U«(y,x) • P[l-f+if yP] 
+ -i/3eJ /d^x U, (y,x) • [i^, (x)P]^ P 
+ J /d^x UgtYfX) P^ 
+ J /d^x U(y,x)"PP . (3.33) 
We next recast the various nonlocal potential terms into 
tensorial form. If we look at the nonlocal potential summary 
in Appendix D, we see that there are five kinds of terms, 
four kinds of Ug terms, one kind of term, and one kind of 
y term. Using the following; 
x*y = - /3 [y^(x)y^(y)]Q , (3.34a) 
m 
(xxy) = - i/2 [y, (x)y. (y)], , (3.34b) 
«S/  ^ Xu u. "w X «L 
and thus, 
x" (y X  z) = / 6  [ y^(xJ( y^(y) y^(z))^]o , (3.34c) 
Si2 (x) = (3 o^og - (a^*a2)l)"xx = /3ÏÏ [^^2 2^ 0' 
and 
(3 XX - x^ 1)-yy = /2Ô [y_(x)y_(y)]n , (3.34e) 
where 
1 = ii + jj + kk . (3.34f) 
we convert the nonlocal terms from vector form into tensorial 
form. The results are displayed in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3. Conversion of nonlocal potential terms from vector 
to tensor notation 
Source Vector form Tensorial form 
FL 





spin-orbit F(x,y) x*(sxy) (3.34c)^  F(x,y)[y^ (x)(sy^ (y))^ ]Q 
momentum - "I F(x,y) x-y F(x,y)[y^ (x)y^ (y)]Q 
tensor  ^F(x,y) S^ ^Cx), (3.34d^  F(x,y)[y2(x) T2(aj^ a2)]Q 





 ^F(x,y)(3^ -x^  p-yy 11:^  F<x.y) 0^ 
F(x,y)(y*p) F(x,y) [y^ Cy)?]^  
F(x,y)(x*P) (3.34a)^  F(x,y)[y^ (x)p]Q 
spin-orbit F(x,y) x*(sxP) (3.34c) F(x,y) [y^ (x) (s p) 
momentum F(x,y) [3^  -x^  11-yP (3.34d)^  F(x,y) [^ 2(55) (i^ ]^ (y)P)2]o 
2 
U3 P^ 
momentum F(x,y) >- F(x,y) 
u-pp 
momentum F(x,y) [3^-x^ 1]"IT F(x,y) [y2(x) T2(P)]q 
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The general form of a nonlocal potential term is thus, 
F(x,y) [^j(x) Tj(y,s,0^,a2fP)lo * (3.35) 
Using the recoupling rules (8.20) and (8.23) from Appendix A 
and 
[i/j{x) y^(x) = C(JKL;00) i'j^(x) , (3.36) 
we can couple the (x)'s in the integrands of equation (3.33). 
The integrands will then also have the general form (3.35). 
Now, 
F(x,y)=Nx "'F(x)e-"===^-2'> Ï-?' • 
In equation (3.37a), N is all the numerical factors and 
F (x) = 1 or M (n, £+3/2, x^) , (3.37b) 
where M(a,b,x) is a confluent hypergeometric function [6]. 
Thus, all of the integrals are reduced to just two basic forms 
5 /a^ x x^  e-(cx^ -2dx.y) (3.38a) 
I; 5 /a^x x^ M(n,Jl + 3/2 , xh e"Kj(x, . 
(3.38b) 
These two integrals are derived in Appendix C. 
It is important for us to note that and Ig each 
yield a sum of confluent hypergeometric functions.times the 
solid spherical harmonic /^.(y) . With this in mind, we define U 'W 
as follows: 
U 
(y) yj(y) = /d^x x^ F(x,y) /^(x) , (3.39) 
Gj(y) = Gi°)(y) 
where F(x,y) arises from the nonlocal term. 
We now work out the specific form of the local approxi­
mation for each of the various nonlocal potential terms. To 
avoid burdening the reader with cumbersome detail, we will 
derive only a few cases here. 
We first consider the simple case of U^(y,x) = F(x,y). 
From equation (3.33), the local potential is 
= J [I + IF(Y-IP) + - ^  (YY-PE)] 
+ -i/3eJ /d^x Uj^(y,x) (x) P] g [ (1-f ) + if (y'P) ] 
+ - ^  yÇ J /d X U^(y,x) [^2 ^2 ^ 0 
2 
+ - |- J /d^x U^(y,x) x^ . (3.40) 
The critical integrals are 
= /d^x Uj^(y,x) (3.41a) 
Ig = /d^x x^U^(y,x) 1:3.41b) 
13 = /d^x U^(y,x) [y^(x)P]Q (3.41c) 
14 = /d^x U^(y,x) [/^(x) T2(P)]q . (3.41d) 
For U^(y,x) = F(x,y),we clearly have 
(y) (3.42a) 
12 = (y) (3.42b) 
13 = G^ (y) [/^(y)?]^ (3.42c) 
14 = Gg (y) [i'2(y) T2(P)]o • (3.42d) 
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Using equations (3.31), (3.32), and (3.42), it is 
straightforward to show 
L^(y,P) = J{G^(y) + [f Gg(y) + eG]^(y)] (iy-P) 
+ - [§- GQ(y) + efG^(l) +  f -  G2(y)] (yy-PP) 
_ 2  
+ - ^  (y) - y ^ G 2 ( y ) ]  (3.43a) 
For a more complicated calculation, we consider 
U^(y,x) = F(x,y) (x) (s (y))Q. The integrals in 
equations (3.41) become the following: 
IJ. = GI<Y) I'I(Y))I]O 
l2 = of (y) . 
But, from equation (3.34c) 
[V, (y) (s (y) ) 1 ] n = y (s X y) = 0 . X ^ J. ~ X U ^ "w -v 
So, 
IL = =2 = 0 
(3.44) 
I3 = Jd^x F(x,y) [y^(x) (s y^(y))]^]Q [y^(x)P]Q (3.45a) 
Using the recoupling rule (8.23) 
[I'I(K)QJ_]O l y i M h ' o  '  J j  ^  •  
J / K 
FI IJ1 
1 1 K 
0 0 0 





I3 = I ^ J C(11J;00) [/d^x x^""^ F(x,y) /^(x) , 
J 
[(s i'i{y))iP]o]o 
= Y I J C(11J;00) (y) [/^(y) , ( (s P)j]q 
J 
= |c(110;00) (y) - y^G2(y)] [s i^^(y))^ PJq 
+ G2 (y) I I C(11J;00) y^"'^[i'j(y), [(sy^(y))^P]_^][g . 
J 
By using (3.46) and then (3.44) , we see that the sum over J 
is zero. So, 
I3 = 2 (y) - y^Gg(y)](s x y)"P (3.45b) 
3 /2^ 
= /d^x F(x,y) (x) (S y^^(y) >2^ Ig [^2 Tg (P) ] g . 
Using the recoupling rule (8.23) 
[YI(X)RI]O ^ ^  
U F K 
1 IJ 
1 2 K 
0 0 0 




= % _J.C(12J;00) em Î ^  F(x,y) Vj(x) , [ [s /^^(y) 
J /Ï5 
T2 ( P) 1 JL Q 
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= l ^C(12J;00) (y) [YJ(y), [(S I'LCY))!/ 
T2(P)1JIO 
= ^C(121;00) (y) - y^ 03(7)! (?) [ (s (y) ) , 
/5 
T2(P)]I3O 
+ G^(y) I C(12J;00) y^"*^ [i', (y) , [(si', (y)),, 
J  / Ï 5  "  J - ~ J -
"^ 2  ^ 0 * 
We find that the last term is zero by using (3.47) and then 
(3.44). So, 
I4 = - C(121;00) (y) - y^ G3 (y) ] [^^(y) , [-(s (y) ) 3^, 
/5 
T2(P)1I3O • 
Using recoupling rules (3.46) and (3.47), it is a straight­
forward procedure to show 
B i ' y i '  t < =  ^  ï ~ l l  •  
Hence, 
^ [G^^Ny) - y^ G^(y)] (sxy) y..PP . (3.45c) 
5/5 ~ ~ ~ ~~ 
Using equations (3.45), the local approximation (3.40) becomes 
° J {f - yS<y>i 
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+ i e || (y) - y^G2(y)l 
+ § [G^^)(y) - y%(y)])' (sxy)y..pp| . (3.43b) 
The preceding derivations of (3.43a) and (3.43b) give one 
the flavor of the calculations involved for each type of non­
local term. The tedious details of the remaining calculations 
have been placed in Appendix E. The results are presented here 
in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. 
2. Calculation of L°(y,P) 
a. Preliminaries From equation (3.15b), we have the 
nonlocal correction potential 
N,N'^5 IT odd 
N,N*<.2 TT even _1 
H°(R,R') = I (/(1+enî.J (1+G ,0 ,) ~ 
^ ~ ~ n£m nJi n 
(3.51) 
<n5,m|H|n'Jl'm'> *n'&'m' 2n+2 . 
For the purpose of calculating the right-handed local potential, 
it is more convenient to have the correction potential in 
tensorial form. We can write 
= (-I)'"' I C(A&'J;m-m'-M) 
JM 
• <3-") 
Table 3.4. Summary of the right-handed local approximations for each type of nonlocal term 
Type of Term Right-handed Local Approximation L (^y,P) 
F(x,y) J {GgCy) + [fG^Cy) + eG (^y)]i y«P 
- [j- GgCy) + efG^ (y) + y- G^ y^)]yy"PP 
2 
- f- [G(2)(y) - y^  GgCy)]?:} (3.43a) 
F(x,y) [y^ (x) [s i^(y)]i]) 0 p {§ [Gg^ C^y) - y^  GgCy)] (sxy)'P 
+ ie [| (G^^ y^) - y^  GgCy)) 
+ "I (G^^ (^y) - y^  G-(y))] (sxy)y..PP} (3.43b) 3 J tKl *>* "Sf 
F(x,y) [/^ (^x) 2^^ (y)lo % {-y^  G (^y) 
- [f y^  G^ (y) + I (G(2)(y) + 2 y^  G2(y))]i y-P 
2 
+ [F- Y^  GJ^ (Y) + §^ (G(^ )(Y) + 2 Y^  GGCY)) 
2 
+ YÔ (2G 2^)(y) + 3 y^  G3(y))]yy..PP 
F(x,y) [ygCx) T2(aV)]Q 
F(x,y) 1^2(x) /gWlg 
+ JÔY^ [G^^^(Y) - Y^ G^CY)]?^} (3.43c) 
{y GgCy) S^^Cy) + [fGgCy) + eG^Cy)] y^ S^^(y) (i yP) 
+ ¥ [G^^Cy) - y^ G (y)] [3(a, •y)a, + 3(a,.y)aT - 2(a, •a,)y]-P 
F2 2 ^ 
- [-y GgCy) + efGgCy) +-^ G^(y)] y S^2(y) yy-PP 
2 
- [y (Gf^(y) -y^Gg(y)) +-^ (G^^^y) - y\(y))] 
[3(a, •y)a, + 3(a,«y)a, -2(a-«a,)y] y-PP 
«wX "X ~ " -w «s^ JL <s«X «W 6  ^
- G(4)(y) - I5- y2 ^ y^ G, (y)] 
[3a, «a, - a, *0, 1]-PP 
(3.43d) 
- 14 [Gf ^(y) - y^ G^(y)] y2 812(7) P^ 
= {y^  G^Cy) + [f y^  G^Cy) + f y^  (Zc^ ^^Cy) + 3y^  G (^y))]i yP 
/5 ^ ^  
2 
- tf" G^Cy) + ^  y^ (ZG^^^ty) + 3y^ Gg(y)) 
2 
+ f- (j G^^) (y) + I y2 G(^)(y) +^y^ G^(y))]yy..pp 
+ 1^ [j y^ G(4)(y) - y y^ G^^^y) + ff y^ G^(y)] P^} (3.43e) 
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Table 3.5. Summary of the right-handed local approximation for the 
various U„, U-, and U nonlocal terms 
-VZ J Si  
Type of 
U-Cy.x)*? Term Right-handed Local Approximation L.(y) 
~ Z. 'v ~ ~ A  ^
F(x,y) [yi(y)P]o - = {G (^y) (y.p) 
/3 
+ i[fG (^y) + eG2(y)]yy"PP} (3.48a) 
F(x,y) [y\ (%)?]_ - ={G,(y) (y.p) + i[fGL(y) + eG,(y)]yy^ PP 
•I" W ^^ 3  ^ ^ "ws, 
+ [G(2)(y) -y2 G2(y)]P^ } (3.48b) 
F(x,y) [y^ (x) (sP)j^ ]q -  ^{G (^y) (yxs)'P 
/6 
+ [fG, (y) + eG„(y)] (yxs)y"PP} 
JL u ^ >w ^ 
(3.48c) 
F(x,y) [y2(x) (yi(y)P)2]o j /t  {3 GgCy) (y-P) 
Type of Ug Term 
+ I[|Y^G2(Y)+F5(IGP(Y) 
+ 3Y^  G2(Y))]YY..PP 
+ N - Y\(Y)]Y^ }^ 
(3.48d) 
F(x,y) J Go(y)p2 (3.49) 
Type of y(y,x)..PP Term 
F(x.y) [y,(x) T,(P)]. G,(y) [3yy - y^  1]"PP (3.50) 
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Then, the correction potential becomes 
«?<?'?•' = L ,,(L - 1' [•„!<?> 
N X, N XF N 
N'A' 
JM , 
I (-1) €(&&'J;m-m'-M) <n&m|H|n'&'m'> . 
m,m' 
(3.53) 
It is convenient for us to use the manifestly Hermitian 
form of the nonlocal potential. If we look at the collection 
of terms in Appendix D, we see that there are three kinds of 
terms: 
(i) scalar in R,R', 
(ii) H'S or [H,s]^ , vector in R,R* coupled with s ,  
«V «v J. O 
(iii) [HgTg tensor in R,R' coupled 
with 
We consider separately the contribution of each of these 
terms to H^(R,R*). 
For we use the Wigner-Eckart theorem to write 
<n2m|I n' &'m' > = C (A'oil;m'om) <nil|| hJI n' Jl' > 
= (-1) Î C(£il'o;m-m'o) <n&|| Hj| n'&'> . 
(3.54) 
Then, 
I (-1)"^' C(&&'J;m-m'-M) <n&m|H|n'A'm'> 
m,m' 




= «„• (-1)^ Î SJO^MO <NL|HJN'R> . (3.55) 
The last step follows via the orthogonality of the Clebsch-
Gordan (C-G) coefficients. Thus, the contribution to is 
n',&' 
<nil|lHjnU' > [(|)^^(R) (R')]^ . (3.56) 
For H^, we can write [H^S]^ = - = ^  (-1)^ ^ Iv^-v 
/3 V 
and again using the Wigner-Eckart theorem 
<n&m| [H]^S]Q|n'2'm'> = - - I (-1)^ <nm|H^^|n'&'m'> S__^ 
1/3 v 
= - — ^ (-1)^ C(&'l&;m'vm) 
/3" v 
<N&|H^^|N'&'> S_^ 
= - - (-1)^'""^' 4 <nA|| HJ| n'2'> I (-1)^ 
/3 1 v 
C(&&'l;m-m'v) S_^ . (3.58) 
Then, I (-1)"^ C(£A'J;m-m'-m) <n&m|H|n' &'m' > 
m,m' 
= — (-1)^ ' r <nA||HJn'Jl'> I (-1)^  S 
/3 1 V 
I C(A&'J;m-m'-m) C(&&'l;m-m'v) 
m,m' (3.59) 
= f <n&|| H J n'&'> (-^ I (-1)^ . 
1 y 3 V 
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Hence, the contribution to is 
H=(R,R' )  =  J  (- l ) * -  !  ^  
N'&' 
<nil|l HJ| n•£•>(- -)S (-1)"^ S „ 111 -V 
' <3.60) 
By using (3.57), we find 
»?<?'?'> = J <-!''• f <n4Hilln.r 
n'&' 
[S I+NI'?' •N'R<5'"L]O • 
For Hg, we write 
[Hj T2(a^(,2)]^ = I C(220;v-v0) 
= - I (-1)" H, a ) . (3.62) 
/5 V  ^ V X  ^
Then, 
<n2m|H|n'&'m'> = - I (-1)^ <n&m|H2^|n' 
/5 V 
= - I (-1)^ C(&'2&;m'vm) <n&|| HJn'&'> 
/5 V 
\V(V2) 
= - (-1)^'""^* i <n&||HJn'&'> I (-1)^ 
/5 2  ^  V  





= - (-1)^' 4 <njl|lHJn'il'> I (-1)^ T, (a a,) 
/5 2 V 
= «J2«-mv (-11 f <nllH2l|n-V> Ï (-1)? Vv«'l°2' ' 
Thus, the Hg contribution to H? is (3.64) 
HF(R,R., = J (-1)^' I <N4HJNU. 
n'&' 
'*NT I'I • 
(3.65) 
Using (3.62), we find finally 
«2 (R,R-) = (-!)"' I [/TÏ^JTÎÎVTR-I] 
n'&' 
[T2(°L°2) *N'2] 0 -
In general, we can write 
N,N'.<5 TTodd 
N,N'^2 ir even ^ /DIM H 





<= f <n^ |Hjn-V> 
® * ^ J2 • (3.67b) 
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The reduced matrix elements <nil|| Hjl n ' Jl ' > are calculated in 
Appendix G. 
b. The local calculation H°(R,R') behaves like 
U^(R,R') in part 1 of Section C. From equation (3.40), we 
can immediately write the right-handed local approximation 
L°(R,P) = /d^R' H?(R,R') [1 - i R*P - iRR-PP] 
+ -i /3 /D^R' HJ(R,R') [Y. (R')P]. [2 - i R'P] 
+ - IY^R /DF*' HT(R'R') TJIPJIO 
+ - I /d^RV H°(R,R') R'2 P^ . (3.68) 
Recalling the form of H°(R,R') from equation (3.67), we note 
that we have four integrations to perform; 
IL = /D^ ?' CHJ <3-69A) 
Ij = fa^R' [H= [*n%IR) •„.i.(R')]j3oR'2 (3.69b) 
13 = /a^R. [H= [*n,(R, ot/ilg-IPlo <3-690 
14 = BJ •N'R<5''LJ3O"'2'?''T2(P>LO-
(3.69d) 
To do these, we recall the definition of ' 
(| eV) Y^^(R) . (3.70) 
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depends upon the integral 
'A i< '  
(3.71) 
/dp e-iP^I^!+i(p2) ;dO'Y%,^,(R'). 
Now, we apply the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics 
and 




3 3 , p 7 r r (n' + 3/2) -, i 
?' ° ^&'0 ^M'O ^ L^J3/2 G3 ' 
Hence, 
(3.74) 
Ig depends upon the integral 
/^V = «ro Vo 
/dp p^ e"^P (p2) . (3.75) 
We have used the orthogonality of spherical harmonics to 
process the integrand. Noting that 
/I dt e-^ L^(t) = ^ 
2Fj^ (-n,a-e;-g-n; ~j-) / 
[Re(6)>-1, Re(s)>0] . (3.76) 
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We can further write 
FA'*' *&'0 *M'0 (-1) n' 
PLLIN-LI^Y (2„- .3/2, 






1-/2 3r/ 3 n' !-J 
BJ +NJ(*)]O (3.78) 
We use the recoupling rules (8.20) and (8.23) to rearrange 
some terms in I^. 
I3 = FA^R' [H° 
= /D^R. [[H= FN.T.FR'L] 0 [FITRMPLO 
= /a^R' (-1)*+*' I 0^ K L -jl' 1 L 
K,L 0 0 0 
ClH? 
= I IT-
['nS • (3.79) 
We use the definition of 
[Y&'(Y)YL(Y)]K = C(A'LK;00) Y&'+^-K /^(Y), (3.80) 
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and 






A' + 1 
^N" (3/2 e^R'Z) 
C(&'1K'00) R' Y^(R') . (3.82) 
Using the orthogonality of spherical harmonics and the integral 
(3.76) above, we have 
/A- = \O «RI V: 





r(n' + ) 1 . (3. 




We again use the recoupling rules (8.20) and (8.23) to 
rearrange terms in 
I4 = /dV [H= Tz'PI'O 
= /A^R. OH=4.„,(R)!^, TZ'PI'O 
= Jd^R' (-1)*+*' \ 0^ K £ • 
K,L 
&' 2 K 
Jl' 2 L 
0 0 0 
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TZ'^LXLO - ».85) 
Applying (3.70), (3.80), and (3.81), we find 
e 4^ * L^'/" ^  (3/2 g^R'S) 
n' 
C(&'2K;00) R'^ Y^(R') . (3.86) 
From the orthogonality of spherical harmonics and integral 
(3.72), we find 
»„.r<?')>'2<?''lK= «KO -È 
o p  
r  TT r(n' + 7/2)  1 




1/ = <^0, 2°  ,_n \n '+&  Tn  r(n'+7/2) 1  i  
4 - «,'2 ,;G2 < " PTW^ -P^ J 
['«5 *NT(R)]2 T2(P) ]O - (3-88) 
Substituting the integrals (3.74), (3.78), (3.84), and 
(3.88) into (3.68), we can write 
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LJ{R,P) = 
^  ~  ~  n i  
(l-i R*P - % RR-PP ^ (2n'+3/2)P^l 
I ^ 6~~ ~~ Qft^ J  9B 
" 5 / ^  A  l i ?  
n'&' 
J=0,1,2 
+ - i/3 I S.„ (-1)"'+* 2^ 
nil 3/3 3 
n'&' 
J=0,l,2 
C'«S 1^1 0 
{2 - i R.p} . (3.89) 
We can express ^ product of a confluent 
hypergeometric function and a solid spherical harmonic. The 
Laguerre function is the confluent hypergeometric function 
(3/2 y^) = Il2±i±iZi) M(-n; 2 + 3/2; 3/2 y^) . 
n! r (& + 3/2) (3.90) 
Then, becomes 
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,3/2 ^3 o/oxni .0.0/0 : "4 y 
. 3 ..2 
A/2 a e 
n! J ^ /4? T  ( S i +  3 / 2 )  
M(-n; &+3/2; 3/2 y^) (3.91) 
where we are now using the dimensionless variable y = BR. 
We can also absorb the 3's in L°(R,P) by setting P = P/3. 
We now have 
N,N':15 IT odd 
N,N'^2 IT even , , 




-1/  rr(n' + 3/2) r(n+J +3/2)1^ r3-> J/2 : e ^ 
L  2  n ' !  n !  J  ^ 2 ^  y / j  +  r(j + 3/2) 
M(-n; J+ 3/2; 3/2 y^) [h® i'j(y)Io 
(l - i y.p -iyy-PP - |(2n' +3/2)?^} 
+ - I/Ç I G , (-1)*'+^ 2^ 




rr(n'+ 7/2) r(n+A+3/2)~|^ r3 \  A/2  : e ^ 
L 2 n ' !  n!  J  2 r (A+3/2)  
M(-n; A +3/2; 3/2 y^)[[H° /&(%)] % T2(P)]q 
+ - i/3 Z 6,,i (_i)n'+A 22/2__ 
nA 3v^ 
n'A' 
J=0,l, 2  
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M(-n; A+ 3/2; 3/2 ) [[H°(y) ] 
{2 - i yP} . (3.92) 
We next substitute the explicit expression (3.67b) for H 
As we do so, we recall from equation (3.7c) that = 0 
for S+T+&= even integer. We also recall that ir = S+T+1. 
Then, for even parity states & and 2' must be even and for 
odd parity states S, and &' must be odd. Under these 
restrictions, L^(y,P) naturally assumes a different form for 
each parity. The results are: 






r r(n' + 3/2)r(n+ U 3/2)1^ r3^ A/2 _ 4 ? 
L 2 n! n' ! ^2-' 
r (A+ 3/2) 
M(-n; A+ 3/2; 3/2 y^) {5^^ <n0|Hj|n'0> + Ô 
<n2llH2l|n'0> CT2 (03^02) 
{1 - i yP - i yy..PP - J (2n' +3/2)P^} 
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, itn' r r (n' + 7/2) r (n+&+ 3/2) 1 ^ r3^ A/2 
^ ' L 2 n! n'! J ^2^ 
-h' 
M(-n; 5-+3/2; 3/2 y^) 
r ( A +  3/2) 
{sjo SA2<n2|Hol"'2> + ®J1 « 5-2 
<n2||Hjn'2>J Qs y, (y) ,2 TjlP)]^ + 
<n0l|H2l|n'2>^ IT2<V2> + «J2 ' A2 
<n2||H2|n'2> J DTJCIOJ' T2(PI]o } /? 
(3.93) 
N,N'^5 '^o r 1 ~| 




2^/2 f  ,  .n' r  r(n'+5/2) r(n+£+ 3/2) 1 *  r3^A/2 
3/T L 2 n! n'! J ^2^ 
M(-n; &+ 3/2; 3/2 y'') 
r(A+ 3/2) 
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«jq «U [ l ' ,  (y )Pl„  +  S 1/t' "0 J1 &1 
<nll|Hjn'l> ^ Ils yi(y)]iPlo+ &J2 5 
/3 Al 
<n3||H2l|n'l>^ [[Tgfaïaz) ygfy)]!?],)} 
v 5  "  '  
&3 
{2 - i y.p} . (3.94) 
We next convert from tensor notation to vector notation. 
We use 
t'^2<V2' ''2 <?> 1 0 = Sijty) 
[f,(y) T,(P)]. = -i- [3yy - y^lJ-PP 
^  ~  ^  ~ ~  %  ~ ~  
[[s /pfy)], T,(P)]. = y(sxy)"PP 
[T2(°l*2) T2'PI'o = Jl?2";<?' 
[lT2'°l°2l >'2<yll2 T2(PI:o = ^  {? (?1?2> •?! "îr 
- i y^ a^a_"T (?) 
- i y' si2(y, p2} 





[[s y',(y)],P]f. = — (yxs)'P 







[TjCoiOj) Si2(y) (y-P) + 
3/7Ô ~ -  3/7Ô 
and also î(Sl°2'"X? (3 .95h)  
(x'P) (yP) = xy-PP - ix'P . (3.96) 
(The dyadics T{P) and T(o.og) are defined in equations (3.100).) 
Then (3.93) and (3.94) become 
N , N ' < 2  c+ ^ r -1 —I 
° „?n- ' C/T^siirrri^)-1] 
&'=0 
1 = 0 , 2  
2^ (-1)*' r  (n'+ 3/2) r(n+&+ 3/2) 1  ^  r3^ 1 / 2  2 n! n' ! J ^2-' 
M{-n; &+3/2;  3 /2  y^)  
r (&+ 3 /2)  
<n0HHj|n'0> + 6^2 <n2|lH2l|n'0> S^gfy)} 
/30 ' 
i ?•! - i yy -rr - I (2n'+3/2)p2| 




y(n-4)(i+^„.2) " 0 
2 Î  ,  i \n '  r  r ( n ' +  7 / 2) r ( n+A+ 3 / 2 ) 1 ^  f 3 % & / 2  
15 I 2 n! n'! J ^2> 
M(-n; 2+3/2;  3 /2  y )  
r(A+ 3 /2)  
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<n2|lHjn'2> — (3 yy - y^l)"PP + 5 % 2  /3ÏÏ % 2  
<n2|| HJ| n' 2> —i— y(sxy)"PP + ô 
»** »w "S# X>W 
<nO|l H2II n'2> ^  + 6 &2 
<n2ll H,|| n'2> -1 
5/Î4 
(y[T(a^a,) y]"PP - ? 2 
 ^ ~ x~  ^ ~ ~ J y 
2 2 „ ,r.s t,2. • 
and 
c-
"A L: (y,P) 
S I H 2 " Î -  I  ® 1 2  < y >  }  •  " . 9 7 )  
N,N'<5 -9 r 1 -I 
n!n' ' l/(l+Cn%''l+:n.l) " 
&'=! 
&=1,3 
2^/2 .  ,.n' r r(n'+ 5/2) r(n+A+ 3/2) 1  ^  f3\A/2 
3/3^"' L 2n!n'! J ^2^ 
1/ 
r(A+ 3/2) 
M(-n; «,+ 3/2; 3/2 y"^) 
<nl|| Hjl n' 1> [i yP + yy-PP] + 6 
<nl||HJ|n'l> — [i (yxs)«P + y (y x s) -FF] JL ~ ~ #w "W  ^ fw fw 
+ [«U <nl||Hjn'l> + 6^3 (^) 
<n3|H2|n'l>] [Î TCOj^o^J-yP + 
y (T(a a ) •y)"PP~] 
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+ 6^3 <n3||H2l|n'l> (-/Œ y2) ^ (y-P) 
+ 8^2(y)  yy-pp]  } • (3.98) 
The required reduced matrix elements are listed in Table 14.2 
in Appendix G. 
3. The Hermitian local approximation 
We now collect terms from equations (3.43), (3.48), (3.49), 
(3.50), (3.97), and (3.98), and we write the total right-
handed potential; 
L,(y,P) = V, (y) + V-(y) iyP + Vo(y) yy..PP + V. (y)P^ 
«s» .L 6 fst 
+ Vc(y) (y X s) 'P + i (y) y(yxs)..PP 
+ V^(y) S^^(y) + i Vg(y) S^gfy) y*P 
+ i  Vj(y) TCOj^ajj-yP + (y) s^aty)  yy-PP 
+ v, ,(y) y (T (a a.) «y) ..PP + V, , (y) OLO "T(P) 
+ V^3(y) . (3.99) 
In equation (3.99), the tensor operator is defined as 
s^gfy) = (3 " Si'S2;P yy (3.100a) 
and the dyadic T is defined as 
T(P) = 3 PP - 1 p2 (3.100b) 
and 
T(a^,a,) = 3 0.0- + 3 a,a, - 1 . (3.100c) 
Si  ^JL  ^ *** Am  ^  ^6 ^  i ^6 % 
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Using the procedure outlined in Table 3.1, we build the 
fully Hermitian local approximation. We can summarize this 
table in three basic rules; 
(3.101b) 
L, (y,P) = V(y)..PP ^ L(y P) = i V(y)..PP + i PP-V* (y) . 
(3.101c) 
We banish most of the calculations to Appendix P and 
consider only a few samples here. 
Clearly, the contribution of V^(y) to the total 
Hermitian approximation is just 
La(y,P) = V(y) >• L(y,P) = V(y) (3.101a) 
La(y,P) = V(y).P » L(y,P) = i V(y)-P + i P-V* (y) 
Li(y,P) = V^(y) . (3.102) 
For the V2(y) (iyP) term, we have 
L2(y,P) = - Y y*? Vgfy) + - f V2(y) (P*y) 
(3.103) 
V3(y) yy-PP contributes 
Lo(y,P) = Vo(y) yy-PP + i Vo(y) (PP-yy) 
+ k yy-PP v_(y) . 
6 -V «v  ^ j 
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Now we use PP-yy = -12 and 
PP Vgty) = - VV Vgfy) 
dVg(y) y 
= - V 
dy y 
.2, 
[<! + 7 !y] , drv, (y )  dv.(y) "T —T" yy + — 
y  A y  " "  dy 
1 dfvg(y) 1 dVg(y)  r1 n 
—5— yy + -y yy ~ 1 / 
y^ dy'^ y dy L_y^ ~~ =J 
(3.104) 
so that 
V dfv] (y) 
yy..PP V, (y) = - ^ 5 . (3.105) 
dy 
Then, 
V d V_(y) 
Lgfy'P) = Vgty) yy..PP + - 6 ^ ^(y) + - J 5 . (3.106) 
dy 
The calculations for the ten remaining contributions are 
presented in Appendix F. The results are collected in Table 
3.6. 
Using equations (3.107), we write the total Hermitian 
local approximation as 
Table 3.6: Hermitian contributions of right-handed local approximation terms 
Right-handed term Contribution to the Hermitian local approximation 
V^fy) V^(y) (3.107a) 
3 V ^^2ly) 
V2(y) 1 yP - I v^ty) + - J (3.107b) 
(3.107d) 
2 dfv (y) 
Vgfy) yyPP - 6 Vgfy) + - ^  g— + V^fy) yy-PP (3.107c) 
dy 
A 
dy" ^ dy 
VC(y) (yxs)*P -  VC(y) L*S, L = yxP (3.107e) 
Vg(y) y(yxs)"PP 0 (3.107f) 
V^ty) 8^2 (y) V^(y) 8^2 (y) (3.107g) 
r V ^^R~i 
i VgCy) Si2(y) y-P [- Vg(y) + - 2 dy~J ^12^^^ (3.107h) 
dVg 
i VgCy) ;(*i,02)"yf - y df- ®i2<y^ 0.1071) 
Vio(y) 8^2(y) yy-PP - 5 Vio(yi + -
dy -* 
+ Vio'y) ®i2'y' yy-pp (3.107]) 
Viify) y [T(a, ,a ) «y]-?? i J. «s* ~ ~ i ~  ^ «s» ~ ~ 
^12'y' :i:2" 





+ V,.(y) G 0_"T(P) 
 ^C* «M  ^  ^ -x* «s. (3.1071) 
Vi3(y) Si2(y) r  
- \ [- 2 2 ^^13 ^ ^13 n 4^ + -^] '12 
+ v^gCy) Si2(y) (3.107m) 
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L(y,P) = + [llvjCy) + - 2 
.2 d^V^-1 r 1 dV, , dfv, 
+ V.(y) yy..PP + V. (y) + - V.(y) L'S J *X 3 0 * < N /  
r r V dVg-1 V dVg 
+ iV_(y) + - Vg(y) + - ^  —- + - 4 —-
^ ' L « ^ dy-l ^ dy 
2 d^V, « -, ^ d^V 
dy -J dy 
+ Vio(y) s^gfy) yy-PP + Vistr) Sigf?) 
+ V, .(y) a a,..T(P) +V^^(y) y [T(a ,a-) «y] ..PP . 
Xlfc ~ XX X 'W 6 'W »W 'V 
(3.108) 
For reasons of convenience in performing physical calcu­
lations with this approximation, we would be wise to recast 
it into tensor form. We use 
(3 XX - x^l)..yy = 3/5 [T, (x) T, (y) ] ^ (3.109a) 
•\4 m# 6 «W 6 ^ U 
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to convert 
yy„PP = i  y2 (3 y y - 1 )..PP + ^  P^ 
 ^'V ^ ^ j ^ A/ ^  j 
= /5 y2 [Tgfy) TgfPilo + |y^ , (3.109b) 
S^^(y) = 3/5 [Tgfy) T2(Gl^2)]o ' (3.109c) 
Si2(y) ??••!! = ^  t''2<V2' ''2<''"o + - " /5 
[TjW (Tjcoj^oj) Tainialo 
+ /5 y^ [Tgfo^ag) Tgfyllo P^ 
+ ^  [(T2(y) T2(?0)4 (T2(*l*2)T2(P))4]o' 
(3.109d) 
2l?2"?(r) = 3/5 [T2(a^a2) T2(P)]q , (3.109e) 
and 
y [T(a a ) .y] ..PP = y [3 (a •y)a- + 3 (a,«y)a^ 
- 2 (a,•a,)y]-PP 
= - 2/ÏÔ5 y2 [T2(y) (T2(Cl*2) ^ 2 ^^^^2^0 
+ 2/5 y2 [3^(0^02) T2(P)]o 
+ 2/5 y2 [T2(y) T2^'^1^2^^0 ' 
(3.109f) 
Using this tensorial notation and regrouping terms: 
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L(y,P) = {v^(y) + [- I VjCy) + - | + [ 6 V <y) 
a^v, 
' ay^ dy 
+ /5 y^ v^(y) [Tgfy) TgfPllo + •[! v^fy) +v^ (y)lp^ 
+ - Vg(y) L*S 
+ 3/5 •|v^(y) + 2 Vg(y) + - 5 + - y 
dv. 
1 2 ^^^10 "1 
dy 
2 a'vii 
+ [- 5 v^o(y) + - 2 y- -^J + - y T? 





+ /5 ja V^jty) + 2 y2 V^j^(y) + | y^ V^gCylj 
T2(P)]o 
+ /5 {3 Vio(y) + 2 y2 + y^ v^^fy)} 
[T2 (*1*2) Tgfy)]^ P' 
+ /ÏÔ5 |-2 y2 Vii(y) + -3 y^ V^gCy)} 
[T2(y) (Tg (o^a^)  TgfPliglo 
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+ Çy^Vio(y) [(Tgfy) Tgty))* 
(3.110) 
To simplify the notation, we collect and rename the terms 
in an obvious manner and write 
L(y,P) = b^(y) + bgfy) [Tgfy) TgfPilQ + b^fy) 
+ b^Cy) L-S 
+ bgfy) [TgfCiOg) TgCyllg + bg(y) 
+ b^(y) [TgfGiCg) T2(y)]o 
+ bg (y) [Tgty) (TgfO^Og) 
+ bg(y) [(Tgfy) Tgfy))* (TgCo^Og) T2(P))4]o 
(3.111) 
We note that P = -iV, where V = e„ e„xL, so that 
«V *w «vV oy y «wV 
2 2 the L -dependence is buried inside the various P amd T2(P) 
terms. The specific expressions for the b's are listed in 
Appendix H. In Section IV, we fit simple functions to the 
b(y)'s for specific values of the model parameters a^, k, m, 
and 3 and present graphs of the results. 
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IV. FITS AND GRAPHS OF THE LOCAL APPROXIMATION 
From equation (3.111), the Hermitian local approximation 
IS 
L(y ,P)  =  b^fy)  +  bgfy)  [Tgfy)  TgfP) ]^  +  b^fy)  
+ b^fy) L'S + bgfy) [TgCo^Og) ^ 2(y)]q 
+ bg(y) [Tj (03^ 02) T2(P)]q 
+ b^fy) [T2 (03^02) T2(y)]Q 
+ bg(y)  [Tgfy)  (T2  (03^03)  1^2  (P)  >210  
+ bg(y) [(T2(y) T2(y))4 
T2(P))4lo . (4.1) 
We recall that we arrived at this expression by processing 
n 
L^(y,P) and L^(y,P) into Hermitian form. The exact functional 
forms of the b's appear in Appendix H. Looking at this 
Q  
appendix, we note that the contributions from L^(y,P) are 
relatively simple. They are composed of sums of terms of 
the following type: 
3 2  
4 y Q q n 
e (polynomial in y) M (-n, & + Y ) • (4.2) 
The terminating confluent hypergeometric function 
0 0 0  .cy. O  O  
M(-n, i + J, y ) is just an n degree polynomial in (^ Y ) 
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On the other hand, the contributions from L^(y/P) are 
quite lengthy and complicated. They are made up of sums of 
terms of the following type; 
The confluent hypergeometric function involved here is non-
terminating. To obtain less complicated expressions, we fit 
the L^(y,P) contributions with simple functions. Two of these 
fits are displayed in Figures 1 and 2. The fits reproduce 
the actual b(y) contributions with an accuracy of about one 
percent in the critical "large" regions around the peaks. 
The error is usually larger in the relatively unimportant areas 
close to zero energy. The fitted functions are compact, 
convenient substitutes and should be satisfactory for use in 
most physical calculations. 
It is generally believed that the short to medium range 
part of the nucleon-nucleon interaction is dominated by one-
gluon-exchange between quarks. The time-honored explanation 
for the long range region is provided by the one-pion-exchange 
mechanism. Thus, we may wish to add on a one-pion-exchange 
potential (OPEP) to the OGE-based local potential L(y,P). We 
use a modified Reid soft-core potential [7]: 
-B y 2 
e 
3 2 (polynomial in y) M(n, ^ ay ) (4.3) 
(4.4a) 
where we take the central piece to be: 
Figure 1. Fit of L^(y,P) contribution to b^(y) for S=l, 
T=0: OGE case. The function is; 
Ae-BIK-C)2 + De-EIR-P): 
(A,B,C,D,E,F) = (130.94, .83968, .093185, -15.83, 
1.2606, .89507) 
(srwd3j>y 
00 s 00 > 00 2 00 2 00 I 00 
' I  I I  I  I I  I I  I  M i l  I  I I  I I  I  II I I  I  I I  I I  I  I I  I I  I  I I  I I  I  II I I  I  I I  
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Figure 2. Fit of L^(y,P) contribution to bg(y) for T=0: 
OGE case 
The function is: 
(Ae-B(K-C)' + R=, 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = 
(4419.9, 3.2873, .076064, -227.76, 
614.63, 334.87, 2.0103), R<.9F 
(-4055.7, 6.2936, .33633, -84678, 
6.8529, 1.684, 3.6225), . 
.9F<R<1.85F 
(3.5684, 9.45, 1.3346, -22.578, 
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_-x 
V^(R) = - 8(R - 1.6 F) h I— (4.4b) 
and we take as the tensor pièce: 
V^{R) = - 0(R - 1.6 F) h [(1 + ^  + ^  ) eT* - (M + ^ ) 
^ X " x" 
e"^*]/x , (4.4c) 
in which 
R = y/3 (4.4d) 
X = (.7 F~^)R (4.4e) 
h = 10.463 MeV . (4.4f) 
The function 0(x) is the Heaviside function: 
0 X < 0 
8(x) = • 1 x>0 • (4-5) 
Thus, the Vqp^p contribution begins abruptly at one nucléon 
diameter, as can be seen in the graphs for bg(y) in the 
following pages. 
As we previously mentioned at the end of Chapter II, we 
adjust the strong coupling parameter from 1.785 to 1.49 
when the OPEP is included. Thus, the b's in L(y,P) are 
functions of the three parameter variables; the spin S, the 
isospin T, and the strong coupling paramater a^. 
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In the following pages, we display graphs of the b's. 
The figure captions include the functional forms of the b's 
based on the fits of the L^(y,P) contributions plus the 
actual contributions from L^(y,P) and V^p^pCR). We note 
here that the reduced matrix elements involved in the 
formulas are given in Table G.2 in Appendix G. Their value 
+ + — depends on the values of S, T, and a^. The Sq, Sg f and S 
expressions which appear are defined as follows: 
sJ(n',n,J) 4Î [/n+T^^m+r^ " 
rr(n'+|) r(n+J.+ |)-| i ,3,11/2 




7x T, . n . 3, 
(-1)"' r r (n' +2) r (n+&+ g) -1 i ^3^ 2/2 
r ( & + i) L n! n'! 2 J ^ 
(4.7) 
(-1)"' rMn' +f) r(n+&+|)-| i ^3^ 
& +i) L n!n'!2 J ^ r ( i i f  
(4.8) 
Figure 3. b^(y) for S=l, T=0; OGE case 
The function is ; 
~ T 1 
e l S^(n',n,0) <nO|| H || n' 0> 
n',n=0 " ° 
{(.5265 - 1.875 y^ - .25 y^ + 5.5 
+ (n' + .75) (y2 /2- l ) )  M(-n,|, |y2) 
+ n(1.5 y® - 2.5 y^-y^- (| n' +1) (1-y^)) 
M (-n + 1, -l", -â y^) } 
-3y2 
+ e ^ {-2.25 y4-3y2-15} 8^X0,0,2) 
/3cr 
<0211 HqII 02> 
+ Ae"B(R-C) (1+DR + ER^), 
(A,B,C,D,E) = (-938.76, 2.2141, .31888, -1.4434, 
.98803) 
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Figure 4. b^(y) for S=l, T=0: OPEP case 
The function is: V (R) 
- h '  1 + 
+ e l S (n',n,0) <n0llHJn'0> 
n,n'=0 " " 
{(.5625 yG- 1.875 y* - .25 y^ + 5.5 
+ (n' + .75) (y2 /2- l ) }  M(-n,|, Jy^) 
+ n(1.5 y® - 2.5 y^ -y^ - (| n' +1) (1 -y^)) 
M (-n + 1, y, y y^)  } 
_3y2 T , = 
+ e ^ {-2.25 y'^ - 3 y^ - 15} sj(0,0,2) 
/ 3 Ï Ï  2  
<02|| HqII 02> 
+ Ae"B(B"C) (1+DR + ER^), 
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Figure 5. b^(y) for S=0, T=l; OGE case 
The function is; 
_ 3y2 1 
e ^ l  stxn',n,0) <n0llHJn'0> 
n,n'=0 " " 
{(.5625 - 1.875 - .25 y^ + 5.5 
+ (n' + .75) (y^/2 - 1)) M{-n, |, |y^) 
+ n(1.5y^-2.5y^- y^ - (in' + 1) (l-y^)) 
M(-n + l, |, I y2)} 
-ly2 
e ^ — {-2.25 y^-3y^- 15} S^(0,0,2) 
/3Ô 
<0211 HqII 02> 
+ (1+DR + ER2), 
(A,B,C,D,E) = (-1812.2, 2.4239, .32334, -1.5823, 
1.0451) 






Figure 6. b^(y) for S=0, T=l; OPEP case 
The function is: Vp (R) 
-|y2 1 
+ e ^ l sUn' ,iï,0) <nO|| HJ| n'0> 
n,n'=0 " 
{ (.5625 y® - 1.875 - .25 y^ + 5.5 
+ (n+.75)(y2/2-l)} M(-n, |y^) 
+ n(1.5y®- 2.5 y^ - y^ - (|n' + 1) (l-y^)) 
_ 3y2 M(-n + l, |, I y^)} 
+ e ^ — {-2.25 y^-3y^- 15} S^(0,0,2) 
/3Ô 
<02|| HqII 02> 
+ Ae"B(B-C) (1 + dR + ER2), 
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Figure 7. b^(y) for S=0, T=0: OGE case 
The function is: 
-|y^ 2 
e ^ l S"(n'n,l) <nlllHJn'l> 
n',n=0 " 
{(-1.125 y® + 3.75 y^ - .25 y^ - 7.5) M(-n,|, |y^) 
- .6 ny^ (3y^ - 5y^ - 1) M(-n + l, |y^) 
- n (n-1) y® M (-n + 2, y^) } 
+  ( A e - ® 4 .  D e - E ( R - F ) : ) ( i + G R ) ,  
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (1794.2, 13.099, -.17278, 
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Figure 8. b^(y) for S=0, T=0; OPEP case 
The function is: v_ (R) 
- W  2 
+ e I S (n',n,l) <nl|| HJ n'l> 
n',n=0 
{(-1.125 y® + 3.75 y^ - .25 y^ - 7.5) M(-n, -, | y^) 
- . 6 n y^ (3 y^ - 5 y^ - 1) M (-n + 1, ^ y^) 
- n (n-1) y® M (-n + 2, — y^)} 
+ (Ae"B(R-C) + Dg-EfR-F) j (1 + GR), 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (4030.4, 6.223, -.456, 4540.3, 
1.7526, .37483, .20589) 
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Figure 9. (y) for S=l, T=l; OGE case 
The function is: 
2  
e I S"(n',n,l) <nlllHJn'l> 
n',n=0 " 
{ (-1.125 y® + 3.75 y^ - .25 y^- 7.5) M(-n, |,  y^) 
- .6ny^ (3 y^ - 5 - 1) M (-n + 1, |y^) 
- ^  n. (n-1) y^ M (-n + 2, ^ y^) } 
+ + De-sta-f):, (1 + GR), 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (4485.8, 2.0379, -.87089, 3941.1, 
1.5337, .49028, -.3244) 
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Figure 10. b^(y) for S=l, T=l: OPEP case 
The function is: 
V„(R) 
+ e I S (n',n,l) <nl|| H_|| n'l> 
n',n=0 " 
{(-1.125 y®+3.75 y^ - .25 y^ - 7.5) M(-n,|, |y^) 
- .6 ny^ (3y^-5y2-l) M(-n + l, |y^) 
~ ^ M (-n + / \ i  Y } 
+ + Oe-BIR-F)', (1 + GE), 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (4805.8, 2.544, -.8985, 3627.0, 
1.3846, .47357, -.37938) 



















Figure 11. bgfy) for S=l, T=0: OGE case 
The function is: 
_ly2 1 
y2 e 4 {- 1 % st/n',n,0) <nO||H t|n'0> 
n',n=0 ° ° 
M(-n, •j, y^) 
+ — S+(0,0,2) <0211HJ02>} 
/3Ô 2 0 
+ + De-Sla-f)') R°, 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (19.566, 1.8696, 1.0723, 
91.823, 2.8907, .32614, 1.4327) 
I 
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Figure 12. bgty) for S=l, T=0; OPEP case 
The function is; 
_ly2 1 
/5 e * {- y I stln',n,0) <n0|lH l|n'0> 
^ n',n=0 ° " 
M(-n, l"/ "l y^) 
+ — sj(0,0,2) <02iHJ02>} 
2 / ^  2  
+ (Ae-B(*-C) + De-G(*-F) ) RG, 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (25.849, 1.5251, .76703, 150.05, 
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Figure 13. bgty) for S=0, T=l: OGE case 
The function is: 
- — 1 1 
/5 y2 e ^ {_ _ l  st( n ' , n , 0 )  <nO|| nJ n'0> 
2 n',n=0 ° 3 7 o 
M(-n, 2' ^ ) 
+ 82(0,0,2) <02|1 hJI 02>} 
/3ÏÏ 
+ (Ae-BI*-C)2 + og-E(R-P)2, 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (262.51, 2.979, .19069, 48.095, 
1.1588, .47048, 1.7331) 
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Figure 14. bgfy) for S=0, T=l: OPEP case 
The function is: 
3 ..2 
/5 e ^ {- i f sj;(n',n,0) <nOiHjn'0> 
^ n',n=0 
M (-n, Y y^) 
+ — sj(0,0,2) <0211hJ|02>} 
/3Ô" 
+ (Ae-=<«-='^ + De-E(R-P)2, 
(A,B,C,D,E,FfG) = (161.79, 3.4737, .28811, 50.208, 
1.2342, .50748, 1.5603) 
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Figure 15. bgty) for S=0, T=0; OGE case 
The function is ; 
3..2 2 
I S (n',n,l) <nlllHJn"l> /5 y: e 4^ 
4. (Ae-BIK-G)^ + De-EIR-FI^) R^, 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = 
(181.20, 12.658, .33856, -588.32 
3.9707, 1.2694, 1.068), 
R<.85F 
(-102.10, 8.8204, .87105, 




R(FERMIS) 4.00 5.00 
Figure 16. bgty) for S=0, T=0; OPEP case 
The function is 
ï  S~{n',n,l) <nll|HJn'l> 
n*,n=0 
M (-n, Y' •§• 
4. (Ae-B<«-C'^ + De-S(R-F)2, rG, 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = 
(119.54, 9.5302, .35944, -573.12, 
2.0129, 1.3317, .95279), 
R<.85F 
(98.577, 4.2446, 1.3677, -493.06, 
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Figure 17. bgty) for S=l, T=l: OGE case 
The function is: 
2 
/5 y e ^ l S"(n',n,l) <nl|HJ|n'l> 
n',n=0 " 
W(-n, Y' Y y^) 
+ (Ae-="<-='^ + oe-E(R-F,2, 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (87.386, 2.8685, .883, -488.85, 
1.6789, .49084, 3.727) 
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Figure 18. bgfy) for S=l, T=l; OPEP case 
The function is; 
- — 2 
/5 y2 e 4 ^ s"(n',n,l) <nll|HJn'l> 
n',n=0 c o 2 
M(-n, 2^ Y ^  ^ 
+  ( A e - ® r ^ ,  
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (91.915, 2.1144, .53577, -492.18, 
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Figure 19. bgfy) for S=l, T=0: OGE case 
The function is : 
- 1 
e l sjj(n',n,0) <n0|lHJn'0> 
n',n=0 " " 
- -g- (2n' + •j) } M(-n, ^ y^) 
+ as-B(R-C)2 + De-E(R-F)2 ^ 
(A,B,C,D,E,F) = (130.94, .83968, .093185, -15.83, 
1.2606, .89507) 
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Figure 20. (y) for S=l, T=0; OPEP case 
The function is : 
-fy^ 1 
e ^ l S:(n',n,0) <n0|lHJn'0> 
n",n=0 " " 
{- I y^ - I (2n' + |)} M(-n, y^) 
+ + ne-EIR-F):, 
(A,B,C,D,E,F) = (107.84, .87998, .069828, 
-9.3775, 1.3011, .9461) 
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Figure 21. bg(y) for S=0, T=l; OGE case 
The function is: 
- — 1 
e ^ l st^n',n,0) <nO|| HJ n'0> 
n',n=0 " " 
^ - g (2 n' + -j) } M(-n, •j y^) 
+ ae-B(R-C)2 + 
(A,B,C,D,E,F) = (160.42, .86585, .12097, -25.288, 
1.4223, .9108) 
Ill 
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Figure 22. b^ty) for S=0, T=l: OPEP case 
The function is: 
- 1 
e l stXn',n,0) <n0||HJn'0> 
n',n=0 " " 
^ - g (2n' + l")} M(-n, l*, y^) 
+ + De-E(R-F):, 
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Figure 23. (y) for S=0, T=0: OGE case 
The function is: 
_ly2 2 
1 -2 _ 4 ^ s"(n',n,l) <nl0Hj|n'l> 
n ' , n = 0  c o n  
M(-n, Y' Y y ) 
3 y e 
+ Ae-=(*-C)^ + 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (-3169.7, 1.1496, .08271, 493.7, 
2.0098, .537) 
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Figure 24. b^fy) for S=0, T=0: OPEP case 
The function is: 
-3y2 2 
i y2 e 4 l s"(n',n,l) <nll|HJn'l> 
n',n=0 c 3 2 " 
M(-n, Y' Y y ) 
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Figure 25. b^fy) for S=l, T=l: OGE case 
The function is: 
-2y2 2 
% y2 e 4 l s"(n',n,l) <nl|lHJn'l> 
n',n=0 5 3 2 
M(-n, f y^) 
+ (I + RS), 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (-2198.3, 1.1202, -.08338, 
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Figure 26. b^fy) for S=l, T=l: OPEP case 
The function is; 
- — 2 
i e 4 l S"(n',n,l) <nl||HJn'l> 
n',n=0 5 3 2 
M(-n, Y y ) 
+  ( A e - B +  D e - B ( K - f l ' )  ( 1  +  R S ) ,  
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (-2202.5, .8084, -.35598, 
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Figure 27. (y) for S=l, T=0: OGE case 
The function is; 
Ae-B(R-C) (1 + DR + ER^), 
(A,B,C,D,E) = (26.585, 1.0623, -.27653, .56212, 
.85755) 
For the OPEP case, the fitting parameter A is 
rescaled by 1.49/1.785. 
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Figure 28. b^(y) for S=0, T=l; OGE case 
The function is: 
Ae"B(R-C) (1 + DR + ER^), 
(A,B,C,D,E) = (-37.928, 2.8066, .1223, -.64066, 
.83121) 
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Figure 29. b^(y) for S=0, T=0: OGE case 
The function is; 
, 2 
- - e ^ l S'(n',n,l) <nl|lHJ|n'l> 
/ 6  n ' , n = 0  c o p  
M(-n, 2' 2 ^ ^ 
+ Ae"B(B-C) (1 + DR + ER^), 
(A,B,C,D,E) = (26.585, 1.0623, -.27653, .56212, 
.85755) 
For the OPEP case, the parameter A is rescaled 
by 1.49/1.785. 
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Figure 30. b^(y) for S=l, T=l; OGE case 
The function is; 
1 2 
- - e ^ l S (n',n,l) <nl|lHJ|n'l> 
/6 n',n=0 con 
M(-n, 2' y ^ 
+ Ae"B(R-C) (1 + DR + ER^), 
(A,B,C,D,E) = (-37.928, 2.8066, .1223, -.64066, 
.83121) 
For the OPEP case, the parameter A is multiplied 
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Figure 31. bg(y) for S=l, T=0: OGE case 
The function is; 
3 „2 
P. ~  y  1  ,  ^  I S:(n' , 0 ,2 )  <02|lHJln' 0>  n'=0 " ^ 
{ .5625  y^  +  ( . 5  n '  -  2 .25 )  y^+  (4 .25  -  \  n' )  y^  
+  l"  (2  n '  +  - j )  }  
1 - 2 
— e l S 2 ( 0 , n , 0 )  <n0ll h J 02> 
2 /5  n=0  0 0 0 
{2 .25  y  +ny ' '  (6  -  2 .25  y '^)  }  
-3y2 
+ — e ^ S+(0,0,2) <021|h J02> 
/ 7 Ï Ï  
{ . 15  y^  +  . 8  
+ (ae-B(B-c): + R=, 
( -4419 .9 ,  3 .2873 ,  . 076064 ,  
-227 .76 ,  614 .63 ,  334 .87 ,  
2 .0103) ,  R< .9F  
(A ,B ,C,D,E ,F ,G)  =  - { ( -4055 .7 ,  6 .2936 ,  . 33633 ,  
-8 .4678 ,  6 .8529 ,  1 .684 ,  
3 .6225) ,  . 9F<R<1 .85F  
(3 .5684 ,  9 .45 ,  1 .3346 ,  -22 .578 ,  
1 .446 ,  . 70075 ,  5 .00 ) ,  R>1 .85F  
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Figure 32. bg(y) for S=l, T=0: OPEP case 
The function is: 
3/5 V^(R) 
3 2 1 
+/f e~2^ l stXn',0,2) <02l|HJn'0> 
^ n'=0 " 
{.5625 y® + (.5 n' - 2.25)]/+ (4.25 - n') y' 
3 .2 
+ g ( 2 n ' + -l") ]• 
2/5 
" — y 1 
î ^ l S,(0,n,0) <n0llHJ02> 
n=0 
{2.25 + ny"^ (6 - 2.25 y^)} 
2» 
.ly2 
+ — e ^ 8^(0,0,2) <02i h J 02> 
yTn  ^
{.15 y'* + .8 y2 -
+ + De-B(K-ri') RS, 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = 
(-3689.4, 3.2873, .076064, 
-190.12, 614.163, 334.87, 
2.0103), R<.9F 
(-3385.4, 6.2936, .33633, 
-7.0684, 6.8529, 1.684, 
3.6225), .9F<R<1.85F 
(2.9787, 9.45, 1.3346, -18.8466, 
1.446, .70075, 5.00), 
R>1.85F 
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V I  
1.00 3 .00  2.00 4.00 5.00 
R(FERMIS) 
Figure 33. bg(y) for S=0, T=l: OGE case 
The function is: 
~ 1 
î ^ I st/n',0,2) <02||HJn'0> 
n'=0 ° A 
{.5625 y® + (.5 n' -2.25) + (4.25 - j n') y' 
+ 1 (2 n' + |)} 
_ 3 y 2  1  
— e ^ l S^(0,n,0) <n0llHJ02> 
2/5 .2 . 2 _ .r . 2, 
3 2 
{2.25 y +ny'' (6 -2.25 y )} 
+ — e ^ s_(0,0,2) <02|1hJ02> 
/7Ô ^ . O A {.15 y4 + .8 y2 -
+ Ae"B(B-C) + DR2 ER3) ^ 
(A,B,C,D,E) = 
(-199.78, 4.2151, .49052, .27926, -.80 
-.8042), R<1.4F 
(-9.3627, 4.8101, 1.4937, -3.0315, 
1.5765), 1.4F<R<1.9F 
(-20.018, 1.1208, 3.0246 x 10"®, 
-37.905, 22,756) R>1.9F 
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1.00 2.00 4.00 5.00 
Figure 34. (y) for S=0, T=l: OPEP case 
The function is: 
3 / 5  V ^ ( R )  
+  e  4 ^ ^  f  s t X n ' , 0 , 2 )  < 0 2 l | H j n ' 0 >  
^  n ' = 0  "  
{ . 5 6 2 5  +  ( . 5  n '  -  2 . 2 5 )  y ^  +  ( 4 . 2 5  -  j n ' )  y '  
+ 1 (2n'+ §)} 
3  . . 2  1  
I  S j ( 0 , n , 0 )  < n 0 l l H 2 i 0 2 >  
n = 0  0  9  o  { 2 . 2 5  y " ^  +  n y ^  ( 6 - 2 . 2 5  y ^ ) }  





4  •  
1 5  { . 1 5  y 4  +  . 8 y 2  -
(A,B,C,D,E) = 
( - 1 6 6 . 7 6 ,  4 . 2 1 5 1 ,  . 4 9 0 5 2 ,  . 2 7 9 2 6 ,  
- . 8 0 4 2 ) ,  R < 1 . 4 F  
( - 7 . 8 1 5 4 ,  4 . 8 1 0 1 ,  1 . 4 9 3 7 ,  - 3 . 0 3 1 5 ,  
1 , 5 7 6 5 ) ,  1 . 4 F < R < 1 . 9 F  
( - 1 6 . 7 1 0 ,  1 . 1 2 0 8 ,  3 . 0 2 4 6  x  1 0 ' ^ ,  





.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 
R<FERMIS) 
Figure 35. bg(y) for S=0, T=0; OGE case 
The function is: 
A,. .4-' I 
/Ïi6 n' ,n=0 
S (n',n,l) <nlll H2II n'l> 
{(.75 - 1) M(-n, |, y^) + .4 n (3 y^ - 2) 
M(-n + l, Y' § y^) + ^  n (n-1) y" 
M(-n + 2, L I y2)} 
_  3 y 2  
+ — y^ e 4 J s"(n',n,3) <n3|lHJn'l> 
/26ÏÏ n'=0,l,2 
n=0,1 
{(1.8 y^ - 2.7 y2 + 7.2) M(-n, |,  y^) 
- .6 ny^ (2 -y^) M(-n + l, § y^)} 
+ (Ae-®<«-=>' + De-B(R-FI^) RG, 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = • 
(-4419.9, 3.2873, .076064, 
-227.76, 614.63, 334.87, 
2.0103), R<.9F 
(-4055.7, 6.2936, .33633, 
-8.4678, 6.8529, 1.684, 
3.6225), .9P<R<1.85F 
(3.5684, 9.45, 1.3346, -22.578, 
1.446, .70075, 5.00), R>1.85F 
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.00 1.00 4.00 2.00 3.00 5.00 
R<FERMIS) 
Figure 36. bg(y) for S=0, T=0; OPEP case 
The function is ; 
3/5 V^(R) 
9 2 
+ — y e 
/Te 
- |y 2 
Is (n',n,l) <nl||HJn'l> 
n',n=0 
{ (.75 y^ - 1) M(-n, |, y^) + .4 n (3 y^ - 2) 
15 .2 4 ^  
M(-n + l, Y' § y^) + ^  n (n-1) y^ 
M(-n + 2, & I y2) } 
3 2 
y e I S"(n',n,3) <n3||HJn'l> 
/26Ô n'=0,l,2 
{(1.8 y^ - 2.7 y2 + 7.2) M(-n,|, y^) 
- . 6 n y^ (2 - y^) M(-n + l, J-) } 
+ + De-E(R-F)2, 
(-3689.4, 3.2873, .076064, 
-190.12, 614.63, 334.87, 
2.0103), R<.9F 
(-3385.4, 6.2936, .33633, 
-7.0684, 6.8529, 1.684, 
3.6225), .9F<R<1.85F 
(2.9787, 9.45, 1.3346, -18.466, 
1.446, .70075, 5.00), 
R>1.85F 
(A, B, C, D, E, F r G) — 
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. 00 2.00 3 . 0 0  4 . 0 0  5 . 0 0  
R<FERMIS) 
Figure 37. bg(y) for S=l, T=l: OGE case 
The function is : 
9 ..2 ' 
/16 
y e l S"(n',n,l) <nlllHJn'l> 
n',n=0 
{ (.75 - 1) M(-n, |, y^) +.4 n (3 y^ - 2) 
M(-n + l, ^ y^) + n (n-1) y^ 




l S"(n',n,3) <n3l|HJn'l> 
n'=0,l,2 
n=0,1 
{(1.8 y^- 2.7 y^ + 7.2) M(-n, |,  y^) 
- .6 n y^ (2-y^) M(-n + l, |y^)> 
+ Ae"B(B-C) + 0^2 ^ ER^), 
(-199.78, 4.2151, .49052, .27926, 
-.8042), R<1.4F 
(-9.3627, 4.8101, 1.4937, -3.0315, 
1.5765), 1.4F<R<1.9F 
(-20.018, 1.1208, 3.0246 xlO~^, 
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.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 
R(FERMIS) 
Figure 38. bg(y) for S=l, T=l: OPEP case 
The function is; 
3/5 V„(R) 
_ly2 2 
+ _L y2 e 4 Y s"(n',n,l) <nliHJn'l> 
/Ï6 n',n=0 
{ (.75 - 1) M(-n, |, y^) + .4 n (3 y^ - 2) 
M{-n + l, I y^) + ^  n (n-1) y^ 
M(-n + 2, |, I y2)} 
3 .2 
15 y2 e"4 ^  
/26Ô n'=0,l,2 
n=0,l 
l S"(n',n,3) <n3llH2lln'l> 
{(1.8 y"-2.1 y^ + 7.2) M(-n, |,  y^) 
- . 6 n y^ (2 - y^) M (-n + 1, ^ } 
+ Ae"B(B-C) + DR2 _J_ ER^) , 
(A,B,C,D,E) = 
(-166.76, 4.2151, .49052, .27926, 
-.8042), R<1.4F 
(-7.8154, 4.8101, 1.4937, -3.0315, 
1.5765), 1.4P<R<1.9F 
(-16.710, 1.1208, 3.0246 xl0"5, 
-37.905, 22.756), R>1.9F 
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W0 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 
RCFERMIS) 
Figure 39. bg(y) for S=l, T=0; OGE case 
The function is: 
/ T  -  — 1  
^ I ^ S^/n',0,2) <02||H2l|n'0> 
1 -iy^ 1 
+ - e ^ l S,(0,n,0) <n0||HJ02> 
/5 n=0 3 3 2 
M(-n, I y^) 
+ ae-B(R-c)2 _ 
(A,B,C) = (69.849, 1.0036, 8.4378 xlO"^). 




.00 1.00 5.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 
R<FERMIS> 
Figure 40. bg(y) for S=0, T=l: OGE case 
The function is; 
/- _2y2 1 
~ YÔ il e ^ S^^n',0,2) <02|| H2II n' 0> 
_ 3 y2 1 
+ - e ^ l S+(0,n,0) <n0|| hJ 02> 
/5 n=0 r> -3 o 
M(-n, 2 '  2  ^  ^ 
+ , 
(A,B,C) = (-12.043, .92634, -.021367). 
For the OPEP case, the parameter A is multiplied 
by 1.49/1.785. 
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.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 
R<FERMIS) 
Figure 41. bg(y) for S=0, T=0: OGE case 
The function is: 
I 2 ? 
-y? y e l  S"(n',n,l) <nl|HJ|n'l> 
n',n=0 5 3 2 
M(-n, I y'<) 
_3y2 
+  - r / A y  e  ^  l  S " ( n ' , n , 3 )  < n 3 | | H J n ' l >  
n'=0,l,2 9 3 2 
n=0,l M(-n, 2' 2 ^ ^ 
+ ae-B'K-C)' , 
(A,B,C) = (69.849, 1.0036, 8.4378 x 10"^). 
For the OPEP case, the parameter A is multiplied 
by 1.49/1.785. 
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<n 
.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 5.00 
R<FERM1S) 
Figure 42. bg(y) for S=l, T=l: OGE case 
The function is: 
3 2 
-,/? e ^ l S"(n',n,l) <nl||HJn'l> 
n',n=0 c 3 , ^ 
M {~n, 2^ Y y ) 
_3y2 
+ - è/S e 4 ^ s (n',n,3) <n3|| Hp|| n'l> 
n'=0,l,2 9 3 2 
n=0,l M (-n, 2"' 2 ^  ^ 
+ ae-B(*-C)2_ 
(A,B,C) = (-12.043, .92634, -.021367). 
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.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 
R<rERMIS) 
Figure 43. (y) for S=l, T=0: OGE case 
The function is: 
- - e l stXn',0,2) <02iHJn'0> 
/6 n* =0 
{j y^ + (| n' +1)} 
+ Ae"b(r-c) + DR2 ^ er^), 
(A,B,C,D,E)=( 9.7314, .95697, -.89716, 14.133, 
63.741). 
For the OPEP case, the parameter A is multiplied 
by the factor 1.49/1.785. 
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I I I 1 1 
00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 
R(FERMIS) 
Figure 44. (y) for S=û, T=l: OGE case 
The function is: 
- — y^ 1 
- - e 4 l  st/n',0,2) <02iHJn'0> 
/6 n'=0 " 
y^ + n' +1)} 
+ Ae"B(R-C) + dr2 ^  er3) ^ 
(A,B,C,D,E) = (1.5117, 1.9422, .064258, 4.18, 
4.9597). 
For the OPEP case, the parameter A is rescaled 
by 1.49/1.785. 
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R < F E R M I S )  
Figure 45. b^(y) for S=0, T=0: OGE case 
The function is: 
i2  2  -|y^ 2 
-,/i y e l S"(n',n,l) <nl||HJn'l> 
n',n=0 5 3 ? 
^ Y '  2 ^  y  )  
_ 3 y 2  
+ — e ^ l S"(n',n,3) <n3|HJ|n'l> 
/2ëÔ n' = 0,l,2 q 1 , 
n=0,l M(-n, 2' 2 ^ 
+ Ae"b(b-c) ^ er^), 
(A,B,C,D,E) = (9.7314, .95697, -.89716, 14.133, 
63.741). 




ye 1 00 2.00 3.00 
P < P E R M I S )  
4.00 5.00 
Figure 46. (y) for S=l, T=l: OGE case 
The function is: 
_ 3 y2 2 
- y? e 4 l s"(n',n,l) <nl|lHJn'l> 
n',n=0 5 3 9 
M (-n, 2 '  2  ^  ^ 
--y2 
+ - — e l S"(n',n,3) <n3|| HJ n'l> 
/26Ô n'=0,l,2 q 3 , 
n=0,l M(-n, 2' 2" ^ ^ 
+ Ae-B(R-C) + DR2 ^  ER^), 
(A,B,C,D,E) = (1.5117, 1.9422, .064258, 4.18, 
4.9597). 




00 1 . 00 2,00 3.00 
R<FERMIS) 
4.00 5.00 
Figure 47. bg(y) for S=l, T=0: OGE case 
The function is; 
_ly2 1 
e ^ l  S + ( n ' , 0 , 2 ) < 0 2 U H , | n ' 0 >  
2/Ï4 n'=0 " 
_ 3 y 2  
+ — y^ e ^ S^(0,0,2) <02i HJ 02> 
/3Ô ^ 
+ + De-E(R-F,2_ 
(A,B,C,D,E,F) = (-10.714, 2.3757, .80783, 2.8988, 
7.4573, .1689). 
For the OPEP case, the parameters A and D are 
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.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 
RCFERMIS) 
Figure 48. bg(y) for S=0, T=l: OGE case 
The function is: 
_ 3 y 2  1  
—— e ^ l S^(n',0,2) <02i hJ n'0> 
2/Ï4 n'=0 " 
_ 3 y 2  
+ — e ^ 3^(0,0,2) <02|1hJ02> 
/3Ô " 
+ ft3-b(r-c)2  ^oe-e(r-f)2, 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (1.497, 1.4962, .84583, .33678, 
3.0066, .68558, 1.5025). 
For the OPEP case, the parameters A and D are 











1 1 I" I— 1— 
.y0 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 
R<FERMIS) 
Figure 49. bg(y) for S=0, T=0: OGE case 
The function is: 
9 2 
/Î4 e l  S (n',n,l) <nl|H2|n'l> 
n',n=0 con 
M(-n, Y' Y y ) 
• - 2 y2 
+ À e ^ I S"(n',n,3) <n3iH2l|n'l> 
n'=0,l,2 9 3 2 
n=0,l M(-n, 2' 2 ^  ^ 
+ Ae-B(R-C)^ + 
(A,B,C,D,E,F) = (-10.714, 2.3757, .80783, 2.8988, 
7.4573, .1689). 
For the OPEP case, the parameters A and D are 
rescaled by 1.49/1.785. 
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00 1,00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 
R ( F E R M I S )  
Figure 50. bg(y) for S=l, T=l: OGE case 
The function is : 
- — 2 
vT4 y2 e * ^ s"(n',n,l) <nl||H2in'l> 
n',n-0 
M(-n, I y^) 
, _ 3y2 
+ À/^y^e ^  l S"(n',n,3) <n3iH2in'l> 
n'=0,l,2 Q ^ o 
n—0,1 M(-n, 2 '  2  ^  ^  
+ (A^-B(R-C)2 ^ oe-E(R-F)2) EG_ 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (1.497, 1.4962, .84583, .33678, 
3.0066, .68558, 1.5025). 
For the OPEP .case, the parameters A and D are 
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.08 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 
R ( F E R M I S )  
Figure 51. bg(y) for S=l, T=0: OGE case 
The function is: 
-iy2 1 
y^ e I st/n',0,2) <02iHJn'0> 
4/3Ô n'=0 
+ (Ae-B'*-C,2 + De-E(R-F)2, gG_ 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (10.96, 2.0896, .47265, 3.1794, 
1.4065, .76103, 3.168). 
For the OPEP case, the parameters A and D are 
multiplied by the factor 1.49/1.785. 
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.00 1.00 2.00 3 . 0 0  4 . 0 0  5 . 0 0  
R < F E R M I S )  
Figure 52. bg(y) for S=0, T=1: OGE case 
The function is; 
-  — 1  
y"^ e l  st/n',0,2) <021^2! n'0> 
4/3Ô n'=0 " 
(A,B,C,D,E) = (.03991, 2.3473, .75207, 13.103, 
7.9206). 
For the OPEP case, the parameter A is rescaled 







r I I I I 
00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 
R<rERMIS.^ 
Figure 53. bg(y) for S=0, T=0; OGE case 
The function is; 
e I s"(n',n,3) <n3iHJn'l> 
2/52 n'=0,l,2 q ^ 9 
n=0,l M(-n, "2' '2  ^^  
+ (Ae-B(R-C|2 + De-E(*-FI^ R^, 
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G) = (10.96, 2.0896, .47265, 3.1794, 
1.4065, .76103, 3.168). 
For the OPEP case, the parameters A and D are 
multiplied by 1.49/1.785. 
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.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 1,00 2 .00 
R < F E R M I S . ^  
Figure 54. bg(y) for S=l, T=l: OGE case 
The function is ; 
_ 3 y 2  
e ^ l S"(n',n,3) <n3||HJn'l> 
2/52 n'=0,l,2 . . -
n=0,l M(-n, I Y ) 
+ Ae-B(B-C) + dr2 ER^) , 
(A,B,C,D,E) = (.039931, 2.3473, .75207, 13.103, 
7.9206). 
For the OPEP case, the parameter A is multiplied 
by 1.49/1.785. 
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The nonlocal interaction for the two-nucleon problem 
can now be approximated by a local potential. The local 
approximation lends itself to speedier calculations and 
should be more widely used than its nonlocal source. It should 
thus facilitate testing of the underlying assumptions of this 
QCD-derived model. It must be emphasized that the full local 
potential must be used. Otherwise, the partial expression 
employed will not be Hermitian and any results thus obtained 
will be of questionable value. 
This local potential contains all the usual phenome-
nological terms: central, spin-orbit, tensor, and so on. 
Many phenomenological central potentials feature either a 
static or energy-dependent repulsive core localized around 
the origin. In this state-dependent local potential, the 
repulsive effects should arise naturally from the contri-
2 butions of the [Tgfy) TgCPjlg and P terms acting upon the 
two-nucleon wavefunction. 
Channel by channel comparisons between phenomenological 
potentials and this local potential would not be very en­
lightening. Due to the highly heuristic ways such potentials 
are assembled, they may compare well or they may not. In 
either case, we can draw no conclusions about the success of 
the local potential. 
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A better test is to see how well the local potential 
performs. For example, the new local two-nucleon Schroedinger 
equation could be solved for the deuteron. The various 
deuteron properties—the binding energy, the dipole moment, 
and so on—could then be computed and the values compared 
with those obtained from the nonlocal potential and from 
experiment, as described in reference (1). This trial would 
give us an idea of how successfully the local potential 
approximates the nonlocal potential. It is on the basis of 
such pragmatic applications as this that the worth of the 
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VIII. APPENDIX A: PSEUDOSPHERICAL TENSOR ALGEBRA 
In this project, it is frequently more convenient to 
write quantities in tensor operator notation rather than in 
vector notation. Tensors are defined by their transformation 
properties under rotations and inversions of the coordinate 
system. In particular, we are interested in irreducible 
tensor operators. An irreducible tensor of rank L is 
defined as a set of 2L+1 operators T^^^ (M =-L,-L+l,. .. ,L) 
which transform under the 2L+1 dimensional representation of 
the rotation group: 
^ ~ °M'M , (8.1) 
where R = e ^ is the rotation operator, (a,3,Y) are the 
/V L 
Euler angles of the rotation n0, and (a,g,y) = 
<LM'|R|LM> is the matrix element of R. In other words, an 
irreducible tensor of rank L must transform like a spherical 
harmonic of order L. 
Cartesian tensors are not suitable because they are 
generally reducible. That is, from components of a Cartesian 
tensor we can form linear combinations which transform differ­
ently. For example, the second rank Cartesian tensor 
T.. = A.B. has nine components. We can write 
Xj 2, J 
T.. = 1/3 T Ô.. + V* + S.. (8.2) 
1] ^ ij 
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where 
T = % T.. is the trace which is a scalar 
i 
(8.3) 
= 1/2 ~^ji^ is an antisymmetric first 
rank tensor. (8.4) 
and 
S. . = 1/2 (T. .+T.. -2/3 T6..) is a symmetric second 1J 1J 31 1J 
rank tensor of five 
components (8.5) 
Thus, the Cartesian tensor can be decomposed into the 
three irreducible tensor T, V, and S which transform under 
However, this representation of irreducible tensors is 
not very felicitous. The components do not correspond to 
definite angular momentum projection quantum numbers. For 
example, consider the vector r. x, y, and z are the compo­
nents of an irreducible first rank tensor. However, we can 
also write r in the pseudospherical basis : 
0 1 2 
rotations as D , D , and D , respectively 
(8.6a) 
where 
e^ = - I//2 (i + ij) 
e_i = 1//2 (i - ij) 
(8.6b) 





So we can treat the vector as a first rank tensor y^ with 
pseudospherical components labeled by m = -1,0,1, and its 
relationship with the spherical harmonic is made manifest. 
In general, the pseudospherical component of an irreducible 
tensor of rank L is clearly labeled with the projection number 
M of its corresponding spherical harmonic of order L. For 
this reason, we express irreducible tensor components in the 
pseudospherical coordinate representation. Useful information 
concerning irreducible tensors is contained in the Appendix 
to Nuclear Shell Theory by de Shalit and Talmi [8]. A 
short summary of some of this material is given in the 
following pages. 
We can build up higher rank tensors from the components 
of the basic vectors. If T_ „ (a) and „ (3) are irreducible 
%% L2M2 
tensors, another irreducible tensor is formed by coupling 
the two; 
TL„(a,6) = I caj^LjL, T (o.)T (S). (8.7) 
m^fMg 11 2 2 
This is also written 
T^„(a,3) = [T- (a) T_ (6)] M . (8.8) 
If the pseudospherical tensor is constructed from the 
components of a single vector r, then it is proportional to 
the solid spherical harmonic 
/2L+1 ^ ' (8.9) 
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We use the spherical harmonics addition formula 
XI ^ ^ x»^ y 2 r 47r ^2 
CI%1%2%3' <"» (S-IOI 
and the orthogonality of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
I C(&^&2&3'' m r^ngMg') m^mgmg) 
° **3' *3 
to show 
m %i + %2-&3 
^ C(&i&2&3' ^Agmgfr) " 
(8.12) 
This is a property which greatly simplifies the integrations 
involved in this project. 
The scalar product of two tensors is 
Tr • UR = (-l)K K [Tjç "kV' ^  »^2K + 1 . (8.13) 
For L = 1, this is the usual scalar product of two vectors 
?•? = I  h v ^ P  !w • I >'iv <ï' ?v 
U V 
"îv';' = 
= K-D" i'i.y(y) l'iv'ï* ?* '!v 
V y 
Î M ' ? V = V '  ( 8 . 1 4 )  
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' 'lw(y) %(x) 
(-1) C(110; y -y 0) = 
(-1)^ Î 11'^ (y) 
(8.15) 
Thus, we can write x*y = -/3 [^^(x) i^2^(y)]Q • (8.16) 
We can also write in tensor form the cross-product of 
two factors 
X X y = J !* X % yiv'y) !v 
= Î "ly'ï* " Sv 
Y, V 
e* X e = i /2 C{111; yv) e (8.17) 
^p-rv 
= (-i/2) I [ I C(lll; yvm) y, (x) y, (y)] e* 
m y,r ~ ~ 
= -i/2 I [y\(x) /^(y)]" e^ . (8.18) 
m 
Thus, we have 
(x X y)^ = -i/2 [y^fx) /^(y)]^ (8.19) 
We can apply angular momentum recoupling rules to the 
pseudospherical tensors. We will use two tensor recoupling 
rules. Let T_, S , Q_ , and P_ be pseudospherical tensors. 
J Jg "^3 "^4 
The three-tensor-recoupling rule is 
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^12^23 ^12^23) 
[T^ (S_ Q, ) , ], , (8.20) 
•^1 ^ 2  ^ 3  ^ 2 3  J 
where W(abcd; ef) is a Racah coefficient. We sometimes use 
the related 6-J symbol defined by 
W(abcd; ef) = (-D^+b+c+d b e^ (8.21) 
The 6-J symbol is invariant with respect to 
i) any permutation of columns: [? ^ Î] = [j f ra e b, 
and 
ii) the reflexion of any two elements in the rows; 
ra be, rC d e, 
'odfl = 'abfl • 
A useful special case of the 6-J symbol is 
rabO] _ (-pa+c+e 
^cde^ " g g *ab*cd " 
( 8 . 2 2 )  
The four-tensor recoupling rule is 
12 "^34 "13 "24 
•^1 "^3 '^13 
2^ "^4 "^24 
•^12 J34 J 
[(T Q ) (S P ) ] 




{::f} is the 9-J symbol. It has the following symmetry 
properties; 
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i) it is invariant with respect to even permutations of 
abc' r «•  ^c a b  
rows and columns : d e f • = . f d e 
.g h i. i g h 
ii) it is invariant with respect to reflexions in the 
and 
iii) 
r , > 
a b c  i f c' 
main diagonals: d e f . = . h e b 
hg i. .gda. 
an odd permutation of columns or rows multiplies the 
y  
result by (-1) , 2 = sum of all the elements: 
Z  a b c  d e f 
[g h i 
= (-1) 
d e f 
a b c  
[g h ij 
A useful special case of the 9-J symbol is 
[abc 
d e f 
[ghoj = '^cf'gh 
(_l)t»+c:+d+g 
c g 
( 8 . 2 4 )  
The preceding tensor properties - particularly the re-
coupling rules (8.20) and (8.23) - are used repeatedly in the 
numerous calculations of this project. 
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IX. APPENDIX B: THE KERNEL OPERATORS 
The kernel operator K(R,R*) is 
K(K,R') = Z 
n&m 
where = 1 + , 
_/ - <STC| (36) ISTO (lj2n+&-2 
n5-"t . ^ ' (9.1b) 
and 
0 , S+T+&=even 
7/27 S=T=0 
<STC| (36) |STC> = •{- 1/81 S+T=l , (9.1c) 
31/243 S=T=1 
is the harmonic oscillator eigenfunction 
where 
R (R,B) = [ 3 j-]^ e~^P^ L*+*(p2) , (9.2b) 
B^r(n+A+ |) ^ 
p = R/B, 
B ^ / l  
and 
(z) = ("^^) M(-n; a+1; z) is the Laguerre polynomial. 
K(R,R') is a positive definite operator. Thus, K~^(R,R') and 
 ^ «M 
± 4  
K (R,R') also exist. They have the form 
where the are the eigenvalues of Then, 
and 
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K°(R,R') = S^(R,R') , A° = 1 (9.3b) 
~ ~ «N» »\/ il A/ 
k1(R,R') = K(E,R') , . (9.3c) 
The kernels have the property 
. (9.4) 
By the orthonormality of the harmonic oscillator eigenfunc-
tions, we then have 
. (9.5) 
From (9.5), we easily find that 
A^ = /Â , (9.6a) 
A"^ = 1/A (9.6b) 
and 
A~^ = /1/A . (9.6c) 
If we set all A°'= 1 + e^, then 




^  n l  1+e^ • (9.7c) 
We can also write the various "powers" of the kernal 
in tensor form, using 
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Cm'?' = <-1'"" '^•®> 
and 
/ -1 \ &-ni 
C ( Z Z O ;  m-mO) = . (9.9) 
Î 
Then, 
K"(R,R') = J (-11% I [4.^j(R) *n2(R')]o (9.10) 
or if we again write the eigenvalue as 1 + / 
K^R,R') = «^R-R') + I^(-l)"' Î 'o ' 
(9.11) 
For a=l/ K°'(R,R') has the form 
K(R,R') = S^(R-R') + M(R,R') . (9.12) 
•V»V »V*V  «N/OW 
From equation (9.1), M(R,R') is 
° nL '  O-") 
Equivalently, from equation (9.11) we can write 
"<?'?•> = *nï<?''lo " 
In reference 4, M(R,R') is given as 
M(R,R') = ^ ^ <STC|(36)|STC> 
o j£. 
TT 2 
.j2 [^(R2+R.2) -|R.R.] 
(9.15) 
Equation (9.13) is the spectral representation of M(R,R'). 
M(R,R') appears in the nonlocal terms listed in Appendix D. 
M(R,R') also plays an important role in the calculation of the 
reduced matrix elements in Appendix G. 
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X. APPENDIX C: THE I4ASTER INTEGRALS 
In this appendix, we derive the two basic integrals 
needed to calculate the local approximation. We begin by 
proving the following useful result: 
/a^z z2n-2L-3 g-(z^-2x.z) 
3 
2 
=  - — M ( n ; L  +  | ;  x ^ )  x ^  Y t„{X) . (10.1) 
r (L +1) 
The proof is as follows: 
I = /d^z z2n-2L-3 ^-(Z^-2X-2) 
Lv 
= /z^dz z2n-2L-3 ^-z^ /an e^ ~*5 Y^^(z) . (10.2) 
We note that the plane wave expansion formula, as given on 
page 767 of Jackson [9] , is: 
e^ 5'S = 4TT I i^ io(kr) I Y% (r) Y„ (k) . (10.3) 
&=0 m=-& 
Then, 
e^Ï-? = 4u Ï I" j„(-i2xz) Î y I j z )  Y (X) "^'41 
n=0 m=-n 
and 
/dO e^ 2"! Y. (z) = 4n % i^ j (-i2xz) ? Y (x) 
n=0 m=-n 
and by the orthonormality of the spherical harmonics 
= 4Tr i^ j_(-i2xz) Y^ (x) . (10.5) 
Ij XjV 
Putting (10,5) into (10.2) gives us 
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/s 2 
I = 47r Y^^(x) /dz z2n-L-l ^ -z j^(_i 2xz) (10.6) 
We next use the expansion formula for the spherical Bessel 
function, as given in Abramowitz and Stegun [6]: 
1 z" A _ I I I  
Jn/Z; 1.3-5. . (2n+l) ^ 1! (2n+3) ^ 2 ! (2n+3) (2n+5)^ • • •/ 
(10.7) 
, -1)] (2) 
3 I 0 , (10.8) 
2r(n+f ) j j! (n+|, j) 
where 
(a,n) = a(a+l) ... (a+n-1) = p• (10.9) 
Then 2 
2Tr2 Ylv<=" f,. _2n+2m-l 
Z 2j+n 
r ( » <2' 
I = ^ Ï 5— /dz z e 
r(L + |-) m=0 m!(L + Y,m) (10.10) 
We use integral (860.17) from Dwight [10] 
" .n _ nS±i) 
/q x" e"^ dx = / [n+1, r>0] (10.11) 
to write 3 
TT^ x^ Y (x) « , 2.m 
I = 3 I  — r(n+m). (10.12) 
r(L + ^) m=0 m!(L+^,m) 
Using (10.9), we obtain 
I = Y I ' (10.13) 
r(L+|) m=0 (L+|,m) 
The series is a confluent hypergeometric function. 
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Thus, J 
^ r (n) ~ _ /\ 
I = ^ M(n; L+|; x^) Y_ (x) (10.14) 
r (L + |) 
and (10.1) is proved. 
The first basic integral is 
= /d^x x^ Q-(cx^-2dx-y) ^/^(x). (10.15) 
This integral can be calculated straightforwardly from (10.1). 
Using the definition (8.9) of /j (x), we write 
e-<°x Yjû) (10.16) 
= /g|: (i)i(3+L+J) g-(:2-2:.(7s y)) ,J 
using the integral (10.1) 2 
= + J + |; 
/ 2J+1 ° r(j + ^) ° 
(Jy)%,(y) 
and using definition (8.9) again 
=  ^ ( i )  a '  +  j  +  § ,  
r(J + |) ° ^ c 
/jXy) . (10.17) 
Hence, we have for the first basic integral 
9 4 r ^ T 4. T 4. ^"*"3 
Ja'x x^ V (X) = 4)'"^ a^ 
^ -  r( j  + | )  °  
2 2 
M(J+ii±^; J+i; ) /_(y) . (10.18) 
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The second basic integral is 
Î2 = /d^x M{n; 5, +1; x^) e-(Gx^-2dx'y) . (10.19) 
We use ( .12) to write 
J — Z — L i  
y' (x) = — [/.(x) y, (x)] . (10.20) 
^ ~ c(&kJ;00) ^ ~ k ~ J 
Then 
Ï2 = [lokJj / (10.21) 
^ c(5,kJ;00) 
where 
4 k  =  M ( n , « + | ;  x 2 )  
2K = L+J-k-& .  (10.22) 
Using (10.1) and (8.9), we can write 
' § ;a3x x2K 
TT^ 
/a^z ,2n-21-3 
= e - ^ \  ( h  
n*&kr(n) ~ 
/D^X ER(cx^"2(dy+z)'x) ^2 K+k Yj^^(X) . (10.23) 
Next, we set x = s + Y/ where Y = ^  (dy + z). Then, 
-(cx^-2(dy+z)'x)_ -[c(s^-Y^)] 
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We use Moshinsky's formula, as given by [11], to write 
X rtK + k + g) I +g +p,K 
Ml'Mz 
L,+2Ç, L,+2S, 
AfLfLgkVfMiMgCiSg) S Y 
' (10.25a) 
where 
L, + L„ - k 
P = 2 - ° (10.25b) 
L^L, C(LTL-k;00) C(L^L^k;M M v) 
and AfLiLgkvfM^MgSiSg) = — — — " 
" Î i ! î2'r(«i+Vl'r<î2+Vl'  
(10.25c) 
Then, (10.23) becomes 
4TT^ r(s,+ | )  -




/d^z z2n-£-3 g-(( c c Y'?) 
L_+2C, 
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L ^ + 2 K - . + 2  2  
/ds s /dOg ^ (s) . (10.26) 
Noting that 
Y* (s) = -i- , (10.27) 
/4¥ 
and using the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics and 
integral (10.11), we can write 
L,+2Çt+2 ^ 2  
/as s e-cs /dfi^ 
1 r (ï, + j) 
° \0 ; 3 • 
11 Ç, +•=• 
C 
Substituting (10.28) into (10.26) and noting that 
A(OL2icv,-oM2Î^Î2) = ^^ 71777^ 71777^  ^ ' 
(10.29) 
we have 2 2 
47r r(5,+ |) -
I Ok = — K! r(K+k+f) e ^ I à 
& k r(n) ' 12 
^1+ 2 3 
Si! C ^ ^ Sg! r(S2+k+;^ 
fdh z2n-A-3 c ^'5^ Y^^fz) 
Yj^^(Y) . (10.30) 
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Noting that y = ^  Y + 5/ we again apply Moshinsky's formula 
(10.25) to write 
-nS;! r(;2+k+i^ ^  
»1'M2 
°'l'°'2 
^ L-ï^'Sot^ L^4"2ot#^ 
A(Lj^L2kv!MjM2(i^a2) (|i) (|) 
S"2"* • 
Then, (10.30) becomes 
4^2 3 4^ T 
I Ok = — K! r(K+k+f) e ^ I à p 




Gi+Og+PfSg Ç J 
Ln+2a, L«+2a« 
(m (è) \M/;) 
/d^z z2n-il-3 -2^^*?) 
Y. M (z) (10.32) 
^2*2 
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The spherical harmonics addition formula (8.10) gives us 
Y„„(z) Y_ M (z) = I C(JIL2S;00) C (ALpSjyM^t) Y (z) 
^2^2 s, t  /4F s ^ ^  S t  
(10.33) 
(10.32) becomes 
i , 3 ^ 
I  = ^ K! r(K+k+|) e ° I ^Gi+Gg'K 






Cl! C ^ 
J L,+2a^ , L«+2a« 
^ C(ilL2S;00) C(AL2s;pM2t) (^) ^  ^ (i) 
s 
. 2n+2a,+L,-&-3 - [ (^)z^-2 J yz] 
Jd^z z 2 2 e ° ° ~ Yg^(z) . 
(10.34) 
The integral is done by applying (10.1). The result is 
. ^2„2 







* ^Ol+Oz+P'Gz g + 3 
Eq/ C ^ 
S+Lg—2 
£ n+a2+ —g 
^ C(ilL2S;00) Cf&LgSipMgt) (^) 
|-lj ^ 2+2^2 s+L^+2a^ 
s + l i 2 ~ ^  
^ ' «(n+.2+ , s+l , âf£ ) 
r(s+|) ^ ^ o(c-l) 
"st'y' • (10.35) 
We again apply the spherical harmonics addition formula (8.10) 
to combine the two spherical harmonics in (10.35). Then, 
r<.. |, 3 
= TTilT " ^ ^5,.C3,K 
H'^2 
Mt ,M, 
S , t,Q,q 
AXL^LgkVfM^MgOiOg) 
ai+a2+P,C2 ~ Ç 1 
l' ^  
6 
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. s+L 2 "•2' 
g. c ^*+^2+ 2 s+Li+2ai 
s+L.-A 
r (n+a2+ —2""^—) 
r(s+1) 
^1^2 C(&L2s;00) C(L^SQ;00) C (JIL2S ;uM2t) C(LisQ;M^tq) 
Q 
(10.36) 
Recalling (10.21), we now can write 
^2 " C(&kJ;00) ^ C(JlkJ;uvm) 
v,y 
and using the definition (10.25c) of A(L2^L2kv;M^M2Ct^a2) 
5 . 3 .2 2 
2 r(S,+ |) K! r(K+k+f) 
_ e I 









r (n+a^+ —% ) s+li-.-jî, - .2 2 
2 2 M(n+a2+ -^-1— ; s+| ; ^  ) 
r(s+|) ^ c(c-l) 
£^£2^ 
: ^ C(LTL,k;00) C(&L_s;00) C(LtSQ;00) 
Q k ^ 
y C ( S,kJ ; liViti) C(L.L?k;M.M_v) C (JlL,s;iJM,t) 1 ^ 1 2  
t,v,U 
C(Lj^sQ;M^t q) . (10.37) 
We look at 
S, = I C(L-SQ;M. tq) I C (L, L,k;M-M,v) C(AkJ;yvm) 
M^,t ^ ^ J. ^ J. ^ 
y,v 
C(5,L2S;yM2t) 
I CCLTSQrmitq) I C(LTL_k;M.M_)C(kAJ;M.+M_ t-M.m) 
M^,t ^  m2 1  z  z  
C(L2&s;m2 t-M^t) . (10.38) 
We apply the recoupling algorithm 
e f W(abcd;ef) C(afc;a,3+6) = ][ C(abe;ag) C(edcja+3,6) 
e 
C(bdf;Sô) . (10.39) 
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to (10.38) 
Sg = L s Vl{L^L^Jljks) I C(L^sQ;M^tg) C(L^sJ;M^tnO . 
f t 
(10.40) 
By the orthogonality of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients (8.11), 
So = 5^, L s W(LTL_J&;ks) . (10.41) 
z QJ qm 1 z 
Using (10.41) and the definition • (8.9) of » 
TT^ r  ( &+ $) K! r (K+k+.|) d2y2 
In = V j W  —  e c I  
^ ^ ~ 2k r(n) C(2kJ;00) ^l'^2 
^l'^2 
'^2'^ 
7 K cx^+ot2"^P / Ç ' 
Ç +3 
Eq/ C 1 ^ 0^! agi r(a^+L^+|) r(a2+L2+|) 
C(L^L2k;00) CX&LgSfOO) C(Lj^sj;00) WXL^LgJ&fks) 
S+Lg—& 
Ln+2a« J.. s+L,+2ai •, T _ n+a«+ 
(i) ' " -H- '2' 2 
r(s+f) 
s+L«-& s+L«-S, - j2 2 
r (n+a,+ —= ) M(n+a,+ —= ; s ^ ) 
^ ^ ^ ^ / c(c-l) 
(10.42) 
Thus, the second basic integral is 
Ja^x M(n,^+|, x^) e-(cx:-2a%-y) y^(x, 
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2 2 
^2. K! r (K+k.+ |) r (5,+ |) 
V j i Y )  ^  ^^e ° l  
~ 2L r(n) C(&kJ;00) ^±'^2 
*1'*2 
«2' 0^2 ' r (a^+L^^ + Y) r(a2+L2"^2^ 
3 ^1^2 
r(s+f) Cl! c ^ 
Y C(L^L2k;00) CfALgSfOO) 
C(Lj^sJ;00) WfL^LgJArks) 
s+l^—& 
s+L~-il S+L--& - .2 2 
r (n+a2+ —5 ) M(n+a2+ —5 ; s + y ; * ) , 
c(c-l) 
L,+Lp-L 
where L + J-i l-k + 2K, p = _ — > 0 , 
J-&-k jn 
= C(tkJ,00) '"l'ï* ''k<ï"T • 
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XI. APPENDIX D: SUI«1MARY OF THE NONLOCAL POTENTIAL 
As discussed in Chapter II, the nonlocal potential is 
built up from contributions from the OGE potential, the 
linear confinement potential, and contributions from the 
kinetic energy. We shall consider each category of term 
separately. In the case of the OGE potential, which is com­
posed of several types of terras itself, we will look at each 
type individually. 
A. The One-Gluon-Exchange Nonlocal Potential 
Each piece of this nonlocal potential has parts arising 
from several generic terms. For example, for the central 
term we write 
and display the separate contributions. It is convenient to 
de fine 
U°(r,r') = 0^2(r,r') + U°g(r,r') + uJ^Cr,^') 
+ U^3(r,r') + uCg(r,r') 23't't (11.1) 
?36 = B(r-r') = (11.2a) 
(11.2b) 
?26 = 20- (11.2c) 
?14 = I G(r+r') (11.2d) 
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For brevity, we write the confluent hypergeometric function 
for the U^j contribution as; 
M(a,b,x?j) = M(a,b) . (11.2e) 
1. The central term 
The central piece arises from the coulomb term and part 
of the contact term in the OGE potential: 
1 ]  ~ i  ~ 3  s  r ^ j  — - m^ir 6(r,. j.)}. (11.3) 
This yields 
^ ga M(r,r') (4-^) (11.4a) 
37r^ s ~ ~ ^2 
-x2 2 
U° = 6a M(r,r') e ^^(2M(1, |) - ^ ) (11.4b) 
2 
"23 = " Ba_M(r,r') e *23(M(1, |) - |^) (11.4c) 23 15^1 s ~ ~ 2 5 ^ 2 
2 
"26 = - 3a M(r,r') e ^^^(M(l, |) - I ^ ) (11.4d) 26 s ~ . 2 5 m2 
*36 = & B*sM(r,r') (3I- - 4^ aSfXgg)) . (11.4e) 
3D m 
M(r,r') is defined in equation (9.15) in Appendix B. 
2. The spin-spin term 




v . .  = -X, 'X. —f- 6-^ (r..) s .s . (11.5) 
This yields 
0=1 (r.r') . -k'E':A,,(S,T) 
~ ~ 2-^ 
{11.6a) 
U®f(r,r') = e"^ ^2^ 2 (S,T) (11.6b) 
u!!(r,r') =_2"'33/ï? f\ r'^+^rZ-^r-r'] 
23 ~ ~ 5^ TTV 
AgsfS'T) (11.6c) 
, 6  
D!|(r,r') = - ai4^  e-B'lfï TH"! 
2b ~ ~ 5^ 
AggtSfT) (11.6d) 
TT m 
A3g(S,T) . (11.6e) 
The spin-isospin numerical factors A^j(S,T) are given in 
Table 11.1. 
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Table 11.1. The spin-isospin factors for the nonlocal 
spin-spin term 
ST 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0. . 
^2 -59/324 17/108 17/108 -11/36 
1—1 < -9/324 -9/108 -19/108 -11/36 
^23 -17/324 -7/108 -7/108 -5/36 
^36 59/324 19/108 31/108 -1/36 
3. The tensor term 
The tensor piece arises from the OGE tensor term: 
^ij ^  ~i*~j ~TT ^^ij ?i*!j " ^ ^£ij*?i^ ^£ijj^ ^ 
m r^j 
This yields 
= -f— -4l 4i «<!' 7' 
±4 ~ ~ 2r^3'5 n mi 
ki4(T)Si2 (x^^) (11.8a) 
43(E.r) = I' 
S,2(X23) 
(11.8b) 
^ J M(l, 4) 
5 IT m 
-6^ + l^r '  I  r-r ' (T) 
(11.Be) 
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kggCT) 8^2(Xgg) • (11.8d) 
In the above equations, 
= 3(a^«r) (o^'r) - o^'Og (11.9) 
where o ,a are the spins associated with the two nucléons. 
^ X z  
The isospin numerical factors are given in Table 11.2. 
Table 11.2. Tabulation of the k^j(T) 
o
 
II T = 1 
11 17 








V 2 1 
23 27 81 
4. The spin-orbit term 
The spin-orbit term arises from the OGE spin-orbit 
piece. 
= -ii'ij 'Hij ==îi-';i + 2si) - si, 
(s +2s.)] . (11.10) 
J «s* JL 
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SO These lead to U (r,r',P')/ where P' is the momentum conjugate 
SO 
with r'. U (r,r',P') is Hermitian, but not manifestly so 
since all the P' are to the right. In the nonlocal 
Schroedinger equation, this piece will appear as 
/d^r' uSO(r,r',P') 4^r') . (11.11) 
We can integrate this by parts. Due to the boundary con­
ditions on ^(r'), the integrated parts will vanish and we 
SO 
may form a purely spatially dependent potential U (r,r') 
qn c A 
from U (r,r',P'). U (r,r') is manifestly Hermitian. Both 
SO forms are equivalent. However, U (r,r',P') is more convenient 
SO for calculating the local approximation while U (r,r') is 
handier for calculating matrix elements. 
(i) U®°(r,r',P') 
U=°(r.r',p.) = 
14 ~ ~ ~ 2^ TTV 2 
[- Y iG^(rxr') + (r + r*) xP*]*S 
23 ~ ~ ~ 2-5^ TTV 
M(l,|) [3iB^ F(T) (r xr') + (F(T) 
+ G(T)) (3r' - r) xP']•§ (11.12b) 
26 - ~ ~ 2-52 ttV 
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M(l, |) (F{T) - G(T) ) 
(3r - r' ) xP' -S ( 11.12c) 
? 2 TT m 
[| i3^(r xr') J £.  ^  ^
^36 
- (r - r ' ) 




M(l, |)F(T)32(r xr') *3 (11.13a) 
u|°(r,r') = 4^ 4-r 
23 - - 22.52 uV 
M(l, |) (F(T)-G(T)) 
32(rxr')*S (11.13b) 
u|9(r,r', . 
26 ~ ~ 2°. 5^ ir 
M(l, |) (F(T)-G(T))32 (rxr') «S (11.13c) 
,2*2 
32(r xr') -S . (11.13d) 
^36 
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The isospin numerical factors are given by the formulas 
F(T) = [1+2T|T+1)][3-2T(T+1)] ^1.14) 
2 - 3  
and 
G(T) = (- l)T 1 n3-2T(T4- l)l[5-2T(Ttl)] . _ ^1.15; 
2  - 3  L  3 - )  J  
5. The momentum term 
This piece arises from the OGE momentum term 
^ij " ~h'~j gmfr? Bi'Pj ïij* ^ïij'Pi^Pi^ • 
(11.16) 
As in the spin-orbit case, there are two equivalent sets of 
M M 
terms U (r,r',P') and U (r,r'). 
(i) U^(r,r',P') 
° Ï 2 =  i l  Y 2  e ^ ( 3 r € ' ' ^  
7T m 
2 
+ (3r-r')-P' + ^  ]  ( 1 1 . 1 7 a )  
UsefE'E''?') = 27 ^ " re 
m jo ^  
2 3 2 [(3r-r')'x_g]2 
X (3r-r')^ - G ^ —— 
*36 
(3r-r')'Xg. x-^*P' 
«V «S* *S« O w  0^0 




3 3  3 3  x ^ g  - 1  
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3 2 
2 ~^14 2 2 2 
- ±_JL M(r,r') e (err.2_2) 
TT*m 
M(l,|) + M(2,|) - I gr' .M(2,|) 
33- (3(r''?14)' - =''*14) M(2'7) 
|i-(M(l,|) - ^  M(2,^))r'-P' 
9g(M(2,2) - 5 3r''X^^ M (2 ,^)) «P ' 
^25^2 x^4(Xi4*P')P'] (11.17c) 
3 2 
32/5" 2 2 
« ;l;2 M(E'E') e 2«[-4W(l+§,x|g) 
M(1,-2-) + Y M(2,^j + 0" Xgg M(2,-|^) 
405" ^26 2^ •*" 813 
4 ^(2,2) " 5" ^26 ^(^'2^^ Ï26*?' 
10 M(l,|) P'^ + M(2,|) (3x^g 
273^ " 8I3' 
(X26-P')-P' - Xgg P'2)] (11.17d) 
^^M(J,J., e'"" 
(3r+r').(3r-4r')) M(l,|) +|m(2,|) 
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" ^  ?23* + W(2,§) + II5 
(x«g(Sr+r*)•(3r-4r') - Sx.?'{3r+r') 6 «S* 6 *) »\»»w 
X23. (3r-4r')) M(2,|) + M i .M(l,|) 
r..p.-5|^M(2,|) X23-P' - ^  
H(l,|) P'2 - 2i M(2,I) (x:; r'.p' 
- 3x •r'x--«P') 
"w 6 J "v  ^6 J «W 
+ |j- M(2, |) (X23 P'2) 
3x23 (x^2'P')'P'] . (11.17e) 
(ii) (r,r') 
~ ~ g 3 
°Ï2' ï ' ï ' '  = (8-9 ai .18a) 
I T  m 
tsfl' m 36 jo 
- 62(i^-r'2)2)+ ^  gSfXgg)] (11.18b) 
^36 
C(E'E') = - § ^  M(r,r.) 20 
TT^ m 
+  M ( 2 , ^ )  +  Y  M ( 2 , j )  +  Y Y ô  ( - 8 - 1 4 4 $  
+ 81B^(r^r'2-(r-r')^)) M(2,J) + (64 xj^ + 18 
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• r-r') M(3,|)- M(3,|) + 
^14 ~ ^14 ^(4,^)] (11.18c) 
"26'-') =^^M,r,r., e'^'" [-,1 . ^ 
(4r'2+r2 - 4 r-r')) M(l,|) +  M{2,|) 
<s# 'V  ^ <v 6 6 6 
+ 3:1^ (10 + 3B2(2r'2+3r2 - 7r-r')) M(2,|) 
—— [100 + 603^ (2r'2+3r2 - Vr-r') 6000 
+ 2003^ X2g(5r'^ + 6r^ - 12r-r') - 93^(7r'^ 
+ ISr^ - 27r-r')^] M(2,^) - ^  (45 + /53 
(51r' -33r)-X2j) M(3,^) + M(3,|) 
" 35 *26 + 945 *26 (ll-18d) 
U23{r,r') = U^g(r',r) . (11.18e) 
B. The Linear Confinement Nonlocal Potential 
The linear confinement term is 
V. • = -X.'X. k r. . (11.19) 
-L J 'wj.'vj XJ 
which yields 
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U^ç,(r,r') = 2k 
3Tr^3 
M(r,r') {-2^/2 - jr-r' 
2 - &g^(r+r')^ 
- 2^ e 10 - ~ M(2,|, ^  3^(r+r')^) 
2 _ -jR)g2(3r'-r)2 
+ 2"'/s e ~ ~ 
+ 2^/5 e 
Sô G'(3E-r')^ 
M(2,|, 1^ g2(3r-r')2)} . 
(11.20) 
C. The Kinetic Energy Nonlocal Contribution 
The kinetic energy adjustments made to obtain mass 
corrections are discussed in Chapter II. They lead to the 
terra 
O 6 n 5 
UQ(r,r') = - ^— <STC| (36) | STO 
ï l  "  I  S ' f ' ]  { 2 ^ . 3 - 7  -
3^e^(3^r^ + 3^r'^ - 2.7 r«r') 
- ^  [2.5-19 - 3^'5'47 gStr^ + r'^) +^^3^ (r'r') 
m 2^ 2r ~ ~ 
+ ^  e4(r4+r'4, + 
2^ 2' 
+ ^  3^(r.r')2 - 3^ (r^ + r'^) (r-r')]}. 
^ W » v - w  
(11.21) 
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XII. APPENDIX E; RIGHT-HANDED LOCAL APPROXIMATION-EXPRESSIONS 
In this appendix, we finish deriving the specific form 
of the local approximation for each of the various nonlocal 
potential terms. These terms U^, Ug, Ug and U are listed in 
Table 3.3. 
We begin with the remaining three cases; the other 
two were considered in the text. Prom equation (3.33), we 
recall that the local potential L^ is 
The critical integrals are then 
I^ = /d^x U^(y,x) 
= /d^x x^ U^(y,x) 
13 = /d^x Ui(y,x) [i'i(x)P]Q 





Some handy identities are 
xyPP = (x'P) (yP) + i x*P (12.3) 
X'P = -/3 (x) P] Q (12.4) 
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xx-PP = [/-(x) T,(P)]n + i ^  (12.5a) 
's/ "v fw y j 6 M U *3 
x-(yxz) = /6 [/^(x) (y^ty) ^2.(1))^]^ . (12.5b) 
We also recall that the nonlocal terms are such that we 
can define 
cjK) (y) yj(y) = fd^x x^ P(x,y) i'j(x) 
Gj(y) = cjO)(y) (12.6) 
where F(x,y) arises from the nonlocal term. 
For U^(y,x) = F(x,y) [/^(x) ^^3^(7)10' we have the 
following: 
11 = Gily, [/^(y) 
and using (12.4) 
= - - G.(y) . (12.7) 
/3 
Similarly, 
12 = - .= cjZ) (y) . (12.8) 
v3 
Now 
13 = /d^x P(x,y) [^^(x) yi(y)]q [/^(xjPjo . (12.9) 
We use recoupling rule (8.23) to write 
[yi(x) ^i(y)lo [yi(?)P]o = & I ^ C(11J;00) x^-J 
iT 
[I'j(x) (i'i<y)P)jlo . (12.10) 
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Then, I2 becomes 
I3 = I I J C(11J;00) Gj2-J)(y) [/j(y) (yi(y)P)]o 
J 
= ^  - y' =2(y)] 
+ Ggfy) I I J C(11J;00) y2-J [yj(y)(yi(y)P)j]o • 
(12.11) 
We now apply (12.10) to transform the last term and (12.4) to 
change the resulting tensors to vector quantities. The result 
is 
13 = I [G^2)(y) + 2y^G2(y)3 (y-P) . (12.12) 
The last integral is 
= /d^x F(x,y) [/^(x) yi(y)]o T2(P)]q . (12.13) 
We again apply recoupling rule (8.23) to write 
[i'i(x) y^(y)i(, [y^u) T^cnio = ^  Z J o(i2j,oo) 
[VjU) (y^(y) T2(P))J1O . 
(12.14) 
Then, 
14 = -?= I J C(12J,00) Gj3-J)(y) [l'j(y) (l'^(y) TjCPDjlj • 
/15 J 
0.2.15) 
We next use recoupling rule (8.20) to combine the two solid 
spherical harmonics and find 
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[/jfy) (y^ty) T2(P))j]Q = - '^C(12J;00) 
J 
[Vgty) T2(P)]q . (12.16) 
Then, becomes 
I4 = — I C^(12J;00) yJ"l Gj3-J)(y) [y^fy) TgfP)]^ . 
/3 J ~ 
(12.17) 
Using (12.5) to put in vector notation we have 
i 4  = ^  (2 G^2)(y) + 3y2 63 (y)) ( / ^ Y Y - P P  -  J  P^) •  
5/3 
(12.18) 
Collecting (12.7), (12.8), (12.12), and (12.18) and substituting 
them for the integrals in (12.1) and applying identity (12.3), 
we find for U(y,x) = F(x,y) (x) /^(y)]. 
«V-N* J. «N/ X * ^ U  
L^(y,P) {-y2 G^(y) - [f y2 (y) + | (y) 
+ 2 y^ Gg(y))1 (i y'P) 
2 
+ [§- y^ Gj^(y) + (G^2) (y) + 2y2 G2(y)) 
+ ÎÏÏ (2 6^2) (y) + 3y2 G3 (y) ) 1 yy-PP 
2 
+ y2 [G^2)(y) - y2 Ggty)] p2} . (12.19) 
For U^(y,x) 
easily obtained; 
= F(x,y)  [ygfx)  ^2  ^ "^1*^2^ ^ 0 '  ^1 ^2 
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= /d^x F(x,y) [/gtx) ^ 2 (^1^2)^0 
= G2(y) [ygfy) T2(*l*2)]o 
= — G,(y) s,,(y) (12.20) 
/3Ô ^ 
and similarly 
h  = [^2(2:) T2(*l*2)]o 
= — (y) ST,(y) . (12.21) 
/3Ô 
Now, Ig = /d^x F(x,y) [ygfx) ^2^'^l"^2^^0 ' (12.22) 
We use recoupling rule (8.23) to write 
[/2(x) ^2(0^02)10 tV'2^(x)PlQ 
Z Î C(21J;00) x3-J [l'j(x) <T2<CJiC,2)P)j1„ . 
(12.23) 
So, 
^3 I J C(21J;00) Gj3-J)(y) [i/j(y) (T2 (^3^02) P) j] Q 
and using (12.2 3) again 
= Ggty)) [I'^Cy) (Tj^ (Oj^cr^) P)^]„ 
+ G3(y) [/^(y) TjCaiOj)]^ [I'^WPlo . (12.24) 
By using (12.4) and (12.5) and the recoupling rules (8.20) 
and (8.23), it can be shown that 
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3(a •y)(a «P) + 3(a •y)(a,'P) - 2 (a,-a,) (y-P) 
= 5/5 [^i(y) {^2 • (12.25) 
Using (12.4) and (12.5), we find 
1^2(y) T2('i°2)]o = ;;== y' Siz'y) <?•?' • 
(12.26) 
Hence, 
lo = —(G^^^ (y) - y^G,(y))[3(a,«y)(a,'P) +3(a,«y) 
15 Q 
(a .P) - 2(a -a,) (y.P)] +-^ y2 G^(y) 
'V Z X ^ 6 2 ^10 
Si2(y)(y'P) . (12.27) 
Finally, 
I4 = F(x,y) [y^tx) [VjCx) T2(P)]„ . 
(12.28) 
From the recoupling rule (8.23), we can show 
^^2^-^ ^2(^1^2)^0 T2(P)]o 
= i  I j  C(22J,00) x ' - j  [yj(y) (12(0^02) t2(p))j1O. 
(12.29) 
so that becomes 
I4 = 5 I J C(22J;00) Gj4-J)(y) [i^j(y) (13(0^02) 
J 
T2(P))j1Q . (12.30) 
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Re-applying (12.29), we write 
I4 = (G^4)(y) - Gjty)) [TgfOiCg) TgfP)]^ 
5 /S 
+ 4/9 '=2^' - =4<y" "'2'X' T2(PI)2]o 
+ G^Cy) [/gfy) ^ 2 (*1^2)^0 [^2(2) T2(P)]o * (12.31) 
Using (12.4) and (12.25) in conjunction with recoupling rules 
(8.20) and (8.23), we can eventually show that 




—— [3(a^«y) (ov.y) - y (a,-a,)] P' 
+ — y [3(a^'y) a~ + Sfo-'y) o, - 2 (a, •a-,)y]-PP . Q *** J. -w J. »*., _L 'W  ^ «V »s««v 
(12.32) 
The other two terms in (12.31) are easily transformed by 
(12.4) and (12.5). Then, becomes 
:4 = è S4<y>> - Zi-sz 
+ G4(y) 5^2 (y) (3yy-y^ 1)"PP 
+ Si (GjZ' (y) - G,(y,) {§ y2 Oa^Oj - Ij-JJ 
+ I y' (î) p2 
-y((3a «y) a,+ 3(a,«y)a, 
«V *^*Ci mf iL ^ X 
- 2(0 '02)y)"PP} . (12.33) 
«V X «v 4b «W «V 
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We substitute (12.20), (12.21), (12.27), and (12.33) for the 
integrals in (12.1). We then apply (12.3) to move all P's to 
the right-most position. The result is 
i.,(y,P) = ^  G2(y) s .(y) 
A ~ /3Ô ^ 
+ i y^ [f Ggfy) + e G^2)(y)] y*P 
+ i I [Gj2)(y) -y2 G^ty)] [3(a^-y) Og + 3(2:2'%) 2l 
- y] P 
2 2 
+ -[§- G2(y) + ef Ggty) + §- G^ (y) ] y^ S^gfy) 
yyPP 
+ -[f^ (G^Z) (y) - y 2  Ggfy ) )  + ^  (G^^^ (y) 
V Gjty))] [3{a^-y) Og + 
-2(a «a )y] yPP 
~  ^ »w ""w "w 
+ (y) - It (y) + i? g^(y)i 
[3a 0 - a -a 1] X ~ Z % pp 
+ [G^2)(y) - y2 (y) 1 y^ S^gty) P^} . 
(12.34) 
The final term is U^fyfX) = F(x,y) [/gfx) 
can rewrite this as 
F(x,y) I'aWlo =/| tCjfx) T2(y,y)lo . 
(12.35) 
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We can immediately find the local approximation by 
multiplying (12.34) by and substituting y for and • 
The result is 
L^(y,P) = - {y^ Ggfy) + [f y^ G^Cy) + f y^ (zcj^ify) 
+ 3 y^ G3 (y) ) ] i yP 
2 
+ -[§- Gj (y) + (2 (y) + 3 y^ Gj (y) ) 
+  i -  ( &  < y )  +  f  y '  '  #  y '  
G4 (y) ) ] yy-PP 
+ # [§ y' G<^> (y) - f y^ G<2)(y, 
+ II G^ty)] p^} . (12.36) 
This completes the case. From equation (3.33), we 
can write the right-handed local approximation for Ug terms; 
La(y,P) = J /d^x U,(y,x) ' P [1-f+i f (yP) ] 
+ -i/3 e J /d^x U, (y,x) • [i', (x) P] - P . (12.37) 
There are two integrals to be done: 
I = /d^x U«(y,x)«P (12.38a) i «W «V 6 «v Af 
and 
I2 = /d^x UgCy,;) • ti^i(x)P]Q P . (12.38b) 
The first of the four U« terms is U«(y,x)» P = F(x,y) 
[yi(y)P]o . 
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Then, = Ggfy) [i^i(y)P]o (Y'P) ' (12.39) 
^ /3 ^ 
and 
I2 = /d^x F(x,y) ty^(Y) [(i'3^(x)P)QP] J.Q . (12.40) 
We use the recoupling rule (8.20) to write 
I v ^ i Y )  [(yi(x)P)o P]i]() = |l (-l)K K [k^fx) (k^fy) 
Tk(P))I]O • (12.41) 
Then, 
I2 = I I (-1)* K Gi(y) IV^iY) (/^(y) Tjç(P))i]o (12.42) 
K 
and by applying (12.41) and (12.4) to change into vector 
form, we find 
10 = T Gn (y) yyPP . (12.43) 6 O X «W «s/ 
We substitute (12.39) and (12.43) for the integrals in (12.37) 
and apply (12.3) to move all P's to the right-outermost 
position. We then obtain 
L a l y . n  = ^ { G „ ( y )  ( y - P )  +  i  [ f G ^ ( y )  + e G i ( y ) ]  
yy-PP}  . (12.44) 
For Ug'P = F(x,y) [y^(xJP]Q, the integrals are 
11 = G^fy) [^1 (y) P]q = - i G^(y) (y.P) (12.45) 
v 3  ^  ^  
and 
12 = /d^x F(x,y) [y^(x) [(y^(x)P)Q Plilg • (12.46) 
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By applying the recoupling rule (8.20), we eventually find 
= I /3Ô tl'2<x) Tg'P'lo + i • (12.47) 
Then, 
I2 = I /3Ô Ggfy) [/gfy) TgfPilo + I (y) , (12.48) 
and by using (12.5), we put I2 in vector form; 
I2 = § Ggty) yy-PP + |(y) - Ggfy)) P^ . (12.49) 
Substituting (12.45) and (12.49) into (12.37), we find 
La(y,P) = — {G^ (y) (yP) + i If G, (y) + e G, (y) ] yy-PP 
'%• ^ «V X 6 «s# «s# 
+ -e^ [G(2)(y) _ y2 GgCyilpZ}. (12.50) 
For U2(y,x)*P = F(x,y) [/^(x) (S P)^]Q, and Ig are 
11 = Gi(y) (S P)^]q = ^  G^(y) (y xS) "P (12.51) 
and 
12 = d^X F(x,y) [/^(X) [S((/i(X)P)qP)^]^ I Q . (12.52) 
Using recoupling rule (8.20), we can combine the two solid 
spherical harmonics in the Ig tensor. 
[yi(x) [S((y^(x)P)«P),], 1 . = - ^ (-1)^ K Q W(1K11;1Q) 
J.~ UXJ.U^ K,Q 
C(11Q;0G) x^-O [/q(x) (S Tj^(P))Q]O • (12.53) 
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Then, I2 becomes 
I, = - I (-l)K Q K W(111K;1Q) C(11Q;00) (y) 
/3 K,Q G 
[V^(y) (S Tx.(P))Q]o • (12.54) 
This expression is eventually evaluated as 
I2 = 1^9: G^ly, [V^iyJ (S TalP)),]^ . (12.55) 
Using recoupling rule (8.20), we find 
(yxS)y"PP = -i/5 [y2(y)(S ' (12.56) 
Then, = — G, (y) (yxs)yPP . (12.57) 
Using ((12.51) and (12.57), we obtain the following local 
approximation 
L,(y,p) =^^^{G, (y) (yxs)-P + [fG^ (y) + e G (y)] 
*V «"W  ^ M 
(yxS)y"PP} . (12.58) 
The last U2 term is Ug'P = F(x,y) [^^(x) (/i(y)P)2]o* 
and 12 are 
11 = G2(y) [y2(y) (yi(y)P)2]o = ;§= ^^(y) (y-p) 
(12.59) 
and 
12 = /d^x F(x,y) [/gfx) [yi(y)((yi(x)P)oP)i]2lo ' 
(12.60) 
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We use recoupling rule (8.20) to find 
W(1K21;1Q) C(21Q;00) [ygfx) [y^fy) Tj^(P)]Q]O-
(12.61) 
Then, 
I? = = I (-l)K K Q W(1K21;1Q) C(21Q;00) 
/3 K,Q U 
[ygtx) (^i(y) TK(P))QI 0 • (12.62) 
After some tedious calculations, Ig is eventually found to be 
In = —^— [cJl) (y) + 9 y^ G_(y)] yy..PP 
15/ÏÔ 
+ [G(l)(y) - y2 G_(y)] y^] y^ . (12.63) 
5/ÏÔ ^ 
Hence, we find for the local approximation 
La/y'p) = G2(y) (y?) + ®2^y^ +1 0  
(§ G^:)(y) + 3 y2 G^fy))] yy-PP + 1= 
[G^l)(y) - y2 Ggfy)] y^ P^} . (12.64) 
This completes the Ug case. The right-handed local 
approximation for Ug and U are easily found. All Ug terms 
look like Ug(y,x) = F(x,y). From equation (3.33) and definition 
(12.6), we immediately can write 
La/yfP) = J Go(y) p2 . (12.65) 
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All U terms look like U-PP = P(x,y) [V^fx) TgfPilg . Using 
the local approximation expression from (3.33) and the identity 
(12.5a), we have 
La(y,P) =— Go(y) [3yy-y^ 1]"PP . (12.66) 
The local approximations derived in this appendix are 
collected in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. 
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XIII. APPENDIX F: DERIVATION OF THE HERMITIAN LOCAL 
APPROXIMATION TERMS 
To process the right-handed potential (3.45) to the 
Hermitian approximation, we use the basic rules 
La(y,P) = V(y) i- L(y,P) = V(y) (13.1a) 
L _ ( y , P )  = V ( y ) * P  »  L ( y , P )  =  i  V  ( y )  « P  +  ^  P * V  * ( y )  
(13.1b) 
L _ ( y , P )  =  V ( y ) " P P  » •  L ( y , P )  =  i  V ( y ) " P P  +  i  P P " V  ( y )  .  
(13.1c) 
We have already shown that 
V^(y) contributes L^(y,P) = Vj^(y) , (13.2) 
3 V dV, 
V2(y) iy-P contributes L2(y,P) = - ? ^^(y) + - J ^ y" ' 
(13.3) 
and Vg(y) yyPP contributes Lo(y,P) = - 6Vo(y) + 
- 4 —5^ + V,(y) yy.PP (13.4) 
dy 
to the Hermitian local approximation. 
Some handy relations are 
PP-yy = - 12 , (13.5) 
, a^v, , av, 
PP V3(y)  = -  ( i jyy -  1) ,  (13.6a)  
y dy Jf JT y 
and « 
2 d^Vg 
yyPP V?(y) = - ^  5— . (13.6b) 
dy 
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We now calculate the contributions of the remaining 
right-handed terms. 
For v^ty) (y) | [P^V^fy)]. (13.7) 
From (13.6a), 
2 2 ^^4 -d^V4 
P ^^(y) = - y • (13.8) 
(13.9) 
Then, « 
1 2 (^^4 2 
= - 2 [y ar + + ^ ^(y) . 
For Vg(y) (yxs)'P, 
L c ( y , P )  =  V c ( y )  ( y x s ) * P  +  i  P « [ ( y x s )  Vc( y ) ]  
^ « v « v  3  » \ *  » % #  « V »  ^  3  
= - Vg(y) L'S , L = y X P . (13.10) 
For iV^(y) y(yxs)"PP, 
L(-{y,P) = - 4 Vf(y) [PP"(yxs)y] + - i (yxs) y-PP V^(y) . W « W « V  6  O M "Xf •%« <N« ^ O 
Using (13.6a), 
L g ( y , P )  = 0 . (13.11) 
For (y)  S^2(Y)'  
L7(y,P) = V^(y) 8^2(y) • (13.12) 
For iVg(y) S^2(y) y'P, 
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Lgfy,?) = - & Vg(y) SigC;, (P-y) + - iVg(y) 
- "I s^ ^(y) y*(P Vg(y)) . (13.13) 
Now, 
iPSigCy) = V[(3 CT0, - o.1) -yy] , (13.14) 
and since 
SIGFY) = I ' (13.15) 
irSl2(y) = 7 
= i (^ 1 y + y 1 + - ^  yyy)"T(a, ,0.) 




y.ijSj2<y' = i (- ;? yy + i'-î<Si'S2> 
= - I yy-TtÇi.O;) 
= -Si2(y) (13.17) 
h 'y 'V = -  I  Vgly)  S i2{p)  +  i  Vgly,  S ia ly l  +  
1 A 
- 2 (y 37") Si2(y) 
V dVp 
= [-Vg(y) + - ^  S^gfy) (13.18) 
For I Vg(y) TfCi'Sgi-yf' 
tg'y'P) = - k  Jyv9<y)-t<Si'S2' 
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= I [-(Vy) Vg(y) + - yVVgCyll-TCo^fOg) 
1 1 dVg 
= i [-1 Vgty) + - %% F ayr^"2(°l'S2) 
1 dVg 
= - 2F 37- yy-T'Si'?:' • 
Using (13.15) 
dVg 
Lgfy) = -y Si2(y) • (13.20) 
For V^Q(y) Si2(y)yy"PP, 
= Vio'y) ®i2<y' '?r?yi 
+ è Vio <y> [yrK <y'  +1 'nT! ^lo <y> i <y> 
Using (13.14), (13.21) 
yy-PP s._(y) = iyy[PP yy]"T(o ,a ) fv /V 'SJ  ^^  6  ^ »v»v "V  ^
= - iyy"[VV yy]"T(o_,o_) (13.22) 6 "W «W «w % «v J, «w  ^
VV yy = VV (^ yy) 
y 
= V[iyly + i^yl + -^yy] 
y ~ y y 
= + + + & yyyy + 
y  ~  ~  y  -  y  ^  ~  y  
+ - i— y 1 y . (13.23) 
y4 - 2 ~ 
Using (13.23), (13.22) becomes 
yy-PP s,_(y) = ^  yy"T(a^,a,) (13.24) fW fV «V ^  JL M y 6 ^ "W % *** X *** ki 
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and using (13.15) 
yy-PP = 2 8^2(y) . (13.25) 
Using (13.5), (13.7), and (13.24), (13.21) becomes 
LlofY'T) = Vio(y) s^gfy) yy-PP + - 6  s^gfy) 
2 dV. 
+ - + Vio(y) Si2(y) 
v2 dfv.Q 
= [-5 Vio(y) + - 2- --zlO] Si2(y) 
+ v^Q(y) s^gfy) yy-PP • (13.26) 
ForV--(y) y[T(o.,G_)'y]"PP, JLjm % J. 6 
L,,(y,P) =V^^(y) y [T(a ,a ) «y]-PP XX XX 'w % •N'X ^ Z "w 
+ & tfr"y[y'T(?i'S2)]] Vii(y) 
+ i y  l T ( o . , 0 . ) - y l - P P  V , , ( y )  .  ( 1 3 . 2 7 )  
^ «V "V «V X "w 6 "w  ^<v XX 
Now 
PP"y (y*T(a ,a )) 
~ ~ «V «V ~ ow J_ «v»  ^
=  - V *  ( V *  [ y y T ( a ^  / c r . )  ]  )  
=  - V ' ( y ' T ( G _ , a _ )  V « y +  y V  y T ( a - , a « ) )  % 'W X 6 »w ^ «S« X *** 16 
=  - V *  ( B y T C o ^  , 0 , )  +  y ' l ' T ( o . , o _ ) )  % «w X «W « % % «V X "W 6 
=  - V ' ( 3 y T ( a ,  , a , )  +  y T ( a ,  , a , ) )  
=  - 3 V  y " T ( a . a , )  +  -  l - T C a ^ ^ a ^ )  =  - 3  l " T ( a , a « )  =  0  .  





^ 1 1 =  y [ T ' S i ' S z ' ' % ] - % %  ' ^ S y —  
1 ^  ^11 1 
+  -  7 ^ 1  +  -  y  â y ^ X  •  ï < e i ' Î 2 > - X  •  ( 1 3 - 2 9 )  
Using (13.15) 
2 
y[?(Sl'S2)Vii(y) = -2 ^ g ^12^^^ - (13.30) 
Thus, using (13.28) and (13.30), 
2 ^^^11 Lm (YfP) = -y —Ô— s^-fy) + V,, (y) y[TCa^a.) «yl-PP 
XX "W ^ ^^6 j. 6 XX "V % «M X 6 'S' 'V'V 
(13.31) 
For Vigfy) a^a2"T(P), 
^12'X'?> = ^12<y> ?xH2"Ï<Î' + I HI?2••;<?> ^12<y> <"-32) 
and using (13.6a) and (13.7) 
1 d^Vi2 1 avn, 
^12(2'!) = Vl2(y) ?i?2"T(r) + - 7 - F dy^^ Si2(y) 
(13.33) 
For V^3(y) 8^2(y) 
Li3(X'P) = Vi3(y) Si2(y) + i Vi3(y)] Si2(y) 
+ I Vi2(y) [p2 8^2(31] . (13.34) 
Using (13.14) 
A *1 A A 
PP S^gfy) = - 2 YY yy"T(Sl'S2) (13.35) 
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and using (13.23) 
PP 2 (y) = 1 1 + - yy 1 + - 1 yy + Ag- yyyy jlz ~~ » y 4 ~ ~~ yo 
+ - y 1 yl"T(0T,0.) Z "'<6 
= [^% 1 yy - -? yyyy + ^  y i yl-TCa^a^) . ft ~ 'V "w •S«v«v«w «v«vX«v^  Y  y y ' v - v ' * ' * '  
(13.36) 
Then, 
Sigty) = ^  yy-TCg^fOg) (13.37) 
and using (13.14) 
Si2(yO = ^  8^2 (y) . (13.38) 
Then, using (13.7) and (13.38), (13.34) becomes 
1^3(Y'P) = [& Vi3(y) + - F - i —f ] Si2(y) 
y dy dy 
+ V^gty) 2^2 (y) p^ . (13.39) 
The preceding results are collected in Table 3.6. 
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XIV. APPENDIX G: REDUCED MATRIX ELEMENTS OF H(RVR') 
IN THE BASIS OF K-I(R,R') " ~ 
In this appendix, we calculate <n5.||Hj || n ' A ' > for 
J = 0,1,2. We recall the origin of the Hj. In each case, we 
look at the manifestly Hermitian forms of the local potential 
in Appendix D. Hq arises from the central, spin-spin, linear 
confinement, and kinetic correction portions of U(R,R') plus 
the kinetic energy of the Hamiltonian. arises from 
H*S = [H^S]q, which is characteristic of the spin-orbit terms. 
H2 arises from = [Hg ^2^^1^2^^0' is characteristic 
of the tensor terms. We consider each reduced matrix element 
separately. 
The kinetic energy contribution to <nil||HQ || n'S, ' > is 
easily obtained. It is just 
2 2 
11I I '  ^  ^  ) { (2n '+5 , *+^)  6^^,  
+  /n '  (n '+A'+  i )  +  / (n '+ l )  (n '+il'+|-) 
*n,n'+l} • U^.l) 
The calculation of the potential energy contribution is more 
complicated. There are two types of Hq terms: 
(i) F(X,2) M(R,R') , 
where F(x,z) = 4ir F(x) G(z) [Y^Xx) Yj^ (Z)]q , 
K = 0,1,2, 
and 
(ii) 6^(x) M(R,R'). 
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As stated in equation (9.14), M(R,R') is 
.6 r3 _ 2[^ (R^+R'^)-|R.R'] 
M(R,R') = -L <STC| (36) |STC> e ^  
I T  
(14.2) 
We make a change of variables to the naturally occurring forms 
X = 3(aR + bR') , (14.3a) 
and 
z = -2g(aR' - bR) . (14.3b) 
The Jacobian is then, 
J = 1 (14.3c) 
/2^3®{a^+b^)^ 
The transformations are summarized in Table 14.1. 
Table 14.1. Transformation of the manifestly Hermitian 
nonlocal potential coordinates (see Appendix D) 
a b 
Ï36 = Ï12 = 6<?-?•> + 1 -1 





• l / c  








By using coupled generalized Brody brackets and equation 
(9.14), M(R,R') can be written as 
M(R,R') = I  (-1)^ L 3^ <N,Lt ,N,LjNL,NL;0;a,b> 
~ ~ NL ML 1 Z 1 
where 
~ (14.5a) 
B^ =/| (a^+b^) , (14.5b) 
and B2 = 2 B^ . (14.5c) 
Note that is the usual harmonic oscillator function 
with the oscillator length parameter explicitly indicated. 
By the Wigner-Eckart theorem, the reduced matrix element 
follows from: 
<nilm|H^|n'Jl'm'> = 6%%, 5^, <n&||HQ || n'&'> . (14.6) 
We first calculate the reduced matrix element for the type (i) 
terms. We have 
<n&m|F(x,z) M (R,R" ) | n'A'm'> = /D^R D^R' (|)*. (R,B) 
•N* 'W -W «N» ri X,iTl »>» 
F(x,z) M(R,B) 4 , p ,  , (R',B) . (14.7) 
~ ~ il X" lU ~ 
We want to write the integral totally in terms of x and z. 




We can further process this product in terms of x and z by 
using coupled generalized Brody brackets and applying 
n&,n'&';X:a,b> , (x,B^) .^^.(ZfBg) 
[Y_ ,( X )  Y_ ,( î ) ] ^  . (14.9) 
By using (14.4), the recoupling rule (8.23), and the addition 
rule for spherical harmonics, we write 
F(x,z) M(R,R') 3 ^^^(-1) ^ C^(KL^J;00) 
^1^24 
<N^L^,N2Lj^|NL,NL;0:a,b> 
P(x) G(z) R*2L^(z,B2) 
[Yj, (x)Yj,(z)]q . (14.10) 
(14.8), (14.9), and (14.10) lead us to write 
<n&m|F(x,z) M(R,R')|n'&'m'> 
= I (-1)^^ C(&A'X;-mm'p) I <N'L', N" L' I nji,nH ' ; X :a,b> 
Xy N,'L.' 1 1 2 1 
/X . N,"L,' 
^ L K ^ ^ 
NLJ- C2(KLJJ',00)<NJ_L3^ ,N2LJ 
NL,NL;0:a,b> 
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JB® /d^x d^z F(x) G(z) ^ (x,B^) 
[Yj, (x) yj(z)]Q ^2'^2' 
[Y^ . (x) Y_ , (z)]^ . (14.11) 
^1 ^2 
The angular integrals yield ô^^j, 5^ ,j, 5^^ "^yO' ^hen, we 
have 
Z  
<n&m|F(x,z) M(R,R')|n'&'m'> = 5.,, 6^^, I (-1)^ 
~ ~ jcy, nun ^ 
A A ^ N2^N2L^ 
^NL —; (K L^J' ;00) ^l'^2'J' 
J 
<Ni'J',N2'J'|n&, n'&;0:a,b> <N^L^,N2L^]NL,NL;0;a,b> 
/dx x^ Rg^,j,(x,B^) F(x) (x,B^) 
/dz R^ ,j,(z,B2) G(z) Rjj (ZfBg) . (14.12) 
We simply read off the reduced matrix element, which is 
& 
<n£llF(z,y) M(R,R')|n'&'> = 6,,, J3® I (-1)^ 
~ ~ ~ ~ JtJi ^ QL 
^1*2^1 
N 'N^'J' 
K L 12 
®NL -?r = « V'°»> 
<N^'J' ,N2'J' |n&,n'A;0:a,b> <Nj^Lj^,N2Lj^ |NL,NL;0;a,b> 
<N^'J';B^|F(x)1N^L >^ <N2'J';B2|G(X)1N2L^> , (14.13) 
where 
<N^L^;B|F(y) |N2L2> = /dy y^R^ F(y) R^ ^  (y,B) . 
(14.14) 
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The procedure is similar for calculating the type (ii) 
reduced matrix element and we find 
a  
<n&|a3(x) M(R,R')|n'&'> = a.,, (JgG) ^ I 
1  j NL 
NlN, 
Ni-
'  +  3 ) ^ . .  3 ,  T /\ [— r (N., ' + -p ) r (N- + ^ )—I i 
" •» [ ] 
<N^'0,N20|n&,n'&;0:a,b> <N^0,N20|NL,NL;0:a,b>•. 
(14.15) 
This completes the derivation of the Hq reduced matrix elements. 
Next, we consider the terms. The manifestly Hermitian 
nonlocal spin-orbit terms look like 
F(x) M(R,R') i(xxz)*S . (14.16) 
Now, 
i(xxz)*S = /6 X y [[Y^(x) Y^(z)]^S]Q . (14.17) 
Then, 
^Iv = "3^ F(X) [%i(x) Y (^Z)]V M(R,R') . (14.18) 
We again apply the Wigner-Eckart Theorem to find the 
reduced matrix element; 
<n&m|H^y|n'&'m'> = C(Jl' 12,;m'v m) <nS,|Hj^ II n'S,'> . (14.19) 
We use the expression (14.4) for M(R,R'), the recoupling rule 
(8.23) and the addition rule for spherical harmonics to 
rewrite H, ; 
Iv 
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H = /6 X y P(x) 3^ I (-1)^ L e 
Iv jjL 
j' 
<N^L^,NgL^1NL,NL; 0 : a,b> 
H  c2(ii.iJ';oo) [j, j, 
\4'=='=1> 
We use (14.8), (14.9), and (14.20) to express the matrix 
element integration completely in terms of x and z. 
<n&m|H. |n'&'m'> = /6 % (-1)^ C (ilî, • X;-m m'u) ^ 
Xy N,'L, ' Iv I 
"•1 "1 
<N^'L^',N2'L2'|n&,n'&';X:a,b> 
Q^%,(-1)L L <N^L^,N2L^lNL,NL;0:a,b> 
1 1 1  
^1^2^ 
4 C2(1L^J.,00) [ J ,  J .  J 
J3® J d \  a Z^ X y F(x) 
[Yj, (x) Yj,(z)]^ , (x,B^) 
[Y_ ,(x) Yt , (z)]W . (14.21) 
^1 ^2 
The angular integrations yield 6,^ 6 6_ , ô_ , (-1)^ 
AX ~V|i u 1^ 2 
Then, we have 
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Z  
<n£mlH, |n'£'m'> = 3/2 C(&'lA;m'vm) Jg® I (-1) 
a NL 
Nl'Ng'J' 
1 - 1 1 1  
(1 L^J' ;00) J' J' L, 1 ^ ^NL •y
<N^L^,N2L^lNL,NL;0:a,b> <N^'J',N2'J'|n&,n'&';l:a,b> 
/dx x^ F(x) R^^j, (x,B^) 
/dz Rg^.j.tZfBg) . (14.22) 
Hence, the reduced matrix element is 
<nJll|H |n'&'> = 3/2 I  ( - 1 ) ^  £ s L, 
^ A NL JNl. X 
N1N2L1 
N-, 'N-'J' 
2 ri 1 1 -1 
c'd V;00) [j. j-LJ 
<N^L^,N2Lj^lNL,NL;0:a,b> ' J ' ,N2 ' J ' | nJÎ, ,n • ii ' ; 1 : a,b> 
<NJ^L^; B^|x F(x) |N^'J> <N2L^'; B2 1 Z |N2'J> . (14.23) 
Finally, we consider the Hg terms. The manifestly 
Hermitian nonlocal tensor terms have the form 
F(x) M(R,R') S^2(x) . (14.24) 
Now 




'W 2v " 3/^F(X) M(R,R') YgyCx) . (14.26) 
We again utilize the Wigner-Eckert Theorem to obtain 
the reduced matrix element; 
<n&m|H2y|n'&'m'> = C(&'2&;m'vm) <n2||H2ll n'&'> . (14.27) 
We next use the expression (14.4) for M(R,R')r the recoupling 
rule (8.20) and the addition rule for spherical harmonics 
to write H2^ 




Using (14.8), (14.9), and (14 .28 ), we write out the matrix element 
<n&m|H-_|n'A'm'> = 3/^1 (-1)"^ C(&&'X;-mm'p) I 
XW N,'L^ ' 
<N ^'L^',N2'L2'|n&,n'&';X:a,b> 
I (-1)^ L <N^L^,N2L^|NL,NL;0;a,b> C(L^2K;00) 
NLK 
JB® /a^; d3; F(x) 
[Yj^(x) Yj^^(z)]^ 
[Yj.^,(x) YL2,(z)]U . (14.29) 
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V 
The angular integrations yield ^-vy ("1) • 
The radial integral over z yields 6^ _ , ^ , . Then we have 
^1^2 ^2 2 
< n & m | H _ _ | n ' & ' m ' >  =  3  C(A'2&;m'vm) I  ( - 1 ) ^  e  
^ I NLK 
L C ( L ^ 2 K ; 0 0 )  < N j ^ L j ^ , N 2 L ^  |  N L , N L ;  0  :  a  , b >  1  
< N ^ ' K , N 2 L i | n A , n ' & ' ; 2 : a , b >  
/dx x^ P(x) Rjj ^^(x,B^) , jç(x,B^) (14.30) 
Thus, the reduced matrix element is 
n' ?.'> = 3 1262 < n 2 | | H  | | ' & '    I  ( - l ) L  L  C ( L ^ 2 K ; 0 0 )  
I NLK 
Ni-
<N^L^, NgL^ INL, NL ; 0 : a, b> Ky NgL^ |n&,n'A';2:a,b> 
< N ^ L ^ ; B j ^ l F ( x )  1 N ^ ' K >  .  ( 1 4 . 3 1 )  
( 1 4 . 1 3 ) ,  ( 1 4 . 1 5 ) ,  ( 1 4 . 2 3 ) ,  a n d  ( 1 4 . 3 1 )  a r e  t h e  c o m p l e t e  
set of formulas for calculating the reduced matrix elements. 
Table 14.2 lists the computed reduced matrix elements which 
are required for the local potential approximation. 
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Table 14.2. Reduced matrix elements needed for the local 
approximation 
(i) Even Parity Case 
«g = 1.785 (OGE) ttg = 1.49 (OPEP) 
<n4 HQ n'&'> S=0, T=1 S=1,T=0 S=0,T=1 S=1,T=0 
<00|| HQ 00> -12. 332 10.902 14.513 338.892 
<00i Hq 10 > 221. 539 212.601 204.340 196.881 
<101 HQ 00> 221. 539 212.601 204.340 196.881 
<1011 Hq 10> 367. 425 346.383 361.135 343.466 






-1. 328 0.915 For remaining reduced 
matrix elements, 
multiply ag = 1.785 
results by ratio 
1.49/1.785. 
<0211 ^ 2 00> 2. 532 -43.107 
<0011 ^ 2 02> 5. 661 -96.391 
<0211 ^ 2 10> 7. 761 -14.911 
<1011 ^ 2 02> 17. 355 -33.342 
<02l| H- 02> 7. 014 -7.461 
(ii) Odd Parity Case 
Qg = 1.785 (OGE) ttg = 1.49 (OPEP) 











<Olll HQI 01> 1892.084 1105.140 1613.731 959.194 
<01|1 Hjl 11> -208.481 -6.525 -155.577 16.150 
<1111 hJ 01> -208.481 -6.525 -155.577 16.150 
<11|I HJI 11> 703.940 593.952 667.974 570.971 
<ll|l HQI 21> 155.603 223.298 167.187 225.689 
<2 ILL HqI 11> 155.603 223.298 167.187 225.689 
<21|| HJ 21> 652.355 657.344 647.455 650.815 
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Table 14.2. (continued) 
(ii) Odd Parity case (continued) 
= 1.785 (OGE) cXg = 1.49 (OPEP) 
<n&| H J n'A'> S=0,T=0 S=1,T=1 S=0,T=0 S=1,T=1 
<Ol|l H J 
<Ol|l H J 










For remaining reduced 
matrix elements, 
multiply ttg = 1.785 
results by ratio 
<ii| HJ 11> -4.576 3.928 1.49/1.785. 
<ll|| H J 21> -1.487 1.714 
<2 ill Hjl 11> -1.487 1.714 
<2111 H J 21> -2.267 2.247 
<nj^|| Hgll n'&'> 
<011 H^ll 01> 22.545 6.788 
<0111 Hj 11> -0.539 1.377 
<111 H2II 01> -0.539 1.377 
<1111 Hgll 11> -3.927 3.710 
<1111 H2II 21> —4.266 2.052 
<2111 H2II 11> -4.266 2.052 
<2111 Hglt 21> -6.300 3.401 
<031 H2II 01> -18.008 1.634 
<0311 H2II 11> -7.520 3.746 
<0311 H2II 21> -4.974 2.312 
<13|1 Hgll 01> -8.008 0.311 
<131 H2II 11> -7.695 3.019 
<131 H2II 21> -7.041 3.619 
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XV. APPENDIX H; THE FUNCTIONAL FORM OF THE LOCAL APPROXIMATION 
As given in Equation (3.111), the Hermitian local 
approximation is 
L(y,P) = b^(y) + bgty) [Tgfy) T2 (P) ] q + (y) (y)L* S 
+ bgCy) [Tgfo^og) TgCyllg +bg(y) [Tgto^ag) 
+ b^(y) [Tgto^og) T2(y)]Qp^ 
+ bg(y) [Tgty) (T2(Ci02) TgfPliglo 
+ bg(y) [(Tgty^ Tgfy))^ (T2(a^a2) T2(P))4]o . 
In this appendix, we present the exact expressions for the 
above b(y)'s. 
We recall that we obtained L^(y,P) by processing 
La(y,P) and L,(y,P) into Hermitian form. The contributions ir* »v/ «V «V» 
of L,(y,P) and L?(y,P) to the b's are listed in Sections I 
and II, respectively. In addition, we may wish to add on 
a one-pion-exchange potential. Its contributions are listed 
in Section III. 
In these expressions rational fractions occur frequently. 
These are written in as compact notation as possible. For some 
the ratio will be expressed as powers of prime numbers. For 
others it is more convenient to merely give the explicit numer­
ator and demoninator. Finally, where the ratio can be expressed 
simply as an exact decimal involving only a few figures, we 
have done so. 
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A. The Contribution of L^(y,P) 
L^(y,P) is derived from the nonlocal potential presented 
in Appendix D. Hence, its contributions to L(y,P) are based 
on several kinds of terms: central, spin-spin, momentum, and 
so on. Furthermore, each of these is built up by contributions 
from each of the five types of generic terms, which have labels 
(36), (23), (26), (14), and (12). Thus, the expressions for 
a given b^(y) is partitioned into sections arising from each 
kind of term. The sections are further subdivided into the 
contributions of each generic term. 
b^(y) 
Central: ^ <STC [ (36) [ STO 
108/3 
2 
e ^ ^ ^ ^ + M(l, |) + I (-2+y2) 
M(2, |) + I (2-Y2) M(2, |) 
+ (1-Y^) M(3, ^ ) + 
+ 6§5 W(4, |) 
+ 3#§5 soils y')y'w(4,|) + 26.33.7 ^ c y 
55*3969 
252 
9 2 (23) M-argument: y 
33 
648 ."-iiyTl 3 1-1645 . 726 _2 53361 ..4~1 
yY3 113 ^ 2 |_ 676 2197 ^  " 456976 ^  J 
+ 
+ ( -459 . 116721 2 4158 .4n,,5, 3042 1186380 y - 85683 y*)M(2, |) + 
38025 164775 y^) M(3,|) 
+ ( 
486 1782 _2^ 5^ 
3 , o4 •' ' 2' 
108 ^ 459 
+ 4225 823875 y + 
3r'1699 
2.5^.13 
y^) M(3, h + 
41X1175 y' ^(4 J) 
+ ( - 2 "  
Q1 ' 





y ) y M(4, f) + 
k, '' "" ^ ']) 
33 .2 




1 m [2744 
825 
" 4802 y + 
5445 
537824 ] 
+ (El# + # y') 
M (2 / •j) 
253 
(ïË& - y') 
+ f 108 . 26163 2 30861 w-, 7. . 
'l225 128625 ^ " 1800750 ^  ^ ^ ' 2^ 
ië&M(4^2) 
9 2 (14) M-argument: ^ô" Y 
_3y2 
-324 2 ^  
e 
5/2 ^ m 
+ -  I  + f  y^) w(i ,  | )  + ( î§ + y^) m(2,  | )  
+ (4^ + iy' -^y') M(2.|)+ + 
M (3, |) 
M # - #  y '  +  1 4 # / )  M(3,2)+§i^y2M(4,7) 
+ (=4^- W(4,§)+ 2^y4M(5,W 
5*'7 5 *7 5 .7 J 
(12) ^  e-^"\4_ A;) . (I_^y2 + ^ y4) 
25 m 
254 
Spin-spin; 4 ^ a 
TT^m^ ® 





(23) —3^— A2_(S,T) e P5922O + 104544 ^ 2 _ 
13 /Ï3 L 1-3 
] 
(26) -3^ ^23(3,1) e 1^3060 -
_ 3 2 
(14) ^  A^4(S,T) e \ l71 - 54 y2 + 81 y*^ 
(12) Ai2(S,T) e 1^36 + ^  y2 + 1§| y* J 
Linear Confinement: —^ <STC[(36)|STC> 
TT^g 
3 2 (36) M-argument ^ y 
^2^*^ ® [M(2,|)+ (Hi + I y2) M(3,|) + 
(f- f y") M(3,|) 
M(4, 2) 
255 
+  ^  y ' y ' )  y'M(5.|). 
(23) M-argument: ^IQ" 
23 ,,2 
-1296/13 _"52^ rrl645 726 ..2 , 53361 .A^ 
25 ® Lf676- - 2Ï97 ^ + 456W6 ^  J 
M(2, ^) 
##3/) 
+ #111375/^(5^1)+ y 





Mii - IHr y') «(3-1) + y' + 
##&/) *«3.1) 
+ (ii#& - ##& y') "M' I' + C#k + i#l& y' 
l^y') «"'I' 
52488 2 w.r L . r-69984 682344 2\ ,2 
643125 y 2' 11500625 ~ 10504375 ^ •' ^ 
W(5, |) + 85085^5 W(6, ^ )] 
9 2 (14) M-argument; Y 
^ -3y2 
1296/2 _ 2^ 
-T5 ® - I + I y^) w(2, |) + 
("I + I y^) M(3, |) 
+ (43^+3y'- (l§_2^y2) 
M(4^§)+ (36_ 18y2+^y4) ,^,^7) 
+ y' M(5^ 2) + ^ y2)y2 M(5, §) + 
(12) 
3 2 
1296VTÏÏ _"5^ ^ 2 . -.4, 
25 e (1.6 - .096 y' + .0576 y") 
257 
Kinetic: gf. <STC | (36) |STC> 
m 
-729/5 
78125 ^  " 390625 
3 
Momentum: ox <STC|(36)|STC> 
2 2 (36) M-argument: jg- y 
[2.60 - 6.652 y2 + |»| - |||^ y«] 
r538£ L 12E 
] 
500 
9 3 2 
. 243/5 6 ^"2^ 832 17646444 ..2 . 5390136 
25600 2 I 5 3125 ^ 15625 
m 
949644 „6 4959144 „8 
9/3 5 = |(-4 + 2 y^) M(l,|)+ (5.6 - 3.36 y^ 
.48 y^) M(2, |) 
+ (-1.6 + 3.2 y^ - .48 y^) M(2,|) + .04 y* M(2, 
+ (-.64 + .32 y^) M(3, |) 
+ (inr - y' + '32 y^) M(3,|) 
+ (14 - 3 y2) y4 M(3, |) 
+ (1 - y^) (.265) M(4, |) 
+ + M(4,2) 
+ (63616 - 408 y^ + 7416 y^) 33^^ M(4,|) 
258 
2 
+ (1920 -  1068 + 288 y*) W(4,  
y' M(5, 1) + (=§!. - y") y" M<5, |) 3125 '  2'  '•13125 109375 
+ (Hliis - % y ' )  y*  "(5, + jiffs 
M(6,^)} 
- Iy2 
^ e ^ I (1.2 - .6 y2) M(l, |) + (9.36 + 2.84 y^ -
1.44 y^) M(2, |) 
+ (-.2 + .06 y^) y^ M(2, J) 
+ (- .768 -  1.5936 y^ + .4608 y^) M(3, | )  
2 
+ (-15384 + 8142 y^ - 2484 y^) M(3, |) 
2 
+ (4320 - 864 y2) M(4, |) 
.2 
+ (-5448 + 3312 y^) ^^875 ^(4,  ^ )}  
_ 3y2 
3/3 e  5 j(-1.2 + .6 y^) M(l ,  | )  + (1 -  y^) 
(.16) M(2, |) 
+ ( .08 + .016 y2 + .012 y^) M(2, | )  
+ iifs y' M(3,]^ 
+ [Sn§75 - soils y^) y^"<3' |> + mrs / ¥'} 
259 
9 2 (23) M-argument: y 
32 2 
12/13 _"52^ [7105148 .47579 ..2 164373 ..4 . 
-169- ® (1 845 + -1197 ^  " 21970 ^ + 
y«) M(l, |) 
2.5.13^ 
. ,-8275814 . 19219541 ..2 30186596 ..4^ 3, 
+ I 63375 + 823875 ^ " 3570125 ^ J  ^(2, 
202684 2.7'19'3018623 ..2 . 5363677439 ..4 
63375 - ,4.53.134 y 2.33.53.135 ^  
11.37.41.1039517 ..6\ .,,0 5^ 
2^.32.53.136— ' ) 
. ,-224 , 379552 „2 3'7'11'65101 ..6 . 
+ (32955 + 7T4Ô55 y - 2.53.135— y + 
+ "(3. |) 
. r2^*3-7*509 27*1787281 ..2 . 2 *11-26765659 .A^ 
I 9 0 "" c 3 Y c A y )  
ST'lS^ 5/^13* 
M(3, 
. f-54864 2^-5002441 ..2 . 2-53'3718038229 ..4 . 
^105625 - 57.7.133 y 32.57.7.135 y 
2 •168830040661 „6^ .,,0 /\ 
3.5^.7.13« ^ 
260 
. ,-2^.3^ 2^.3^.439 „2 _ 2.3.23775539 _4 
54.7.13* 5^.135 5^.7.136 
. 3^.31189973 ..6 2^ .3^ .11 *390037 ..8, 9, 
" 55.7.135 ^ ^ 
+ (I#### + I' 
D • U 
,-2*.3^°.11 _ 2^.3^.29251 2 _ 2^.3^.7.19^.14347 
5^.13^ 5^.13^ 5^.13* 
y*) m (4, -j) 
,-25.38 2^.3^.61871 2 _ 2^.3^.260422207 4 
5^.7.13^ 57.7.133 5G.72.i34 
, 2.3.146252417491 ..6% 9, 
58.72.136 ^ 
,2^.3^.757 2^.3^.47.81359 2 
5^.7.13^ 55.72.i3G 
2.3^.29.37.67.373 4 22.3^.2864051 6% 
5®.72.135 55.72.i3G 
y2 M(4,^) 
+ ï#^y' *«5, 7) 
5 • 13 
+ (77 
2^.3^.41 _j_ 25.35.23.53.619 ..2 
5'.7.133 58.7.13* 
y^) y^ m(5, |) 
261 
2^-3^'4943 2 _ 2^•3^«17 « 64367 




M(6, ^ )} 
12/13 _ 52 ^  /r-1524 ^ 50424 2 7623 4 
169 ® {( 13 + 845 y~ 2197 
M(l, "I") 
f11767 6511343 ..2 . 19448671 ..4v .,,n 5, 
(.-Ï95 2535 y •*• 2197000 ^ ^(2' ?) 
(En# + #l& / - 3## /) / 
+ M(3^ |) 
r-27216 1703387 ..2 399291 ..4^ 7, 
(- 8125 ~ 528125 ^ ~ 528125 ^ •' ^(3, 7) 
r73224 423792 ^ 2 . 4538754 4". „2 
'•3696875 " 48059375 ^  =5 _ ii4 ? J? ^ 5 .7.13 
111^  M(4, J) 
(3*1# + y') y' «<••' I' 
5 .7.10 
262 
+ y") y" M(4, 3i)} 
5r'7'13^ 5r'7'13* ; 
W "(1- #) 
+ f^ m + ii#5 l> - §##75 w(3' i '} 
/ r -72 792 2 6534 ..4-, 
I (- 325 21125 y " 274625 ^  •' 
33 2 
. 3/Ï3 "52^ r  
~Ï3~ ® 
M(2, J) 
+ + #& /) y' «<3. !) 
- 3#7&7 W<4' ¥'} 
{(i7#5 + ilsis w(i' l> -
33^2 
. -486/Ï3 52 ^  f r632 
+ -T69 ® 
172832 3. 
131625 %) 
, fl264 2068 __2i 5. 112 _.4 7. 
*•10125 21125 y •' W(2, 2) " 2471625 ^  ^(2, g) 




MMI {(41 +g# y') Ma,|) 
4 
y' 
,  12 w/n 3,  36652 . .2 5,  .  49 
125 ( '  " 658125 ^ ^  105625 ^ 
7,  .  144 . .2 7,  72 
^^2,  2^ 40625 y W(3,  2)  " 2640625 
M ( 3, j-
W ( 2 '  i )  +  2 8 4 3 7 5  ^ ( 3 ,  | )  J-
, 33 2 
+ 52^ M(l, 3) 
_ 33 2 
+ 1625/13 ® W(2, J) 
+ 4§F 
1625 y M (2,  2") 
(26) M-argument 140 
3 3  . 2  
•324/7 ~ 28 y 
e 49 
3267 
r-121 20303 ..2 11187 ..4 
l  105 ~ 10290 ^ " 48020 ^ 
- êffféô «<!' %) 
, r31876 . 92191 2 . 149314 4i 3, 
118375 128625 ^ 300125 ^ ^ ^(2, ^) 
264 
. r-6536 . 2163424 . 2 , 2390093 ,.4 . 2798631 ..6^ 
'•18375 900375 ^ 4201750 ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ 6 ^ ^ 
M(2, 
, r-18 , 91989 2 70389 4 88209 „2^ 
1245 1200500 ^  ~ 4201750 ^ ^4 .3 ^6 ^  J 2r.5^.7' 
M ( 2 ,  2) 
f-1584 . 8712 2^ 
. r44312 2048558 ..2 3059661 .,4^ u,n 5, 
"*•  ( .TnA9S imiRlS y  ~ 7SnT19S y  J (3 '  5 '  
, f-1776 2.3-21669211 „2 2-3^.6291149 .. 
" " -pr?— ^ —rr?— 
- 3^.17.41.21407 7, 
2.5 "7 
. r-2^-3® , 72171 „2 3^.174017 „4 . 3^-2207 6 
+ I' 
+ (§#& - lil#5 y') I' 
+ (### + $4^ y' + y') "M' I' 
5 • / 5 • / 
. rl459944 , 2^*3^.1237441 2 , 2^.3*^.13.29.877 .4^ 
M(4, |) 




, 839808 ..2 u/rr 7, , r-3359232 2^.3".8167 ..2^ 
+ 535^375 Y W(5' + ("TTTÏ ^ J 
5 * 7  5 * 7  
M(5, |) 




M,6, ^ ,} 
1|# e"i^' 1(7.2 -m2y4) M(l, |, 49 " I I'' 245 ^ 1715 
+ (:## + I§§ Y") "'2' I ' 
+ (=W + Ir y' - y') I' 
+ Y' - A Y') Y' "(2- I) 
+ (W-LÈI^Y') "(3. |) 
+ (ëw-il#ry' + lil#F y') «'3,1) 
-  f S s  -  » 5  y ' -  f l ! f F  y ' )  y ' 1 >  
+ i#i#y' l>^(™F-™|y') y'"M'#) 
+ (i8|il|i . 20|M| y2, ",} 
5 '7 5 '7 ; 
^ _ 33 ..2 
T" 
3^ e" 28 Ï M(l, |) 
+ - ## y") «<2.1' + NHF y' «(3, l )  
2fi6 
+ (iiUfl - ## y') v' |) + a, y' 
M (4, ^ )} 
33 2 
486/7 28^ / r 76 . 6 2\ 3, 1868 e 
49 
+ (ii# + 65# y') #) + R#? y' 
576 5\ _ 22986 „2 7, , 2916 ..4 
M(3, |)} 
|2i M(l, |) - 1.44 M(2, |) + III y' 
{(l% + Ay )^ "(1' #) - ## W(2' |) 
u,o , .  
875 ( ' 2^ 3828125 ^  ^(3' 2^ "*" 7503125 ^  
33 2 
-54/7 ^ 28^ /M u/i 3, _ , 5, , 324 2 
49 ® 
M ( 2  
9 2 (14) M-argument: y 
^ _ly2, 
9/2 2 y /r n ^ o 2 , „ 4, 3, Q — j(-3 - 7.2 y2 - 1.8 y'^) M(l, |) 
+ (-5.16 - 7.264 y^- 2.568 y^) M(2, |) 
+ (-33.328 + 44.948 y^ - 48.928 y^ + 11.748 y^) 
M(2, 
+ (1.12 - 1.848 y^ + .504 y^) y^ M(2, J) 
+ (-1 + y^) (.864) M(3, |) 
267 
+ (-9.2864 + 1.5936 - .576 y^) M(3, |) 
. r-4224 51112 ..2 . 1052784„4 348732 ..6-> 
4375 ~ 3125 ^ 21875 ^ 21875 ^ •' 
M(3, -j) 
, ZIO Z XlXb 4 , Z4B4 _.0 
'•21875 ~ 21875 ^ 21875 ^ 21875 ^ 
M(3, |) 
+ (1.0368 - 2.0736 y^) M(4, |) 
+ a + + ^(4' i) 
, r-23328 , 77328 ..2 219888 ..4 , 10692 „6^ 
'•109375 109375 ^  " 15625 ^ 1225 ^ •' 
M(4, |) 
^ r89424 1296 „2 52704 ..4 , 37584 „6i ..2 
*•765625 " 21875 ^  " 765625 ^  765625 ^ ^ 
M (4, 
+ i## M(S' î> + (-31104 - 2198016 y^) 33%^ 
M(5, |) 
+ (miw + lliii y' - ### /) y' "(5' 
+ ##& M(S' ¥'} 
9/2 e |(-1+y^) (.36) M(l, |) + (l-y^)(2.16) 
M(2,  | )  
268 
+ (8.152 - 16.796 + 7.692 Y^) M(2, |) 
+ (-1.728 + 3.456 y^) M(3, |) 
+ (-.6912 + 5.29728 y^ - 7.38432 y"^) M(3, j) 
+ (-3672 + 5184 y^ - 1944 y'^) jïsTs ^(3, |) 
- 1.24416 y^ M(4, 
2 
+ (-10368 + 7776 y^) ÏJ9375 M(4, 
A- -ly^r 3/2 _ 2 y f, , . 2,,^ 3v , r- 2, 
— ® ' |(-1+ Y^) (7.2) M(L, |) + (2.88 - 5.76 Y^) 
M(2,  | )  
+ 1.3824 y^ M(3, ^ ) j-
|(1.44 + .576 y^ + .864 y^)M(2, J) 
3 „2 
3/2 • 2^ 
e 2 
+ d i U T j - ^ y ' '  y '  1' 
+ §i##5 w(4' ¥'} 
«(1 ,  
+ (||| + 2.304 y2) M(2, |) - .128 y^ M(2, J) 
+ .512 M(3, §) - gll# y: M(3, 7) + 2^75 y' 






j.96 M(2, |) - 1.44 y'^ M(2, 1) 
+ ## I'} 
- 1.6 y^) M(l, |) - .32 M (2, |) 
+ fill M(2, |) - .192 y^ M(2, \) 
- .3072 y2 M (3, \) + M (3, |)} 
|) 
3 2 
162/2 e~ 2 ^  ..2 M (2, 2) 




M  ( 2 ,  j  
-|y2, , 
3/ÎÔ e ^ |l.l52 - .4032 y^ + .13824 y^i 
3/IÏÏ j-2.304 + .9792 y^ + .13824 y^j 
- Iv^ 
e ^ ^9.92 - 1.2352 y^ + .36864 y'^ 
+ .082944 y^l 
_ly2 
3/ÏÔ e ^ |-.576 + .2304 y^l 








The bg(y) and (y) are formed from (y) and Fg(y) as 
follows: 
bgfy) = I Fi(y) + Fgty) 
bg(y) = /5 y^ F^(y) 
We now display F^(y) and Fgfy) 
F^fy) 
«3 
Central: , a_ <STC | (36) I STO 
m. n* ® 
9 2 (36) argument; jq y 
_ -ly2 
576/3 _ 4 ^  
625 e M (3 ,-j) 
9 2 (23) argument: jqq Y 
0 33 »2 33 ^ 2 
15876 _ 52 ^  , 1296 52 ^ ,-49 3, 
" "FTn" '338 
845 ~ 21125 
(26) argument: y^ 
M(2,^) - 6225 ^  (3f^)] 
271 
9 2 (14) argument; y 
2 - 3 v2 
Zfl g; e + :324 s 2 ? [_.5 M(l,3) 
8/2 m^ 5/2 
M(2,|) - .096 M(3,^)] 
+ .4 
2 3 2 
ri||#I(4-4, 3- = ^  
m 
R3 
Spin-spin; g a <STC| (36) | STO 
m^TT* ® 
( 2 6 )  
^3*^^ A (S,T) e 
7^/7 23 
(14) . 2 
-9 "2^ 
—— (S,T) e 
2/2 
(12) 
A^2(S,T) e 5^ 
Linear Confinement; —^ <STC|(36)[STC> 
3IT* 
3 2 (36) argument; ^ y 
272 
9 2 (23) argument; y 
33 2 
21125 ^(4,2)] 
81 2 (26) argument: y 
33 y2 
- #115 ] 
9 2 (14) argument: ^ y 
^ -2y2 




-2592/ÏÔ 5 y 
[-.5 M ( 2 , 4 )  +  . 8  M(3,|) - . 2 8 8  






- 729/5 -S? ,_24 _46 2, 
500 ^125 125 y J 
_ 3 2 
^ 243/5 _ 5 y rll639 ^ 267987 ..2 , 253827 „4, 
1600 2 ^1250 12500 ^ 125000 ^  ^ 
m 
3 2 
4. 243/5 "5^ g? r-1234 4443 2 3969 4, 




Momentum: <STC| (36) |STC> 
m TT 
3 2 (36) argument: ^ y 
-|y^ 
=11^  e * |(-2 - y^ l M(3,j) + 2 M(4,|)j 
4^ {:§ M(2,|) - sis y: M(3,J) 
- 3Ô&/ 
{§ M(3,|) + YYS y2 M(4,|)} -1728/3 ' 4 ^  
e M(2, | )  




{& M (2,#) + I#5 y: M(3,|)} 
M ( 3, •^ ) 
_ .3y2 
"125 ® ^ W(2,^) 
9 2 (23) argument: ^gô" Y 
33 .2 
2151544 J,.- 3. 
5133375 (2,2) 
u. r390512 228198 ..2^ 5, 392 
I5133375 " 3570125 y J M{2,^) - 32131124 ? 
M ( 2, -j) 
274 
+ m2#i2 / «<3-1' - #& "M'i) 
, 40176 
5^  
3 y^  M(4,|) - 6 2^^  4 y^  M(4,^ )} 
.7.13-3 ^ 5 ^ -' 
4# ® {--432 «<2.1' + I35F W(2'?) 
-  f l l i o  y' M12'?) 
- SUTS y' M(3'2i + 5§wr55 y' 
" 129390624 «(«-x'} 
24^  /#"'{(=## + Ma,|, 
•*• 8125 ^ (2,;) 
+  ( i &  -  a i r  y ' )  " ( 2 ' # )  +  W & ô  y '  " < 2 4 '  
+  i l l i s  w < 3 ' # i  +  s i l i l s  y '  M < 3 ' ? '  
504 4 9. 17496 , 2 9. 
34328124 ^  (^3,2) - 92421872 ^  M(4,^ ) 
+ 972 y4 M(4,^ )l 
5'.7.13^  J 
"^ 84p ® y^  {28 M(l,|) - 4.8 M(2,|)| 




+ 2II25 y' 
+ 4## "(3'?) - 36#l#75 M(3'§|} 
M# "(2 4) 
81 2 (26) argument: y 
- ## 
+ (4#T - « y') + 6M25Ô y' M4' 
- lills "(3,#) + y2) M,3,|) 
52^ 8^72 / W(3'?) - Mills «<^ '1' 





36/7 E" 28 ^  /24 
49 - {M + §§i M(2,|) 
+ ills "(2,7) 
- ## M (3,2) y^  M(3,|)} 
276 
9 2 (14) argument: jq y 
# MU,|, . ^ M(2,|, 
+ + 1.904 y2) M(2,|) - .064 y^  M (2 ,j) 
+ 21II5 M(3,|) - .18432 M (4,^ ) 
1152 2 u,. 9, 
109375 y (^4,2) 
576 
765625 M(4,-^)J-
|-.24 M(2,|) + .96 y^  M(2,|) 9/2 20 
- .72 y'^  M(2,J) 
+?#§y'M(3'7) 
7776 _4 
{(fs - -8 y^)M(l,|) - 3# "(2,1) 
153125 y 
3 „2 
-27/2 "2^ e 4 
+ + XTH M(2,§) - .096 y^  M(2,J) 
+ .1536 M(3,|) - 0% M(3,^ ) + y^  M(3,|) 






{2 M(l,|) - .8 M(2,|)j 
|-4 M(2,|) + 24 M(2,|) 
175 
9/2 
"T" ® |l.6 M(l,|) - 1.728 M(2,|) 
+ .192 M(2,^ ) 
+ .4608 M(3,J) - 2x175 M(3,|)} 
3 2 
P,(y) 
Central: -§—r <STC| (36) |STC> 
mTn* ® 
3 2 (36) argument; — y 
e [m(2,|) - .08 y^  M(3,J)J 
(23) argument: y^  
9 33.r2 33 2 
1080_ £ 52 y ^  1296 / 52 y r^ M(i,3) 
169/Ï3 m 5/Ï3 
65 + 21125 y 
278 
81_ 
1080 a, e ^ 
«•^ '° 3 J6_y2M(3,^ )^  
_ M(2,|) + 6Î26 ^  
105 
9_,2 
(14) argi^ ®'^ *^ 10 3 2 
2 -\-i\-ji^ 
® 5/2 -, 
• : 1, ,».i.. '' """'J 
15 
3 . .2  
(12) R.1 5 - c Y 








96^  &_.(S,T) ® 
49/1^  
(14) - |Y^  
'3A Ai^ lS^ T) e 
2 
(12) "ly^  
96/Î& A._(S,T) ® 
-T^  
279 
Linear Confinement; —^  <STC|(36)|STC> 
3 2 (36) argument:  ^y 
-2304/3 _"4^  
125 e (^3,^ ) ~ M(4,^ ) 
9 2 (23) argument: y 
33 .2 
e =2^ gl M(2,|) - |§ M(3,|) 
+ 2ii§5 "<«'?'] 
on n 
(26) argument: 4^0 Y 
-1296/7 ~ 28 
25 ® 
33 y2 
21 105 ^ (3,2) 
+ y: M(4,7) 
9 2 (14) argument: y 
3 2 
129^  - r-^ M(2,|) - Ys M(3,§) 25 ® 
+ .096 y^  M(4,2)J 
(12) 
3 2 
-1728/ÏÔ _"5^  
Ï25 ® 
R2 
Kinetic:  ^<STC| (36) | STO 
3,,2 
729/5 _ 4 y r4 . 72 2" 
500 ® [Î • * '*] 
280 
« 3 2 
243/5 ^  " 5^  
1600 2 ® 
m 
3 ..2 
1175 . 269301 . 2 , 253827 .. 
75 3750 y 37500 ^  
243/5 ~5^  2 r-ei7 1323 2l 
1600 _2 y I 25" 250  ^J 
m  ^ ' 
rn L—. —i m
m^ TT 
Momentum:  ^^  <STC| (36) |STC> 
3 2 (36) argument:  ^y 
3 „2 
 ^e 4^  I (8 _ 4 y2) M(2,|) - 3.2 M{3,| 
- .32 (2 -y^) M(3,J) + 64 y^ M(4,J 
e y2 M(2;|) - y* M(3,l) 
y® M (4 ,  ^)  j  




-%§^  e y2 j-Y M(2,|) + îYs y^  W(3,§ 
jM(l,|) - .08 y2 M(3,J)J-
^ -ly2 r 
96/3 _ 4 ^  fu,n 3, ..2 
- 2 5 -  ® 
281 
9 2 ( 2 3 )  a r g u m e n t :  ^ g ô "  ^  
+  #  +  i # i &  y ' )  « < ^ ' 1 '  
+ (555 - 57III024 y') y' 
4448925 ^  *^ 2,y) 
- -  i H & s  y '  
+ (A125 - 2^ 2Â y') y' "(34) 
+ (-1 + 3 y ) (374863104^ y **<^'2' 
+ 5#i&y' ''M'?) 
e I|y^j.l44 y2 M(2,|) " 355 W(2,§l 
-  in&y'  ""1)  M(3, | )  
+ Ï2#§#§624 y*  W(4' i r l }  
4# ® {Ils y^ Mil'#) - Ss y^ «<2'l> 
*  ( l625 *  63375 y  )  y  " (2,^)  
282 
- 4#& y' + 5#I25 / ""'Jl 
6865625 ^  ^^ (3,^ ) + 92421372 ^  
- I 5 •7«13^   ^ J 
y2|4.5 M(2,|) - y2 M(3,|)} 
-180/Î3 _ 52 ^ j_3,2 M(l,|) + 4.032 M(2,|) 
 ^_ 31y2 




- %#& y' + 3R##75 y' 
r- -MyZ 
33 2 
-72/13 ^  52 ^  2 7. 
21125 ® y (^2,2) 
81 2 (26) argument: Y 
33 ^ 2 
-324/7 g 28 ^  ffl028 . 2 ..2^  3, 
49 
+ (n# +1#& /) 
+ (## + a y') y' 
Ï225 y »'(2,2> 
- Us «"'!> + 4##5 y' ""'I* 
+  a  - 3# # i k  y') y' "(3,;, 
283 
+ (îôii#75 - îôTa&s /) y' «<3.|' 
+ lilîS y' Mli'il + 26711874 «<^ '1' 
|3.2 M(l,|) - .96 U(2,j) 36/7 49 
+ 2591 y2 M(2,§) 
+  # #  " ( S ' i l  -  i s t iITB 
9 2 (14) argument: yg- y 
4# {tîfs -
+ (.40296 - jIIj y2) M(2,|) 
1125 y ^(2/^) - 275 
- y' + y") y' «(3-|) 
- 51I75 y') y' M(3,|) + ^  m . } )  
+ îHm y' + 7#§25 y® 
284 
-iy' 
^ e 2 |.08 M(2,|) - .24 y'^ M(2,|) 
+ IMs + 153125 M(4,^ )| 
M(1^ 3) +||^ y2M(2^ |) 
+ (^ - .032 y^) y^ M(2,|) + .0768 y^ M(3,|) 
+  § # /  * ^ ( 3 4 )  +  n i l s  y '  ^ ( ^ 4 )  
-1#& y' W(4,§) + y® M(4,^)} 
y2 |-12 M(2,|) + ii| y2 M(3,|)} 









y^  M(2,|) 
3 2 
27/ÏÔ _"5^ f-16 88 ..2^ 
I q " 15S " J e 50 >• 9 25
3 „2 
-264/10 . 5 y 
125 ® 
285 
The term b.(y) arises solely from spin-orbit contributions 
3 2 (36) argument:  ^y 
Tv" 
G(T) e  ^ |2 M(l,|) - M(l,|) o /o Mfi _ Un à. 
2_ 
25 y^  M(2,|)| 
9 2 (23) argument:  ^
-5184 ~ 52 ^  fw,n 3, 3 2 F(T) e M(2, | ) j -
65/13 
-33^2 
+ 129G (F(T) + G(T)) e M(l,|) 
65/Ï3 
81 2 (26) argument: 8^0" Y 
- (F(T) - G(T) ) e M(l,|) 
35/7 
9 2 (14) argument: y 
F(T) e || M(l,|) + M(l,|) 
- §5 W(2,J)| 
The remaining terms arise from tensor contributions. 
bc(y): 3/5 
m ir^  





9801 2  u n l \ A .  /•1539 . 207999 2  
87880 ^ (1'2' 18788 2284880 ^ 
' 913952 y  ^  ^ M(l,-^ ) 
+ (|i#ô - a# y' + /] / wi'i' 
- sHifcy" 
+ (i#& - âM^ô y' + y') y' 
, f-9963 . 3^-7- 3061 ..2 , -3^-ll-1931 4^ 2 
l l537900 + 22.53.72.13^ ^ 25.53.7.13" " •' y  
M(2, | )  + 4°  3 y2 M(3, | )  
 ^ 5 "13^  ^
-  y'  + ;C^:2.134 
M(3,|) 
M(3,^ ) 
- '5^ ."L.13" - :C::f.,,.,35 y') / 
2^ .3^ ° 
287 
81 2 (26) argument: y 
-33 2 
e 28 y 
35/7 
M(i,|) 
+ (f - W y' + Hm /) / 
- #& y' «««'l' 
+ (i& + m# y' -1#& /) 
+ (=#M + m Y' - ™ /) Y' "(2.1) 
+ ##& Y' «<3.5) 
Miils - y^  - y^ ) y^ «<3,|, 
+ (mis - y' + y') y' 
+ (44 y') y" M(4,% 
y® M(5,^ )} 
5 •7'*LL*13 
288 
9 2 (14) argument: y 
-iy' 
90 ^ 14^ ^^  ® 
{w y' + fHïï - §§ y' + m y") y' 
M(l,|) 
 ^ (im - Hîlô y'- 2  ^y') y'»"i'î' 
- Us y' "(^'#1 
+ [## + ## y' - m# y') y' «<^4' 
, r24057 . 136323 ..2 80919 ..4i .,2 
lionnsnn lonncnn Y o/imnnn Y J Y 1200500 1200500 ^  2401000 
M(2,|) + ïlxis M(3,^ ) 
+ ( -972 2187 .4 300125 
+ 
54.^ 4 y 60025 
,8 .7 nn . .6 








y^ ) y^  M(3,^ ) 
3® + M(4 ") 
54.74 
>11 .12 
75.11 5^ .75.11 
y^ ) y^  M(4,^ ) 
25.3I2 
5G.7S.11.13 
y® M(5,^ )} 
3 2 (36) argument: jq y 
3.2 
- J Y  
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|.4 -P- M(l,|) - .4 M(l,|) + (||^  - y2) 
+ '4 y' "<^'1' + & y' + I& y4] 
M(2 , | )  
+ (& + elk y') y' -îHsv' 
+ (R&s + mills y' - 3& /) y' "(3'#) 
+ &-2#&y' + 35&5/) y' "(3.^) 
+ y' M(4,^ ) 
5/.7^ .11 5r'7^ 'll  ^
,7.,3 
+ 
5® '7^ .11*13 ^ J 
The terms bg(y), hj(y), bg(y), and bg(y) are formed from 
Fgty), F^ (y), Fg(y), and Fg(y) as follows: 
bg(y) = /5 [.6 y^  Fgty) + 2 y^  F^ fy) + 3 F^  (y) ] 
by(y) = /5 [y^  F3(y) + 2 y^  F^ (y) + 3 Fg(y)] 
bg(y) = - /ÎÔ5 y2 [| F3(y) + 2 F^ (y)] 
bg(y) = ^  y^ Fgfy) . 
We now present F^ (y), F^ (y), Fg(y), and Fg(y). 
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9 2 (23) argument:  ^
,3^  ^ 33-
81 2 (26) argument; y 
1^23(T) e  -p-  {^37^ -  2.52.74 
35/7 
5" 
W(2'?) - 73^ 7 *•"'¥>} 
9 2 (14) argument: y 
-iy' 
& ki4(T) e {-'45 WflrgO + M(2,|) 
- M (3,^) I 
sr.? 
3 2 (36) argument:  ^y 
e 4^ y:  M(3,^)  
9 2 (23) argument: y 
33 2 
291 
(^2,^ ) 3^ 3 M(2,§) + 3 3 y' 




3(T) e 28 
35/7 
r -3^  5 3^  7 i 2 W(1,#) - "2^  M(2,2) 
l2'5'7 5 "7^  
3^ 4 W(2,|) + M(3,^ )} 
1 . 5 - 3 . 7 ^  ^  5 J . 7 3  ^  J  
9 2 (14) argument:  ^y 
3 2 
1  - ? y  r  c  o 2  7  
En kiafT) e  ^ |.3 M(l,|) - -|— M(2,|-) 90 14 
-5— y^  M(2,|) + y2 M(3,% 
) .7 5 .7 2 
3 2 (36) argument; Y 
875 '^ 36 {M(2,J) - §5 y2 M(3,^ ) J-
(2 3) argument; y^  
-576 
65/13 
k23(T) e"52^  {0^  Ma,|) + a^ â^ y: 
292 
81 2 (26) argument; 4^0" ^  
 ^k23(T) e M(l,|) + ^  y" M(2,|) 
9 2 (14) argument; yg- y 
3 2 
§ô k^4(T) e j-.l M (1,1) + y2 M(2,J) 
3 2 (36) argument; jq Y 
4# k23(TI s * ^  {& M(l'i) - ïls WCZ,?) 
* 6Î25 
9 2 (23) argument: y 
r  2 W(2,2j  + 3 y^ M(2, | )  
2.5^ .7'13^  2r.5^ .7.133  ^
34 
:3.,2.,,3 W(3,^ )} 
5^ .7^ .13" 
81 2 (26) argument; y 
293 
kggfT) e 28^  y2 /_z3^  M(l,|) —^? 
•^3 '•2 *7 2'5^ '7^  
M(2r2j + 4 M(2,§) + -3^  
2 "5 '7 5 *7 
M(3,^ )} 
9 2 (14) argument: jg- y 
1 1 "2^ ^ f "3^ 
90 ^ 14^ ^^  ® y^  {-.15 M(l,f) h— M(2,y) I  ^ 2.5^ .7 
+ — 
2 
_3!_y2 „(2,|, M(3 ")} 
.5^ .7 5 "7 J 
3 2 (36) argument:  ^y 
3 .2 
=#7# kss'TI ® - §5- M<3.^ )} 
B. The Contribution of L^ (y,P) 
Prom equation (3.97) and (3.98), we write the even and 
n 
odd parity L^ (y,P) contributions: 
C+ N,N'<2 -|y2 3 3 2 
(Y/P) = I  s Z { n \ x x , Z )  e  ^ M (-n; &+?; 4 y'^ ) 
n,n' 
&'=0 
£=0,2 {ô^ Q<nO|| HqII n'0> + 0^ 2<^ 2|| HJ n*0> 
/3Ô 
V  ^
{l-i(yP) - i yyPP - | (2n' +|)P^} 
and 
294 
V <2 -|y2 3 3 2 
+ I S, (n',n,&) e  ^  ^y^ ) 
n,n' 
g  > — 2  
&=0,2 {6„,<n2|H-in'2> ,Lr (3yy-y^  1)"PP X/ 6 V V^O 'W «w <%» JO »v «u 
+ôp„<n2|i H, i n'2> = y (sxy)..pp /V 6 JL /— «s» »v  ^  ^
+«ÎO<nOllH2lln'2> Î5Îi;2"î<r' 
+0..<n2||H.in'2> [yCTCa^ a.) •y)..pp 
Xf^ Z. G^ 14 % X <s/-v 
- §y'sis2":(r-iy'si2(;)p"]} , 
where Sq (n',n,£) 2/2 2 [/(l+e^ )^"(l+e^ ,^q) " (-1)*' 
r (£ + I") 
rr(n'+|)r(n+ii+|) -,i _ A/2 
[ nM n. ] 
®2 15/3^  [/(1+e^ )^ (l+G^ g^) 
n' pr(n'+|)r(n+5,+ |)-, i 
L n"! nl J ' 
(-1) 
r(&+1) 
N,N' <5 _ - ? n , 
La (y,P) = I S ( n ' , n , A )  e  ^ M(-n; £ + f; i y^ ) 
 ^~ ~ n,n' 
&'=! 
£=1,3 {6p-<nl|| H-l n'l> [i yP+yy..PP] U "w  ^ m*  ^^  
+6p^ <nl|| hJ| n'l> - [i(yxs)'P 
x,j. X /6 - -  ^
+ y (y X s) ..PP] 
295 
1 2 
+ [5,1 =èz <nll|HJn'l> + 
where 
/30  ^ 5/52" 
<n3|l H2II n'l> ] 
[i T(2i?2)"y p + y(T(2i22)'y)"rr] 
+ 6j3  ^<n3||H2ln'l> 
/52 
[i S, 2 (y) (yP) + S, 2 (y) yyPP] } , J. 6 «LM 'V'V '^V 
8 / 3 : 2  r  1 n (-1)^^ 
s (n',n,A) [/(l+e^ t^ (1+e^ , 
pr(n'+|-)r(n+il+|) -|i - A/2 
I ITJ 
n' ! n! 
n 
Using the results in Table 3.6, we process L^ (y,P) into 
Hermitian form. The contributions to the b's in L(y,P) are 
listed in the following pages. We note that the reduced 
matrix elements are functions of S, T, and ag. They are 
listed in Table 14.1. The arguments of all of the confluent 
3 2 hypergeometric M functions are ^  y . 
bi(y) 
Even Parity: 
- 3y2 ^  
 ^ I sZ (n',n,0) <n0|lHJn'0> 
n,n'=0 " " 
{fl6 -25 y2 + 5.5+ (n' +|) 
- D) M(-n, |) 
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+ n(l. 5 y® - 2.5 y* - - 4n'+ 1) (1-y^) 
M (-n + 1, 
+ e ^ — {-2.25 y^-3 - 15} stX0,0,2) 
/3Ô ^ 
<02|| HqII 02 > 
Odd Parity; 
-fy^ 2 
e  ^ S (n',n,l) <nlllHJn'l> 
n,n'=0 " 
y ® +  3 . 7 5 y ^ -  . 2 5 y ^  -  . 7 5 )  M { - n , | )  
- .6n y^  (3y^  - 5y^  - 1) M(-n + l/'j) 
- ^  n(n-l) y® M (-n +2, ^ 
b2 (y) 
Even Parity: 
/5 y2 e * 
-ïy: 
(- i I (n',n,0) <n0iHJn'0> 
l  ^n,n'=0 " " 
Odd Parity: 
M(-n, Y) 
+ — sj (0,0,2) <02||HJ02> 
/3Ô 




- —y^ 1 
e 4 I So (n',n,0) <n0|lHJn'0> 
n,n'=0 
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{-|y^ - I (2n' +|)| M(-n, |) 
Odd Parity: 
_3y2 2 
I E 4 I s" (n',n,l) <nl|HJ|n'l> M(-n 
n,n'=0 " 
(y) 
Even Parity; There is no contribution. 
Odd Parity: 
_3y2 2 




_3y2  ^  
/I e ^ I st (n',0,2) <02iHJn'0> 
n'=0 
||g y® + (.5 n- - 2.25) y^ + (4.25 -yn') 
+ 4 (2n ' + I") I 
,  - V l  
— e ^ I si; (0,n,0) <n0|lHJ02> 
2/5 n=0 " 
{2.25 y^ + n y^ (6 - 2.25 y^)} 
_ -|y2 
+ — e ^ (0,0,2) <02||HJ102> 
/7Ô 
{ .15 y^ + .8  y^ -
Odd Parity: 
3 ^ 2  
3 y? e 4 I S" (n',n,l) <nlllHJn'l> 
n,n'=0 ^ 
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|(.75 - 1) M(-n, |) + .4 n (3 - 2) 
M (-n + 1, 
+ ^  n (n-l) y^ M (-n + 2, ^) | 
-1 2 
+ ;= e I s"(n',n,3) <n3|| H2l|n'l> 
yiëô n'=0,l,2 
n=0 f 1 
|(l.8 y^  - 2.7 y^  + 7.2) M(-n,|) 




~/^  e  ^ \ S^ (n',0,2) <02|| H-11 n'0> 
/ÏÔ"^  ^  n'=0 "  ^
- — y^ 1 
+ - e I s^ (0,n,0) <nO|| hJ 02> m(-n, !•) 
/5 n=0 ^ 2 2 
Odd Parity; 
r --y2 2 
-/I y2 e I S~(n',n,l) <nl||Hjn'l> 
n,n'=0  ^
M (-n, I") 
_ _3y2 
+ - § e ^ I S (n',n,3) 
n'=0,l,2 
n=0,l 




1 ..2 1 y e 
/6 n'=0 
 ^ l SQ(n',0,2) <02iH2l|n'0> 
{ .5  + ( i  n'  +1)}  
Odd Parity: 
/_ 2 




 ^ y* e  ^ l s"(n',n,3) <n3|| H«|| n'] 
/260 n'=0,l,2 
n=0,l 




y"^ e l st^n',0,2) <02iHJn'0> 
2/Ï4 n'=0 " 
_ 3y2 
+ — y^ e ^ st{0,0,2) <0211HJ02> 
/3ÏÏ 
Odd Parity: 
-  —y^  2  
/Ï4 yZ e 4 % s"(n',n,l) <nlllHJn'l> 
n',n=0 
M(-n, 
A / W  y *  e  *  ^  l  s"(n',n,3) 
n'=0,l,2 
n=0,l 




-|y^  1 
e I st/n',0,2) <02llHJn'0> 
4/3Ô n'=0 
Odd Parity; 
3 2  
e"4 ^  I s-(n',n,3) 
2^ /52 n'=0,l,2 
n=0,1 
<n3|lH2i n'l> M(-n, |) 
C. The One-Pion-Exchange Potential Contribution 
We may wish to add on a one-pion-exchange potential 
(OPEP) to the local potential. This potential is: 
W?' = + VT**) Si2(R) , 
where 
h e~* V^ (R) = -0 (R- 1.6 F) ^  W X 
the tensor piece is 
V^ (R) = -0(R- 1.6 F)h [(1 + I + -g) e"* 
- (%r + -g) e-4X]/x , 
 ^ x"= 
and 
R = y/3 f 
X = (.7 F"^ ) R , 
h = 10.463 MeV . 
301 
6 (x) is the Heaviside function: 
. 
Thus, the OPEP makes contributions to b^ (y) and bg(y): 
bi(y) = V^ (R) 
and 
bgfy) = 3/5 V^ (R) . 
